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ABSTRACT 
This investigation deals principally with the rsdetenaination of the 
liffiits of and the Tariability within the species of Spartinat a genue of 
grasses. Results of the study show the genus to be composed of sixteen 
species and t\m minor foras. Only one minor nomenclatorial change is 
proposed. Because the genus had not, heretofore, been properly typified, 
Spartlpa cynosuroides (L.) Roth is selected as the type species. 
The sixteen species are placed in three complexes on the basis of 
aorphological similarity. Species of the first complex possess hard, slen­
der culms and spikelike panicles composed of numerous, short, closely im­
bricate, twisted spii:es. Rhizomes are usually wanting; if present, they 
are short and knotty. Spartlna arundlnacea of several South Atlantic and 
Indian Ocean Islands, S. olllata of southern South America and S. spartinae 
of North and South Aiaerica are aeabers of th® first eoiatilex. 
The second complex consists of species with soft, fleshy, succulent 
culms; pilose pubescence on parts of the spikelets; and soft, flaccid rhi­
zomes with inflated scales. The plants are usually limited to the inter-
tidal aone of coastal marshes. Species admitted to this complex are 
S. alterniflora of North and South iiaerica and Europe, foliosa. of the 
Pacific coast of North America, S. longispica of the region near the aouth 
of the River Plate in South America, marltima of lurope and Africa, 
S.' neyrautii of southwestern France and _S. townsepdii of England and France. 
Plants of the third complex are characterized by hard culms; non-
spikelike panicles; usually spreading non-twisted spikes; aE,d hispid 
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pubescence on the spifcelets. Most of the sfjecies possess firm rhizomes; 
the scales are not inflated. Species of the third complex are S. bakeri 
of salt and fresh wB.ter habitats in Florida and Georgia, S, X eaespitosa 
of disturbed ground in and around coastal marshes from Maine to Maryland, 
S. csrnosuroides of coastal jaarshes of eastern United States, S. denslflora 
of South i'aierica, S, gracilis of the western^ plains and mountains of North 
Aaerica, S, patens of the salt marshes in eastern United States and 
§.• pectinata of transcontinental distribution in northern North Aiaerica, 
Within seT6ral of the species (S. alterniflora, S. cynosuroides. 
Patens, S. pectlnata and S. spartinae) at least two le-rels of polyploidy 
have been found. In none of these species ha¥e suitable means been found 
for identifying the various le-rels of polyploidy axcept by ohromosoa© num­
bers. 
Hypotheses of hybrid origin for two species were investigated. Data 
based upon the analysis of morphological structures are introduced into a 
numerical index of hybridization. Results of this analysis lend consider­
able support, to the theory that S_. longispica has originated by means of 
hybridization between S. alterniflora and S. densiflora. This hybrid is 
prestjmed to be of laonophyletic origin. S. X eaespitosa is thought to have 
originated by repeated crosses inyolTing patens and £. pectinata. The 
plants of this polyphyletic hybrid swarm hare been shown to reproduce Tege-
tatively. Thej?e is no evidence that the hybrids produce viable seed. The 
Xjlants of this hybrid swana are found only on disturbed ground. This fact 
may lend further support to the hypothesis of hybrid origin. 
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IMfSOHJCTIOII 
Tlie geaus Spagtlaa presents a axmber of taxoaoalc probl«s. Con­
temporary authors are aot In substantial agreement in their treatxnents 
of its specific amd ia.frasp©cific taxa end no on.® author is wholly In 
accord with anotiier. Criteria beretofore proposei for separating various 
taxa ar© vague and often inconsistent, particularly in regard to th© 
iafraspeeiftc taxa.^ Consequently,' the aceurate identification of a 
great number of speei»ens is difficult. The objective of the present 
investigation is»-therefore, an attempt to redefine the limits-of a ism-
b©r of the species, to develop keys to the included taxa, to determine 
geographic variability within the species and to coapile evidence in 
support of a theo-ry of-hybrid origin for several of the species. 
Recent,trends In taxonoay place considerable emphasis upon the 
examination and critical evaluation of a large nmber of specimens of 
any given taxon collected from throughout its geographic range. The 
S®®*® Spartina is admirably suited to this type of investigation because 
most of th@ species are geographically distributed along a rather narrow 
belt of land bordering th® Atlantic Ocean and adjacent waters in certain 
regions of both the east©rn and western hemispheres. This feature, 
coupled with its. abundance, oft©n In large, dens©, pur© stands, makes 
it an ftttractive genus for study. 
As first conceived, the scope of the present problem was limited 
to th© species of Spartina occurring in Korth Aaerica, but several facets 
of th© problQB of nomenclature d«anded an examination of specimens of 
South Merican and Old World species as well. As ® consequence, the 
E 
scope was broadened to include all the known infrageneric taxa. Although 
only the species of eastern North Mierica were obserTed under field con­
ditions and collected in quaatity, sufficient western and extra-North 
Aiaeriean material was made available by loans to allow a study of the 
entire genus. 
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RI?IIW OF LITERiOTRl 
The greater portion of literature cited in this paper is directly 
concerned with noaenclature. Because pertinent nomenclatorial literature 
can be more meaningfully discussed, within a detailed taxonoaic ascoiint of 
the individual taxa, it has s©«ecl advisable to limit this review to 
those papers of major import to facets of the problaa exclusive of nomen­
clature, fh© diversity of the literature relating to these various as­
pects suggests the need for dividing this review into several sections. 
These deal with the literature consulted on the systematic position of 
the genus, early systematic accounts, more recent systematic treatments 
and cytotaxonomic studies. 
Systematic Position of the Genus 
The geauB Spartlna i»s placed in the tribe Ghlorideae of the family 
Gramiaeae by Kuath (1829). Trinius (1840) considered the g®nu8 more ap­
propriately placed in the Agrostideae, owing to the presence of one-
flowered spikelets. Steudel (1855), following Kunth, included the genus 
with th® Chlorideae, doubtless having considered the one-sided disposition 
of spikelets on the spikes of greater taxoaomic significance than the 
one-flowered apikelets. 
Bentham (1881) transferred the genus to the Chaaaeraphis group of 
the tribe Fanicea® on the grounds that the spikelet contained but a 
single perfect floret and that the pedicel of the spikelet articulated 
below the glumes. Because these conditions were not found elsewhere in 
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the Chloridea®, tJie plaG«ent of Spartina in tMs tribe was, according 
to Benthw, lacorrect. Scribner (1883) held tMt Spartina was properly 
placed in the Chlorldeae, He countered Bsntham's pro,posal with the 
argtaent that articulation of the pedicel below the glmes seeaed in­
sufficient reason for the transfer, especially so in view of the fact that 
Bentham had oTerlooked the position of articulation in certain genera of 
tribes other than the Chlorideae. Most recent iiaerican and European au­
thors have not subscribed to Benthaia*s disposition of the genus but are 
in agreement with Scribner. Hackel (1890), Parodi (1919), Bews (1929), 
Hitchcock (1935), Swallea (1939), Hutchinson (1944) and Chase (1950) all 
placed Spartina in the Chlorldeae. which is usually considered as be­
longing to the subfamily Festueoideae. 
Prat (1936), on the basis of epidermal cell structure and foliar 
anatomy, placed the Chlorldeae and with it the genus Spartina in the 
Chloridoideae subgroup of the subfamily .Paaicoideae. 
In an abrupt departure fron the more widely accepted procedure of 
including Spartina in the Chlorldeae, Clapham, Tutin and Warburg (195S) 
placed the genus by itself in the tribe Spartines.® which they held to be 
separable from the Chlorldeae on the basis of its one-flot'yered spikelets. 
Eighteenth and lineteenth Century Systematic Accounts 
Under the genus Dactylis, Linnaeus (1755) included Dactylis 
cynosuroides. and its variety ^  . Dactyl!s cynosuroides is now placed in 
the genus Spartina under the same specific epithet. During the latter 
part of the eighteenth century, several additional species were described 
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under Daetylls by Loefllng (1758), Curtis (1787), falter (1788) and Alton 
(1789). 
Schrebsr {1789} erected the genus Spertlae but cited no species. 
CSnelin (1791) listed Spartina Schreb. end included a single species, 
£. Schreberi, but did not accoiapany the epithet with a description. Ko 
reference was made to an earlier epithet nor was any locality given. Roth 
{1OT6) seems to have been the first to connect the spartinoid segnent of 
Daetylis L. with Spartina Schreb. 
In the early part of the nineteenth century a number of authors pub­
lished short systmatic lists of the species of Spartina then known, iteaong 
these were Roth (1806), Sllldenow (1809), Beauvois (1812), Muhlenberg 
(1817), Link (1820) and Kunth {1829, 1853). Descriptions of new species 
appeared in several of these works, Muhlenberg's list was restricted to 
the species occurring in Korth ^ erica. 
Other systematic accounts of the species were published about the 
same time under the genera Trachynotla (Michaux, 1803) end Llmnetis (Rich­
ard in Persoon, 1807; Suttall, 181S). fh© works of Michaux and Nuttall 
were limited to species occurring in North Merica, 
What seaas to have been the first comprehensive compilation of bi­
nomials appeared from the pen of Trinius (1840) wherein six species were 
cited and a nmber of synonyms given. In addition three new species were 
described, subsequently, Steud©! (1855) in his extensive treatment of th® 
grasses listed twenty-three Spartina binomials, and gave descriptions for 
all but two of the®. Many of the names had been included in the synonoiay 
given by Trinius. 
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Twentieth Ceatuiy Systematic Accounts 
The first monograph dealing with th© genus Spartiaa ,wa.s published by 
Merrill (1902). This treatment was restricted to the .lorth ikmerican 
sp.ecies, Hine species, on© of which was new, were included in the work. 
Subsequent rearrangement of species limits and noaenclatorial changes by 
Hitchcoclc (1906, 1935) and I'ernald (1916, 1947) have superceded many of 
Merrill's taxonomic conclusions. 
Later systaaatic surveys of species of Spartina occurring in North 
Merica and the United States were prepared by Hitchcock (1935), Swallea 
(1939) and Chase (19K)), fhes© treatments list eight or nine species, 
provide.keys to the species and append considerable synoncmy. However, 
no evidence is offered to support the reduction of names to synonyms. 
Species admitted to these systmatic lists were alt©rniflora. 
§.* tftkeri, S. cynosuroldes, S. patens and S, spartinae of th® Atlantic 
and Gulf.coastal plains, S. folioea of the coastal marshes of California, 
S. peetinata of the northern and western United States and S. graclllB 
of the western plains and iiK>uatalns. Some dispute had arisen over th® 
disposition of S_. caeapitosa of the^iew England and Middle Atlantic sea­
board, Hitchcock (1935) regarded it as a variety of S_. pat ens, while 
Swallen (1959) and Chase (1950) reco^ized it as a distinct species. 
Literature dealing specifically with the South American species of 
Spartina includes papers by Arechavaleta (1896) and Parodi (1919, 1937), 
The most comprehensive treatment was, that of Parodi (1919) in which h® 
listed five species occurring along the Atlantic seaboard in Argentina. 
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These were Spartiaa alte mi flora, S, clllata, S_. deaslflora, S. moate-
Yideasis and S_, patagonloa, A sixth species, S. arigentIneKsis, fTOli the 
inland region of Santa le province, Argeatiaa, was described as new. 
Parofii included descriptions of the species, notes on habitats aad a key, 
A more recent laonographic study of the genus is that of Saint-Y¥es 
(1932). The treatment is world-wide in scope. He stated that the genus 
was divisible into two distinct groups {Polychlorophyllae and Oli^-
chlorophyllae) on the basis of the ataount of chlorophyllous tissue within 
the prominent ribs on the adaxial surface of the leaf blades. The blades 
of the Polychlorophyllae were said to be fiat and those of the Oligo-
chlorophylla® generally involute. This division of the genus by Saint-
Yves parallels the first pair of choices in the taxonomic keys of Merrill 
(1902), Hitchcock (1935), Swallen (1939) and Chase (1950), wherein "blades 
flat" or "blades involute" ars used as contrasting criteria. Saint-Yves 
further subdivided the two groups into four species and a hybrid each, 
based upon features of the inflorescences. Four of the eight species he 
recognized, aarittaa. S_. cynosuroides, S. Juncea, and S. dsnsiflora, 
represent coabinations of a number of species of other authors, most of 
which were assigned by him to infraspecific ranks. The other four species, 
£• Qmn<^inacea. S. ciliata, S. gracilis and follosa, were not subdivided. 
Two.hybrids, S. cynosuroides X gracilis and X lonRispica. were described. 
The hybrid origin of X S. longiepioa was briefly discussed. 
Cytotaxonomic Investigations 
In modem taxonomy, increasing attention is being paid to cytotaxonomic 
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iHTestigations. Important contributioBS to an uaderstaMiBg of cytology 
of th© gentis Spartiaa have been aade by Huslcins (1951) and Ctorch (1936, 
1940). Huskias coaflrffied the hypothesis of the hybrid origin of 
townsendii with cytologieal data. This work is reyiewed more fully 
in Goncection with the discussion of S. towaseadii. 
Churoh (1940) iavestigated chromosoae nuiabers in th® Sorth Meriean 
species, le reported the existence of a high degre® of polyploidy with 
chromosomes present ia multiples of sevea, which he coacluded was evi­
dence that seven is the basic amber .within the genus. Five of th© nine 
species, S, bakeri, S. caespitosa, S, eyaosuroides, S. gracilis, and 
£* spartina®, were found to have.the hexaploid ntmber Of forty-two. 
These deterainations were based upon a single specimen of each species. 
A single specimea of S. letantha {S. foliosa) was found to have the 
oetoploid nmber of fifty-six. The remaining three species, S. 'alterni-
flora, S. patens and S_. pectinata^ were each shown to possess an intra-
speeific polyploid series. Within S. alterniflorat an octoploid and a 
decaploid were discovered which were obiserted to differ ia habitat 
preference and morphology. Spartina^ patens was reported to consist of 
three different polyploids. Specimens from Massachusetts, firginia and 
Florida were shoisn to possess the tetraploid, hexaploid and octoploid 
number of chroaosoaes respectively, Spartina pectinata was observed to 
have both the hexaploid aad dodecaploid number of chromoso®©s. New 
England specimens were hexaploid, while gerainating seeds from Mebraska 
material were dodecaploid. Ko morphological coaparisons were reported 
becaue© the dodecaploids did not matur®. 
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MATERIALS ifflD METHODS 
Materials 
The materials used in this study were largely dried and pressed 
specimens from a number of institutional herbaria in the western hemi­
sphere together with the author's collections from stations within the 
United States. 
Institutional herbaria consulted during the course of this study 
are listed below. Following each is an appended key letter or letters 
by which that institution is hereinafter identified. These key letters 
are the standardized abbreviations given by Lanjouw end Stafleu (1952) 
in Index Herbariorum. 
Chicago latural History Museua 
Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan 
Harvard University, Gray Herbaritia 
Institute de Botanica, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Instituto Miguel de Lillo, Tucman, Argentina 
Iowa Stat© College 
Missouri Botanical Garden 
New York Botanical Garden 
United States National Herbarium 
University of California 
University of Florida 
F 
BLH 
GH 
BAB 
LIL 
ISC 
MO 
NY 
US 
uc 
FLAS 
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UniTersity .of Iowa 
University of MicMgaa 
University of PeimsylTania 
University of Texas 
University of Wiseonsia 
Reference will be made, regarding the location of type specimens, to 
a nwber of institutional herbaria not actually consulted during the study, 
fhese are listed below togetiier witli their abbreviations: 
Botenisches Musemi Berlia-Dahlea^ Gemany B 
British Musew, London, Great Britain M 
Geneve: Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques, 
Geneva, Switzerland G 
The Herbariua, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Great 
Britain K 
Komarov Botanical Institute of the Acadsay of 
Sciences, Leningrad, USSR LE 
Institut Botanifjue, Universite de Montreal, 
Montreal, Canada • MT 
Museo Botanico e Irbario dell* Institute Botanic® 
dell* University, Pisa, Italy PI 
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Laboratori® 
de PhanerogMie, Paris, France P 
Naturhis%orisches Museum, Vienna, Austria W 
Because of the large nuaber of specimens examined during the course 
of this investigation, citation of specimens has been omitted except in 
rare Instances. A complete list of herbarium specimens studied will b® 
filed in the herbariua of the Iowa State College. 
lA 
MICH 
PEKN 
TK 
Wise 
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Collections were made by the author dtiriag the laonths of July, 
August and Septmber, 195S, at selected coastwise stations ranging from 
Galveston, Texas eastward to Florida and northward to New Haaipshire, 
Additional collections were nade at localities in Michigan, Indiana, Wis­
consin and Iowa. 
Herbarium specimens were prepared from field material. The plants 
were dried o-remight in presses suspended over kerosene lanterns. Ex­
cept under the most inclement mreather conditions, most of the speciaens 
were dry enough for storage within 48 hours. However, specimens of 
Spartina alterniflora with their thick, fleshy, succulent culms required 
some additional care, often having to be left in the presses for a week 
or mor®. 
Preliminary investigation in the genus had shown that seme features 
of the inflorescences possessed a great deal of measurable variability. 
In order to survey more adequately the ranges in variability, numerous 
panicles were collected and stored in small paper sacks, fhis procedure 
was followed with two particular needs in mind. One was the need for 
accumulating large ciuantlties of material from large, pure stands in or­
der that an adequate range of variability be secured, and the second was 
the need for a rapid and easy method of collecting eiaall amounts of uia-
terial from as many stations as possible throughout th© area visited. 
Whersf the plants vfere found in large, dense stands, a reasonable attempt 
was made to g©t as representative a sample as possible. The plants often 
tend to grow in saall cluaps with several culms arising from the sa®.© 
rhizoime. In no case was Mare than one panicle per clump selected. 
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la order to obtain material for cytological study of chromosome aim-
bers, fresh, root tips were Icillea and fixed in the field. Plants were 
carefully uprooted and washed free of all debris, fhe distal portions 
(approximately 2 im.) of Tigorous root tips were cut off with a razor 
blade and placed into a rial containing freshly mixed Carnoy's fluid 
consisting of one part glacial acetic acid and two parts absolute alcohol. 
The collection nimber was inscribed on a small paper tag with India ink 
and inserted in the vial. Only specimens to which the root tips were 
physically connected became a part of that particular collectioni-. After 
approximately 48 hours, the Milling and fixing fluid was poured off and 
the root tips were washed with ?0 per cent alcohol. The material was 
left in TO per cent alcohol for another 48 hours, after which it was 
washed again and then stored in 70 per cent alcohol. At the conclusion 
of field work, the Tials were'transferred to a refrigerator and kept at 
0° C. until the material could be examined, fhe voucher specimens from 
which the root tips were taken were deposited in the herbaritm of the 
Iowa State College. 
Methods of Investigation 
Study of specimens consisted largely of aeasurement of various parts 
of the plants and critical examination of certain features not amenable 
to measurement. The general procedure used in dealing with all the spe­
cies is presented below. Occasionally, measurement or examination of a 
specific character was fotmd to have same value only for a problem con­
cerned with a single species. Methods involved in cases of this sort 
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are described In the text. Measurmeat of anther lengths end aorphologi-
cal parts requiriog accuracy to 0.1 im, were made with the aid of a 
Spencer low-power binocular aicroscope equipped with IX, 2X and 3X ob-
jectiires and lOX ¥dde field oculars. The ri^t ocular was furaished with 
an ocular micrometer that had been calibrated with a stage iticrometer. 
All other aeasuraaeats were made with an ordinary IS cm. rule graduated 
itt millimeters. Measuremeat data are reported ia metric values. 
Cula height was measured from the base of the culm to the apex of 
the panicle. Bon-floweriag culms were osiitted from the study. 
Measuraaents of leaf blade lengths and widths were made on the second 
blade from th® sunaait. Certain exceptions' to this procedure are noted in 
the text. Blade width measureaents were made at a point approximately 
1 m, from the base of the blade because the tissue at the base was often 
flanged out, cracked or broken. In th© case of tightly involute blades, 
the tissue was softened with a detergent-methyl alcohol solution^, and 
flattened for more accurate determination of width. 
Measurement of th© ligule was mad© on the second leaf from th© sum­
mit, In the event that lengths of the hairs varied, as they frequently 
do, an estiaated average was struck. 
Panicle length was measured from the point of insertion of the lowest 
spik© to the tip of the teminal spike or to the tip of the panicle axis 
if it exceeded the spike. Only panicles with normally tightly appressed 
Methyl alcohol 25 per cent; Aersol O.f. 1 per cent and distilled 
water 74 per cent. 
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spikes appear to haTe a measurable width. The width of those paaicles 
with scmewhat spreading splices seems to be influeaced by degree of maturity 
aad certainly by the pressing and motmting operations, flhers' width of the 
panicle was ascertainable, measwrement was made at a point midway between 
base and apex. 
Measurettent of spikes was aade from the point of insertion on the 
panicle axis to th© tip of the teminal^ spikelet or to the tip of the 
spike raehis if it exceeded the spikelet. Spike length was measured on 
a iaedlan or near Median spike. Exceptions to this procedure are noted 
in the' text, ' In the event that two-spiked panicles were encountered, the 
basal spike was measured. Oeeasionally the length of the peduncle proTed 
useful. Its length was measured along the spike rachis from th® point of 
insertion on the panicle axis to the base of the lowest spikelet. 
Length of the spikelet was found to be coincident with length of the 
second glume except rarely, where the floret exceeded the second glume. 
In such cases, spikelet length was measured to th© tip of the floret, 
Spikelets are usually sessile but.occasionally some are pedicellate. The 
spikelet length miue in these instances included the pedicel, 
.fhe degree of crowding of spikelets along the rachis of a "spike has 
been shown to have soae taxonomic significance. A fairly satisfactory 
numerical expression of the crowding was derived by dividing spikelet. 
n\aiab©r into spike length. This ntmerical equivalent seeias to achieve 
greater precision than do the words imbricate, crowded, reiaote and similar 
terms. However, th© nmerical values are not without soae minor 
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inaccuracies, for lao attention was given to spikelet or peduacle lengths 
or Tariation in tlie lengtlis of distances between spikelets. 
Attempts were made to deteimine chroaosome numbers for some of the 
species. A root tip was placed on a slide in a drop of 0.5 per cent 
acetic orcein and chopped into several small pieces with a razor blade» 
These small pieces were then crushed and macerated with a specially pre­
pared glass rod that had been fused Into a spherical bead. The lower 
half of the bead was roughened with et&ery cloth in order to facilitate 
crushing of the tissue. After continued maceration, a cover slip was 
dropped over the tissue. The slid© was turned over and placed on a 
blotter and pressure was applied, causing a flattening of the tissue. 
Following this, the slide ms heated gently over an alcohol flsaae and then 
examined. Some aitotically active cells usually became well enough sep­
arated from the rest to allow an accurate count of the chroaosomes. • Only 
the chromosome numbers are reported in this paper. Freehand drawings of 
the chTOffiosomes have been filed with the voucher specimens. 
Methods of Presentation of Data 
The data supporting taxoaomic conclusions are presented in the form 
of descriptions, tables, histograms, maps, illustrations and scatter dia­
grams. In compiling distributional data for presentation on maps, only 
specimens which had actually been seen and verified by the author were 
included. The drawings of spikelets were made with the aid of a camera 
lucida attached to the Spencer binocular microscope described above. Un­
less otherwise indicated, the drawings were originally lOX or 20X and 
were reduced to 5X or lOX for presentation in this paper. 
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Liberal use has been made of the scatter diagrsa allowing for the 
sifflultaasQus presentatioa of two rariables. The methods of AndersoE (1949) 
hmtB been followed in the coBStru-ction of these diagraag. la general, the 
purpose ia usl»g the scatter diagram was to show whether a populatioa ssm-
pi© was hOKsgeneous or actually dirislble in regard to the two variable 
characters utilized. la eoa© few cases, ratios rather than absolute 
aeasureaents were introduced into the diagrams. 
la the systaaatic treatment which follows, the taxa recognized ia 
this paper are discussed in considerable detail. Complete symonomies are 
gi-rea aad, where someaclatorial problems warrant, evidence is presented 
stewing why the amee are regarded as synonyms. Descriptions are offered 
and ar® partially supported by illustrations of spikelets. 
A list of all the published, names concerned with th© genus ia pre­
sented ia Appendix A, Somenclatorial disposition of these names is in­
dicated together -with evidence supporting' such disposition. 
A discussion of the important taxonoaic distinctions between the taxa 
is deferred to the section of this paper dealing with keys to the species. 
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TAXOBOi-ilC COSSIDEMTIOHS 
Tlxe Geims Spartiaa 
Spartlna Sclireb. Gen. PI, ed. 8. 43. (1789) 
Tr;ac^;aoti£Mlclix. ?1. Bor, Imer. 1:63, (1^3) 
Lisaaetia Rich, ia Pera, Syn. PI, l:7i. (iffi?) 
Poaeeletia Tliouars, Fl. Triat. Aeuga. 36. {1811) 
frlstania Polr. in Lam, lucycl. Suppl, I?. 5E6. in obs. (ISLS) 
Solenaehne Steud. i^a. PI. Glum. 12. (1855) 
ChauTinia Stend, Syn. Pi. Qlm. 362. (1855) 
Deserigtioa 
Plants perennial; ctilas O.l—3.5 meters tall, ereot, terete, caespl-
tos© from knotty bases or solitary from strong, scaly rhizomes; cauline 
leay«s 3—15; sheatlis firm, smooth to somewhat striate; ligule a ring of 
hairs; bledes flat or involute; panicle 3—73 caa. long; panicle axis 
usually S-angled; spikes 1—7Si appreesefl or spreading, alternately to 
irregularly arranged along a eomawa axis; racMs of the spikes S-angled; 
spikelets l-flowered, laterally compressed, usually sessile in two rows 
on two sides of the 3-angled racMs, articulating below the glumes; first 
glume shorter than the floret, l-nerved, the keel glabrous, pilose or 
hispid; second glume usually longer than the floret, 1—3-nerTed, the keel 
glabrous, pilose or hispid; Imam shorter than the palea, usmlly firm in 
texture, 1—3-nerv©d, the lateral n©rves obscure, the keel glabrous, 
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pilose or bispid; palea thin anfl papery, S-nerv®d, obscurely keeled, the 
keel glfiibroy,® or rarely hispid aear the tip; stamens 3; ovary 1, stigmas 2, 
plmose; lodiexiles Oj seeds act cofflttonly produced, plants apparently re­
producing mostly by T©getatire means; basic ehroaosoae number 7. 
Discussion 
Spagtina Sehreberi Qsel. has been regarded as th© .type species of the 
g©3aus but unfortxmately, the nam© has n©-?er ©n^oyed nomenclatorial stand-
lag, Siaelin (1791) supplied th© specific epithet but failed to provide a 
description, a plate or a reference to an sarlier description. If a speci­
men upon which the asae is based ever existed, its whereabouts at the 
present tia© is unknown. The invalid binoaiial, Spartina Schreberi. is the 
only one, to th® author's knowledge, that has ever been cited as the type 
species. If the genus Spartiae is to be properly typified, it appears 
necessary that another species be chosen aa the type. Accordingly, the 
well-known and widely distributed Spartiaa cynosuroides (L.) Roth is 
designated the type species, fhe holotype is conserved in the herbarium 
of the British Museum. 
Spartlna, a genus of grasses, has been placed in the tribe Chlorideae. 
a heterogeneous assemblage of genera held together solely by the presence 
of a one-sided arrangement of spikelets in spikes. In this genus, th© 
spikes appear to be one-sided although the spikelets are actually arranged 
in two rows on two sides of a somewhat flattened, triangular rachis. In 
no other particulars of the inflorescence, except in the characters linking 
all aeBbers of the subfamily Festucoideae does Spartina agree with the 
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other genera referred to the Chlorldeae-. la the absence of aore precis© 
data coaceniing p^logenetie relationsMpe, it seems advisable for the 
preseat to consider the genus a ttMber of the Chlorideae. 
Within th® gems, thre® ccaplexes of species may be delineated. Each 
of the complexes lends itself quit® well to treatment as a subgenus, but 
owing to th® ^all nmber of species, erection of subgeneric categories 
does not se« necessary. Th® three ccmplexes with their included species 
are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Three Complexes with Included Species 
Complex 1 Complex 2 Complex 3 
Spartina aruadinacea 
S. ciliata 
S. spartinae 
Spartina altemlflora 
8. foliosa 
S_. longispica 
S. maritiaa 
S. neyrautti 
S. townseadii 
Spartina bakeri 
~ caespitosa 
B.' ^y^OBUToldeB 
deasiflora 
S, gracilis 
5, patens 
pectinata 
The first of the three complexes consists of those species with nu­
merous short, closely tabricat® spikes, so arranged that th© entire panicle 
has a mooth, cylindrical contour. The culms are hard and slender. The 
spikelets are always pubescent, at least on the keels of the glumes, and 
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tbe pubescence is strongly hispid or villous. While rhizomes may b© pro­
duced, they ere seldom longer than a few eeatimeters at most. 
The second complex contains those species characterized by more or 
less thick, fleshy, succulent culms; smooth, glabrous leaves; and spikelets 
that are usually less closely imbricate than those of the species within 
the other complexes. The plamts rarely show a tendency to be streaked or 
tinged with purpl-e, though they may often become somewhat brown in color. 
A distinctly disagrseabl© odor emanating froa the fresh culms may persist 
in dried specimens for several months or more. 
Plants of the third ccmplex are characterized by hard culms; scabrous 
leaves (at least on th® margins); more or less spreading spikes; and usual­
ly closely imbricate spikelets, The inflorescence rarely assumes a saooth, 
cylindrical contour. Pubescence on the keels of gluaes and lemaas is his­
pid. Very often plants of this complex are streaked or tinged with purple, 
especially in th® inflorescences and occasionally on the sheaths and culms. 
1. Spartina artmdinacea 
Spartina arundiaacfe (Thouars) Camich, Trans, linn. Soc. 12:504, 
(1819) 
Ponceletia arundinacea Thouars« fl. Trist. Acugn. 36. (1811) (Type 
in P from Tristan de Cunha) 
Tristania etrundinacea (Thouars) Poir. in Lam. Incycl. SupDl. IV: 
5261 nSis) in obs. 
Description. (Plate I, a—c). Culas to 1.5 meters tall, erect, 
terete, indurate, striate, glabrous, from knotty bases; rhizomes short, 
thick, upturned; sheaths indurate, often shining, aaooth to somewhat 
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striate, margin of tti8 orifice pilose; ligul© a ring of liairs about 1 ami. 
ia length; blades inTolute, glabrous to scabrous on th© adaxial surface, 
glabrous on tlie abaxial, scabrous on the margins, tip acuainate, the 
terminal blad® not ©xceeting the panicle; panicle up to 16 cm, long, 1—2 
aa, wide; panicle axis 3-angled, glabrous to sparingly hispid on the 
angles, spike® up to 50, g—4 m. long, g—5 am, wide, flattened dorsi-
ventrally, irregularly arranged,' tightly appress®d, closely iabricate, 
twisted, giving the panicle a s»ooth contour; rachis of the spikes gla­
brous to sparingly hispid on the angles, not prolonged beyond the terminal 
splkelet; spikelets BO—40, 6—12 mi, long, 1—3 nm., wide, alternate, 
tightly appressed, closely imbricate, often pedieellat®, the pedicel 
about 1 nm* long; first glum© linear, 4—10 «. long, glabrous, keel his­
pid, tip acuainat®; second glua© 6—12 ait. long, glabrous to ainutely his-
pidulous, keel hispid above, margins glabrous to hispidulous, tip acxminat©; 
letaifta glabrous to minutely hispidulous, keel hispid above, often glabrous 
below,, margins glabrous, tip obtus®, shallowly lobed; palea thin and 
papery, margins notched at the apex of each nerv®, tip obtuse or rounded, 
slightly excseding the la«aa; anthers rarely exceeding 3 M. in length; 
stipias .usually subequal. 
Observations. As only four speciaens of this species were available 
for examination, it is impossible to show ranges in the variability of 
morphological features* The descriptive material above was taken from the 
specimens examined. Admittedly, these constitute a rather unsatisfactoiy 
sample, all the more so because of th® scattered distribution of the spe­
cies, Chroiaosome nmbers for this species are unknown. 
Plate I. a—c. Spartina arundinacea. a. spikelet 5X, 
b. lemma tips lOX, c. palea tips lOX. 
d—h. Spartina ciliata. d—e. spikelets 5X, 
f. leiBiB.a tip lOX, g---h. palea tips lOX. 
i—r. Spartina spartinae. i--r. TOriations 
••iinAnii II 111 I Iiiuinmiiiimiiim mi urn m.aiiiiiMiiuin im iii 
in spikelets 5X 
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Momenclatur®. The earliest description of the plaut is that of Du 
Petit-Thouars (1811) usder th© genus Poneeletta. Althou^ the type speci­
men was not sesiij study of the detailed description shows that Spartina 
aruBdiaacea is properly typified. The combination S. aruadiaaeea Caraich. 
has been used by other authors, but Inamueh as th© name-bringing synonym 
was cited la synonoay by Camichetel (181t) it appears that the author ci­
tation shotild include the original authority for the epithet, 
Pistribution. Of the four speciaens examined,, two were from the 
island of Triatan d@ Cunha (37° 06* S., 18° 17' W.) and another froa th® 
Islands of St. Paul and.Aasterdwa (38° 43» S., 77® 32* I.). The fourth 
is merely labeled St* Paul Island near Tristan de,Cunha. This specimen, 
from the Torrey H^rbaritm (NY), wag in all probability collected on St. 
Paul Island. No apparent morphological differences exist between speci­
mens from the two widely separated island groups. 
Heasley (1884) reports the plant to b© co«aon on all three of the 
islands which m&k® up th© Tristan de_ Cunha group as well as on the two 
islands, St. Paul and Amsterdam. Christophersen (1934) found th© plant 
occurring abundantly on Qough Island (Diego Alrarez) 220 ®iles southeast 
of Tristan de Cunha. 
Little precise data are m^ailabl® concerning the habitat of the spe­
cies. Camichael (1819) states that th© plants grow abundantly in thick 
cltmps at the base of the volcanic mountain on Tristan de Cunha. Th© spe­
cies has been obseirTed to flower in Februaiy. 
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Specimens examined. St. Paul and Amsterdamt, Haimaa 118 US; St. Paul, 
near Tristan de Cuaha, lY; fristan d© Cualia, MacGilllvray 34S SHj Stable-
ford ISC. 
2. Spartina eiliata 
Spartlna olliata Broa^. Bu Perr. ?oy.''Coq. Bot. 15. (1829) (lype 
in P froa Isle of St. Catlaeriae., Brazil) 
SpartiBa eiliata Kunth, Rey. Gram. Ii94. {I8g9) aomen nudum 
Spartina coarctata Trln. Maai, Acad. St. Petrsbg. Sci. Sat, ¥1, 
6:110. {itSQj ("type in. LI froa Uruguay) 
Soleaachae :phala.roidea Steud. %-n. ?1. Glua. 18. (1855) (fyp® 
in P from Isle of St. Catheria®, Brazil) 
Description. (Plate I., d—h). Culas to 2 meters t&ll, ©rect, in­
durate, terete, glabrous, eaespitose'fr<* hard, knotty bases, occasionally 
with short rhizomes; sterile leaf-bearing shoots often arising from the 
lower nodes, these tightly appressed to the culm; sheaths smooth, glaucous 
or shining, the lower much broken by the emergent shoots, margin glabrous, 
hyaline, margin of th® orifice densely pilose; ligule a ring of hairs 
S—5 Baa. long; blades narrowly involute, scabrous on th® adaxial surface, 
glabTOUs on th© abaxial, glabrous to scabrous on th© laargins, tip acuminate; 
panicle 15—40 ea. long, 1—B m. wide; panicle axis 3—4-angled, twisted, 
sparingly pilose; spikes 10—50, 8—5 cm. long, flattened dorsl-T®ntrally, 
irregularly arranged, tightly appressed, densely imbricate, twrlsted giving 
the panicle a smooth contour; rachis of the spikes pilose on the angles, 
not prolonged beyond the terminal S'pikelet; spikelets 15—2S, 10—SO wo, 
long, 4—8 isa, wide, alternate, tightly appressed, closely iiabricate, * 
/ 
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oft@a twisted; first glume limear, 6—10 jaa. loagi thin and papeiy, gla­
brous to sparingly pilose, ke®l pilose b©low, beecaaing strongly hispid 
aboire, margins often hlspidulous; second glua© 18-^20 »a. long, thin and 
etoffy, glabrous to sparingly pilos©, keel broad and tMek, densely 
•pilose below, becominis strongly Mspld above, tapsrlng into a short, 
sMrp-pointed awn, margins hispiduious; Isaaa glabrous, SbeJupper two-
tbirdB of the ke®l pilose, margins Mspldulous, produced beyond the keel 
foming a sharply bifid apex; palea tMn and ambranaceors. margins 
notched at the apex of each nerve, tip otituse or rounded, slightly ex­
ceeding the iMsm; anthers 4—7 iga, long, 'Often purple. 
Observations. Speciiaens of Spartiaa ciliata are essentially uniform 
throu^out the geographic range, although some variation does occur in 
height of the culm and length of the panicle. These differences are, in 
all probability, due to environmental circimstances. Hone of the varia­
tions could be correlated with geographic distribution. Chromosome nm-
bers in this species are unknown. 
Nomenclature. The blnoaial Spartlaa clllata has been attributed to 
both Brongniart (1^9) and Eunth (1829). The valid naae is Brongnlart*s, 
as Kunth*s was not accoapanled by a description until a later publication 
(iCunth, 1833). The type specimen was not seen but a fragment deposited 
in the XJ. S. National Herbsrixm was available for study. 
Distribution, The species Is limited to the east coast of South 
itoerlca, ranging from Brazil to Argentina, Distribution Is shown In 
Figure 1, 
Figure 1. Distribution of Spartipa ciliata. 
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Little is known coaeerning th© Mbitat of tbis species beyond the 
fact that it grows in desse cltmps on sandy beaches aad dtrnes well above 
the ioterticial zoae. Parodi (1919) iaclMed a photograph showing the 
typical habitat oa the sandy coastal areas, fhe species flowere from 
Novaaber to May. 
3.. Spartina spartina© 
Spartiaa spartiaae {TrlniJ Hitchc. Contr. tF. S, Mat. H®rb, 17;3E9. 
(1913) 
Tilfa spartinae Trin, Acad, St. Petrsbg. Sci. Mat. VI. 6:8S. 
Il8^)'-{fyp© in LI frc«a Texas) 
Spartina .lunciforats Bag. & Gray. Bost, Jour, Sat. Hist. 5:838. 
JliiTTT^l'® in ® froa fexas) 
Spartina gracilis Hook, ex Chap. Fl. So, tJ. S. ©d. 1, 556, (1860) 
aon Tria. iflsST 
Spartina eouiai Fourn. M@x. PI. 2:135. (1886) (l^pe in P from 
Mexico) 
Spartina aultiflora l&Bm ex Beal, .Grasses Ho. Aaer. 8:400. 
'(189^)"" pro' Byn, !?ype in US from Florida) 
Spartina. plttieri Hack. Oesterr. Bot. Ztschr. 52:857. (1902) 
TWp®~in W fr!» Costa Rica) 
Spartina deaaiflora var. obtusg_Hack. Fedde Rep. Nor. Spec. 6:34S. 
(1909) (Type in W. from Paraguay) 
Spartina argeatiaensis Par. Rev. Fac. Agron. Vet. Buenos Aires 
£;2§8, (1919) (fyp© from Argentina) 
Spa.rtlna densiflora Brong, var. Juaeiforais (Eng. & Gray) St. Y. 
Caad, SiTT. (1932) (Based on S. Juaciformis lag. & Gray) 
Spartina aeasiflora Brong. var. .Ittncifomis (lag. & Gray) St. T. 
sttbv. ar^entiaeasis (Par.) St. Y, Caad. 5;?9. (19S2) (Based oa 
£. arg^atlaeasiiB Par,) 
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Spartlaa den^lflora Broag. Tar. Jmcifomla (Ing. & Gray) St. Y. 
geauim St. Y. Caad. 5:78l (1932) (Based on 8. jumcifoimls 
lag, & GrsfT"" "" 
Sp&rtlna densiflora Broag. attct. aoa. Beal, 1. J. Grasses So. 
laer. 2:3961 • • 
DescrigtioB. fPlate I, i—r). Culms to 2 asters talli erect, 
t©r©t®, Indurate, cowsaly glabrous, ocoasioaally glaucous, from liard, 
knotty bases, rhizomes wanting; nodes oftea exposed; sheaths short, gla­
brous, oceasionally glaucous, sparingly scabrous oa th© sargias, margia 
of the orifice^ glabrous to hispid, a@ver pilose; li@il« a ring of hairs 
1—E im. loag; blades iavolute wh®a fresh, up to 4 a®, wide, scabrous oa 
the adaxial surface, glabrou® oa th© abaxial, scabrous oa the margias, tip 
actmiaate; paaicle 6—70 cm. loag,; 4—20 wa, wid©; p&aicl© axis 3—4-
aagled, oftea scabrous oa the laargias, twisted; spikes 6--75, 0.5—-7 caa. 
loag, th® lower oftea th© loager, 2—4 ma, 'wide, alteraately to irregu­
larly 'arraaged,, tightly appr®ss#d,. closely imbricate, flatteaed dorsi-
vetttrally; rachis of th© spikes glabrous to scabrous oa th© aagles; spike-
lets 10—60, 4-61-10) wa. loag, th# lower oftea th© loager; first glume 
liaear, 8—6{-8) ». loag, glabrous to hispidulous, keel hispid, tip 
acmniaate; secoad gluae 4—8(-10) ffl®. loag, glabrous to hispidulous, 
keel hispid, tip acuaiaate to obtuse; Iwaa glabrous to hispidulous, up­
per twa-third® of th© keel hispid,, tip usually acuttiaat©, rarely obtuse; 
pal©a thin and papery, often minutely hispid near the tip, tip acxanlnate 
to obtuse; aathers 3—5 am. loag, oecasioaally purple; soMtic chromosome 
ambers BS, 48. 
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ObserTatioas. Certain Tegetative claaracters of Sgartina spartime 
show measurable Tariablllty. Data from th© 119 specimens exemined from 
across tlie range of geographic distribution &tb presented la Table 2. 
Meaa and extreme values for beight of the culm, length of the blade of 
the aeeond leaf froa the .apex and width of the blad® are showa, Th®se 
Talues are arraaged aeeordiag to geo_^aphic se^aents of the entire rang© 
of distribution. Plants of the Tucatan PenlBsula are included with those 
from Central Aiaerica and Mississippi speeimeas are included with thos« of 
Texas and Louisiana. 
fable £• Morphological Characters of S. spartlaae 
Character Ila. T©X.SCXj(S. Mex. Cent.Am. So.Amer. Total 
Height of aula 
extreme SS.Ocm 
mean 89,5 
extr^ tt® 184.0 
49.0cm 
93.8 
200,0 
46.Oct 
104,3 
140.0 
120.0cm 
161,1 
195.0 
78.0(m 
119.4 
166.0 
38.0cm 
105.7 
200,0 
Blad© length 
extreme 
mean 
extrme 
SS.Oot 
33.3 
54.0 
gl.Ocm 
37.1 
S®,0 
IE,Oca 
m,z 
44,0 
4E.0{m 
8B.7 
115,0 
82.0<a 
32.6 
51,0 
12,0cm 
39,7 
125,0 
Blad® width 
©xtr®ft® 
m8.8n 
extreme 
g.Qnm 
2.6 
3.5 
l.i^m 
8.8 
4.1 
l.feffit 
3.0 
4,5 
2,9aa 
3.4 
4.5 
i.a» 
3,0 
4,0 
l.Sffltl 
E.9 
4,0 
Paniel® length 
@xtr«ie 
msan 
extr«B® 
7.0ea 
17.0 
45.0 
8,0ca 
17.3 
38.0 
a.Oom 
20.1 
35.0 
20.Oca. 
4S.1 
61.0 
14,5cffi 
£5,6 
39.0 
7. Oca 
81,6 
61,0 
Splk® length 
extr«a© 
a@an 
0xtre»e 
1.0cm 
a.3 
3.4 
l.lCffl 
. E.S 
3.5 
l.Sea 
g,4 
3.6 
1.4cm 
2.8 
4,5 
S.0c» 
2.9 
4,.2 
l.Ooa 
E.4 
4.S 
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The a©an value for culm laeight ia the Central MxerlcmB collections 
is considerably higher than the a©an value for th® total population. Be­
cause the measureaent data from thes© Central Aaericaa collections were 
taken largely from specimens collected near Belize, British Honduras, it 
may be that the results do not accurately show the rarlability within th® 
Central American se-^ont of th© population. Corroborative evidenc® sup­
porting this assumption is provided by Swallea (193S} who states that 
specimens of B. spartiaae from the Mexican, portion of th® lUcatan Penin­
sula do not exceed 150 m. in height. AltlKJUgh taller plants are ap­
parently more coaaon in parts of Central iiaeriea, there is, in th© author's 
collections from Caiaeron Parish, a specimen which is just SOO m., 
tall (Mobberley 59, ISC). 
As in the ease of the cul®, th© mean value of blade length in the 
Central -American se^ent Is much higher than that in other segaents. How­
ever, the mean blade width value from this segtaent does not vary a great 
deal frcm th® mean value for the total population sample, 
Beal (1896) used the presence of exposed nodes as a vegetative 
character of taxonomic Bi^ificanee. Although this feature was observed 
in many of the specimens exaained, its occurrence was not consistent 
enough in any one segaent to warrant attaching any diagnostic value to it. 
The general aspect of the panicle seams to show some unifomity 
throughout the population. The spikes are usually densely iffibricate and 
flattened dorsiventrally. Th© entire panicle is given a ataooth contour 
by th® twisting of these flattened epikes. Occasionally the panicles be­
come dens© and heavy enough to nod. Some variation was observed in the 
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leagtlis of paalcles spikes, fable 2 shows the mean and ©xtrwee Talues 
for these two characters. Higher aeaa values for pamtel© and spike length 
.appear in.the Geatral ii^erlcea aaterial, but for the reasoB discussed 
above ia coaaectioa with culm height these higher values are mt thought 
to be ai^ificaat. 
Considerable variation was observed ia the aorphology of th® spike-
let, notably at the tip of the second glw®. Plate I, i—r iHustrat«s 
th© rang© of variation which wae encoufttered, Th© illustratioas ar® »ot 
inteaded to portray all th© exiatlmg varlatioBS» .but are drawn from selec­
ted spikelets which are more or less representative of the entir® popula-
tioB. An effort was aade to learn whether the variability ia the charac­
ter of the tip is correlated with geographic distribution, but the various 
types were not limited to oae particular geographic area, clone or paa-
lcl©« However, some unifonttity was found within individual spikes. 
Relative lengths of first and second glmes have been found to b© 
of diagnostic value in certain of th© Sraaineae. Appraisal of this fea­
ture in S. apartinae revealed that th® second glta© is about S mm., longer 
than th© first. In rare cases, spikelets wer© found in which the length 
of the first gluae barely equalled one-half the length of the second; in 
one instance (Plate I, r) the first glum® exceeded the second in. length. 
The anth®rs show no particular features of diagaostic value. Oc­
casionally purple anthers are found, but the greater majority are yellowish, 
Jimong other morphological f®ature.s which possess some taxonoaic use­
fulness are the absence of rhizomes, the caespltose habit, nmerous and 
closely imbricate spikes, length of the spikelets and pubescence on the 
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spikelets. These features will be discussed in greater detail in another 
section of this paper dealing with the distinctions b®tw®®n species. 
Ghramosoae nimbers for spartiaae have been reported from only one 
previous soure® (Church, 1940). His detemiaatioa of th© hexaploid num­
ber of 42 is not in agr@@aent with this inTestigator*s findings in which 
the tetraploid nmber of 28 was discovered. Church's report is based 
upon Florida material (Church 510, Miami, Ha.), while th© author's de­
terminations are based on fexas and Louisiana specimens. 
Table 5. Chromosome Humbers in S. spartiaae 
Specimen Locality Chroaosome nuabar 
Mobb©rley 16 Port Bolivar, Galveston Co., Texas £n m 38 
Mobberley 32 Sabine Pass, Jefferson Go., Texas 2n X 2& 
Mobberley 33 Sabine Pass, Jefferson Co., Texas Sn r 28 
Mobberley 40 Sabine, Jefferson Co., Texas £n s 20 
Mobberley 41 Sabine, Jefferson Co., Texas 2n <m g8 
Mobberley S3 Hackberry, Caaeron Parish, La. Sn s 28 
Conditions found elsewhere in the genua indicate that polyploidy is 
more or less to be expected. Accordingly, Florida specimens were criti­
cally compared with specimens from Texas and Louisiana in an effort to 
l®am whether the apparent cytologically differing segronts of the popu­
lation differed in any gross aorpiiological features. Th® only evident 
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diffsreace is in the ratio of spike aaaber to panicle length. Figure S 
shows spike ntiaber plotted against panicle length. All available speci­
mens of Florida material were used in the eonstmietion of the diagraatj 
while only a selected masher of speciiaens frc« across the fexas and 
Louisiana rang© of the species were used. It may be seen that the dots 
representing Florida specimens follow a somewhat distinct regression line, 
while those representing Texas and'Louisiana spaciaeas are more or less 
scattered. The significane© of this feature is not•understood. In all 
other gross.morphologicel features the plants of the two geographic re­
gions are similar. 
Momenelatur®. The name Spartina gpartinae (Trin.) Merr. has been 
widely used despite its erroneous author citation. Merrill (1902) intro­
duced the ooabination by the transfer of ¥ilfa apartInae Trin. to Spartina 
but rejected it as meaningless. Hitchcock (191S) adopted the invalidly 
published coHbination and cited Merrill as the authority. There being no 
obstucle to the use of the combination, it may continue to be employed. 
However, under the provisions of Article 81 of the International Code of 
Botanical .Bomenclature, the epithet is to be regarded as new under th® 
authority of Hitchoook. The binomial with the proper author citation be-
comes Spartina spartlnae (Trin.) Hiteho,^ 
The author is indebted to Dr. H. W. Rickett, Bibliographer to th® 
Mew York Botanical G«rden» for assistance in' th® solution of'this noaen-
clatorial problem* 
Figure 2. Comparison of Florida and Texas and Louisiana 
Specimens of Spartlna spartlaae by Panicle 
Lengtli and Spike Mmber. 
0 s: Florida specimens 
0« Texas and Louisiana specimens 
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A photograph of th® type specimea of Tilfa spartiaa© was ©xaaiaea. 
fhis exaffltttation, eotiplefi with a study of a fra^eat of the typ® (de­
posited in us), iesTes ao doubt as to th© aecuraey of th© typification, 
Spartina argeatiaeasie was described by Par©dl (1919). Although the 
type speciaea was a©t available for exaaaiaatioa, aothiag appears in the 
deecriptioa that »uld Indicate that it is differ^-^t froE S. spartinae. 
Spikelet lengths are given as 5—7 wa,, spiles 8O«-.40 ia number and 3 
cm. in length, but these values «.re met throughout the geographie range 
§.• sp&rtiaa®. As u&j be seen from Parodies published photograph of 
th® type specimen (Parodl, 191f), the spikes seem ec»®what less tightly 
appressed. However, several speciaeas with tightly ©ppressed spikes, 
identified by Parodi as S. argentlnensis, er® deposited in the tJ, S, 
Mational fierberiua# It is apparent that Parodi did not regard this aor® 
or less lax attitude of the spites m of fundamental taionomle signifi­
cance, la addition, this feature was observed occasionally among specimens 
from Texas and Mexico. Because nothing except geographic discontinuity 
allows ® separation of the South Merlcan from the Morth toerican plants, 
it seatts advisable to regard S. argentineasls as a syaon^mi of S. spartinae. 
Saint-Yves C193E) reduced apartinae to S. densiflora var. junej-
fortais end erected within that variety tiso subvarieties, geauiaa and 
argentinensis. differentiated on the basis of geographic distribution, 
panicle length and length and appresrion of the spikes. The forater sub-
variety is supposed to occur ia North and Central America and h®ve pan­
icles 20—30 ca. long end tightly appressed spikes 8—2.5 ca. long. The 
latter subvariety is supposedly characterized by its occurrence in South 
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America, panicles 30—35 cm. loag, and somewibat less tightly appressed 
spikes 5—4 ca. long, fhis inrestigatioa tos shown that S, apartinae 
Jwotforaiis) is a species quite distinct from S, deasiflora and that 
their combination by Saint-Yves is unwarranted, IffectiTe separation of 
the two is discussed in another section of this paper dealing with dis­
tinctions between South JLaerican species of th© genus. All availisbl® 
speciaens of S. spartiaae were eraluated in accordance with the criteria 
propossd by Saint-YTes in order to learn whether or not these subvarietal 
taxa may be distinguished froa each other. It is apparent that some of 
the South ^ erican speoisens do hare the spikes less tightly appressed 
but, as noted above in the discussion of _S. argentinenais, the same con­
dition was observed in North and Central laerican material. That th© 
criteria eoncerning panicle and spike lengths are not answered is evident 
from the data presented in f®ble 2. Panicle and spike lengths of many 
North iaaerican specimens are in excess of the stipulated upper limits for 
the Ssuth ^ erican subvariety. Panicle lengths of aany South American 
specimens are less than the stipulated lower limits for the Horth Aifierican 
subvariety. The least spike length value found among South American speci­
mens is Just equal to the stipulated lower limit for the Borth Aaerican 
subvariety. In the light of the fore@Ding evidence, it is apparent that 
these subvarietal taxa have been erected without justification and accord­
ingly, they are treated as synonyms of S_, spartinae. 
Diatributlon. fhe distribution of Spartlna apartinae is limited to 
the western hemisphere and consists of two disjunct geographic se^ents. 
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la Morth and Central Aseriee the species ranges froa Ilorlda around the 
gulf coast to Texas, Mexico and Gosta Rtca. It is known by a single 
specimen (Bailey 1011, US) from th© Bahaaas, B.W.I. Figur© 3 shows th© 
distrihutioa of th© Sorth and Central ilaerican BBffimnt of th® population. 
In South America, the species appears to hare a, aore restricted dis­
tribution limited to northern Argentina and Paraguay. Figure 4 shows the 
distribution of th© South ^ ericaa aegaent of th© popttlation. 
A condition which aight bear further inTestigation is the inland dis­
tribution of the South ^ erieen repr©sentatiT©s. In South Auerica, th® 
species is apparently not known from the coastal areas. This is somewhat 
in contrast to the Morth and Central Jmerican situation where plants ar® 
found on the sandy beaches as well as some distance inland. Some Texas 
collections Indicate that the plant may be found inland as much as 60 
miles in the region of Gtonzales County. Mexican collections show that 
the species occurs both coastwise and inland, often at considerable alti-
' n- . 
tud©. Comparison of the specimens froa both areas shows no discrete nor-
phological differences. The upland speeiaens tend to be a little less 
robust aad^ often possess fewer spikes th®a do the coastal plants, but 
othe3?wise th®y are similar. 
At collection stations in southeastern fexas and southern Louisiana, 
the author found th© species to be T@ry coaaon. The plants grow in a 
rariety of habitats fro® the saudy beaches, dunes, roadsides, roadside 
ditches and wet meadow® to arid fields and pastures. In fields and pas­
tures near the coast, the species is easily the most prominent if not th© 
most abundant component of th© vegetation. It has a rather striking 
Figure 3. Distribution of Spartina spartiaae in Horth America. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of Spartina spartiaae in South -America. 
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appearanc® by virtue of large, tall clumps (up to TO em. ia diaaeter) 
wMeh 8e«i to overtop the rsaainder of the Tegetation. The cltmps may 
have as mimy as forty or fifty fertile culms.' Cluttps on the beaches and 
dunes are usually sosewhat smaller la diameter aad less deeply rooted than 
those encountered in other habitats. Occasionally, cluaps with only three 
or four fertile culms were found on the beaches. 
Th© species does not sem to provide suitable forage; cattle were ob­
served to turn it down in favor of the aor© succulent S. patena and spe­
cies of FmpBltm, 
spagtinae flowers froa March to October in Morth America and from 
Decoaber to May la South Merica, 
4, • Spartina altera!flora 
Spartlna alterniflora Lois. Fl. Gall. 719. (1K)7) {Type from 
Bayonne, Franc©) 
Dactylis cynosuroides r&T,/3 L. Sp. PI. ed. 1. 71. (1755) (lype 
in M from Tirginia) 
Daetylis aaritlaa Walt. Fl. Car, 77. (1788) non Curtis (1787) 
Trachyaotia alterniflora (Lois.) DC. Fl. Fr. 6:279. (1815) 
Spartina glabra Muhl. Descr. &ram. 55. (1817) 
Limnetls glabra Mutt. Gen. Is38. (1818) noaen nudum 
Spartina laevigata LiJe^fc. Jahrb. Gewachsk. I. 3:98. (1820) (Type 
in B fTOa North laerica) 
Spartina. brasiliensis laddi, Agiwst. Bras. Atti Del. Real® Accad, 
2:21. Tl883) in PI from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) 
Trachynotla alternifolia Steud. Noa. Bot. ed. 8. 2:695. (1841) 
'{i'rror for T. alterniflora) 
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Spartlna dissitiflora Steud. Syn. PI. Gliam. 215. (1855) (Type ia 
P froa Baiiia, Brazil) 
Spartitta stricta (Ait.) Rotii mr. alteraiflora (Lois.) Gray, Man, 
Bot. ed. g, 552. (1856) (Baeed on S. alteraiflora Lois.) 
Spartiaa stricta (Ait.) Roth Tar. glabra (Muhl.) Gray, Ian. Bot. 
©d. 2. 558. '(i856) (Based oa gl&bm Mrnhl..) 
Spartina stricta (Ait.) Hoth var. aarititta (»alt.) B.S.P. Prelim. 
Cat. S. T. PI. '66. (18S8) (BaseS oa D. t^ritima Walt.) 
Spartiaa glabra MuM. alteraiflora (Lois.) Merr. Bull. 0. S. Dept. 
Agr. PI. Ia^». 9s9. (ifOE) (Based oa S. alteraiflora Lois.) 
Spartiaa glabra luhl. pilosa M«rr. Bull. tJ. S. Dept. Agr. PI. lad. 
9;9^ (' 1902)""(^pe ia TJS from Atlaatic City, New Jersey) 
Spartiaa alteraiflora Lois. Tar. .glabra (MuM.) y©rn, Rhod. 18:178, 
(l916)'' "('Based oa £. glabra Muttl.) 
Spartiaa alteraiflora Lois. Tar. pilosa (Merr.) Pera. Rhod. 18:179* 
USliTTBased oa S. glabra pilosa Merr.) 
Spartiaa iatemedia Bo so ex St.Y. Gaad. 5:50. (193£) ia obs. 
Spartiaa aaritiaa (Curt.) Fern, stibsp. «labm (MuW..) St.Y. Caad. 
5:4S. ri938i 
Spartiaa maritiaa (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Mubl.) St.Y. Tar. 
altemlflortt '(Merr.) St.Y. Caad. 5:537 (1932) (Based on 
S, alteraiflora Lois.) 
Spartiaa maritiaa, (Curt.) Fera. subsp. glabra (MuM.) St.Y, Ter. 
alteraiflora"'(Merr.) St.Y. forma, gracilis St.Y. Caad. 5:54. (1932) 
not desigttated) 
Spartiaa aarltiaa (Curt.) Fern, subsu. glabra (luM.) St.Y, Tsr. 
brasilieasis '(Raddi) St.Y. Caad. -5:5$. (1932) 
Spartiaa maritima (Curt.) fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. Tar. 
braBilieaais (Raddi) St.Y. subT. fallax St.Y. Caad. 5:57. (193g) 
(%pe not designated) 
Spartina a,aritiB» (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Mum..) St.Y. Tar. 
brasilieBeis (Raddt) St.Y. subT. Raddli St.Y. Caad. 5:56. (1933) 
'(Based •oa"s. brasilieasis laddi) 
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Sgartlna aaritlma (Curt.) Fern, eubsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. 
glabra (Gray) St.Y. Gaud. 5:49. (19325 
Spartlaa aaritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Mutil.) St.Y. var. 
^abra (Gray) St.Y. subT. typiea St.Y. C-aad. 5:51. {193E) 
(Based on D. narltlaa WaltT) 
' Spartlna aarltina (Curt.) Fers. subsp. 'glabra (MuM.) St.Y. Tar. 
glabra (Gray) St'.,Y. subr. -pilosa (Merr.TstTY. Camd. 5:51. (1932) 
1 Sparttna merrlllil Chev.. Bull. Soe. Bot. Ir, 80:767. (1933) 
(fyp© -In lY froa Long Island,, lew Yorfe)' 
Pessrlptlott. (Plat© II, «—f). Ctilas -to 2.5 meters tall, erect, 
terete, fleshy, glabrous, usually solitary or In gaall cl\»ps fro# widely 
spreading, eloagate, flaccid, -wMtisli rMzoaes, scales Inflated, not 
closely imbricate; sheaths smooth, the lower often wrliateled, glabrous, 
aargia of tke orlftce glabrous to miautely pilose; ligule a ring of hairs 
1—2 mm. long; blades 3—25 ma. wide, flat, occasionally becoaisg luTolute, 
glabrous to sparingly pilose oa th© adaxial eurface, glabrous oa the ab-
axial, marglBS usually glabrous, tip acumiaate; paHicle, 10—40 c«. long, 
often partially ©mclosed witbia the uppeimost sheatb; panicl© axis 3-
engltd, glabrous, rarely sparingly scabrous on the eagles; spikes 3—28, 
§—15 em.- long, altejraate, loosely oppressed, subrmote to moderately im­
bricate, sessile or pedunculat®; rachis of the «plkes glabrous to sparing­
ly scabrous oa th© angles, often prolonged beyond the terminal spikelet; 
spikelets 10—30, 8—14 am. long, alternate, spreading, ocoasionelly ap-
prassed, subremote to closely imbrioate; first gluae linear, 4—10 mm. 
long, usually longer than one-half -the second, glabrous to sparingly 
pilose, keel glabrous to sparingly pilose, margins glabrous, tip acute; 
second gluae 8—14 m.. long, glabrous to pilose, ke®l glab,rous to pilose. 
Plate II. a—f.. Soartlna alterniflora. a. first glume tip's lOX, 
b. second gl\me tips lOX, c—f. Tarlations in 
spikelets_aM pubescenee -5X. 
S S p a r t i a a  f o l i o s a . g—h. SDikelets 5X. 
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tip aciaaioate to obtuse, occasionally apieulat©; lerana glabrous to sparing­
ly pilose, keel glabrous to very sparingly pilose, tip usually aeuninat©; 
palea thin and papery, slightly exceeding the laama, tip obtuse or rounded; 
anthers 3—6 m, long; somatic chromosome nmbers 56, 70. 
Obaervations. Spartiaa alterniflora exhibits a high degree of varia­
bility in certain Tsgetatire characters as well as in parts of the in­
florescence. Joaong the characters analysed were culm height, blade length 
and width, panicle length, spike number and length, spiicelet auff^ber and 
length, ratio of spike length to spike ausber and pubescence on the spike-
lets. Of these characters, none could be correlated with another to show 
aiQr population differences within the species. 
It does appear that the Tariability in culm height and spike number 
is less pronounced a®ong specimens from the maritime provinces of Canada. 
IRiese plants are smaller, less robust in appearance and have fewsr^ spikes 
than some of the speciaens from the r®aaind@r of the lorth Aaerican range 
of distribution. However, a noaber of specimens from the rmainder of the 
range are quite siailar to the more northerly specimens. Attempts to find 
suitable taxonomic distinctions between the more and less robust specimens 
failed. 
Of all the characters exaained, only two, the ratio of spike length 
to spikelet number and pubescence on the spikelets, exhibit variability 
that is definitely correlated with geographic distribution, fisual in­
spection of specimens collected frost Maine northward, to the maritiae prov­
inces of Canada showed that spikelets are not as closely imbricate along 
the spike as they are in plants from the rmainder of the Sorth American 
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rang©. Furtli©r, It was revealed that plants from the southerD half of 
tfct® range {SoutM Carolina to Texas) haTe spikelets that are noticeably less 
pubescent ttiea tJaose of plants from the northern half of the range. Plants 
of th© iBterveaiDg region (North Carolina to Mew HanjBShire) seem to have 
soifcelets more closely iabrlcat® than do th© northera speciaeus and coa-
siderably more Dubescent thaa th© southern speoimens. In aa effort to 
learn the extent of the -yariability exhibited by these two characters, 
the raage of distribiition of the sp©ci®s was divided into three s®|^@nts 
oa the basis of th© obserTed yariability. Section A included that part 
of the range from lain© northward, B.froa Hew Hampshire to Horth Carolins 
and, C from South Carolina to Texas. 
In order to effect a means by which nimeroua speciaeas could be cow-
pared, it was necessary to reduce the two Tariables to numerical terms. 
A amerlcal e^uimlent for th© degree of iabrication of spilcelets is the 
quotient of spike length divided by spikelet au»b@r. Sight general 
classes of pubescence were reco^ized based upon th© presenc© or absenc® • 
of pubescence on l^eminae and keels of the gecoad glme and lemma. In 
the interest of greater accuracy, the lamina® were given independent con­
sideration. Whil® the aaount of pubescence on any one part sems to vary 
somewhat (grading from glabrous to copiously pilos®) a part was considered 
pubescent if it possessed at least five pilose hairs. Of all the combisst-
tions possible, only eight were found among th© specimens examined. These 
varying degrees of pubescenc© were provided with numerical values accord­
ing to th© following table. 
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fable 4. Pubescenee Talues for Spartiaa alterziiflora 
Second glw© Liraaa Muaerical 
value 
Lamina Keel Lamina Keel 
Glabrous Glabrous Glabrous Glabrous 1 
Glabrous Pilos® Glabrous Glabrous 2 
Glabrous Pilos® Glabrous Pilose 3 
Glabrous Pilose Pilose Glabrous 4 
Pilose Pilose Glabrous Glabrous §• •• 
Pilose Pilose Glabrous Pilos© 6 , 
Pilose Pilose Filos© Glabrous 7 
Pilose Pilos© Pilos© Pilos® 8 
fiiree scatter dlagrsms {Figure 5, A, B ®ad C) are provided, oa® for 
eaeii section of the mnge of distribution. Eacli speciaea Is introduced 
into tlie dlagraa by plotting its pubescence value against its numerical 
equivalent of iabrication of the spikelets. It may b© seen froa the dia­
grams tMt plants frca the geographic extremes tend to group thsttselvos 
into two somewhat segre©ited clusters. While the fvidence presented shows 
population differences, the differences are not considered sufficient 
enough to mrran.t the application of specific or infraspeoific names. 
Soiae authors have sought to distinguish infraspeclfic taxa based upon 
the WQunt of pubescence on the lmm& but it should b© noted in this con­
nection that pubescence on spikelets of soia© individual specimens varied 
from spikelet to spikelet. However, in this work, the pubescence value 
for any single specimen wa® always based upon the median spikelet of the 
median spike. 
figure 5. Comparison of Specimens of Spartlna alteroiflora 
of Differing Geographic Localities by Pubescence 
Values and Spikelet Imbrication Values. 
A. Maine and the Maritime ProTlaces of Canada 
B. New Hampshire to Horth, Carolina 
C. SoutJi Carolina to Texas 
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Churchi (1940) iias shown the existence of two l©Tels of polyploidy 
within this species. He has reported, an octaploid (En » 56) and a deca-
ploid (2n ss 70) which are supposedly aorphologioally and ecologically dis­
tinct, The octoploid fom, found in the intertidal zone of the strand 
ar©as, was characterized by a height of 5—8 dm., leaf length of 2—4 dm., 
six to ten spikes and splkelets 10—IS ma. long. The decaploid foim, 
found along the muddy banks of tidal lagoons, was characterized by a 
height of 10—E5 cm., leaf length of S—8 d»., fifteen to twenty spilces 
and apiktlets 11—14 aa. long, lomenclatorially, th@ octoploid was re­
ferred to S. alterniflora var, glabra farn. and the deeaploid to 
alterniflora rar. pilosa Fern. Some of the specimens from Section A 
of th® range snm to agree with most of the criteria proposed and it is 
©ntirely possible that the less robust plants of this region are th® 
octoploid form. However, a majority of the speciaena from Sections B 
and C Of the range do not emswer to the criteria. Many specimens with 
six to ten spikes exceed t®n decimeters in height. In addition, many 
specimens with fifteen or aore spikes haTe spikelets less than 11 raa. in 
length. It would appear that two levels of polyploidy may exist through­
out the rang© but, owing to the hl,gh degree of morphological variability, 
which is doubtless influenced by environmental conditions, th©y defy 
taxonomic separation, 
S. altemlflora appears to be indigenous to the Americas but it has 
been introduced into other parts of the world, particularly England and 
trance. Th© first record of a colltction of this species in Europe is that 
of Lolseleur (1®)?), from, the Bas-Pyrenees region of southwestern I'rance. 
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All specimeas examiaed wiileli Md. been collected from southwestern Iraace 
agreed for the most part with the l®ss robust Sortli Merioaa foim with 
its loosely imbriQated spikelets. Although chromosoiae ataabers are uakaown 
for plants from Fraace, It seems quite lively that this ssgaeat of the 
populatioE may b© the octoploid form. Speciaene from collectioa stetioas 
ia laglsnd and aorthera Fraace exhibit about as much variability as those 
from the northern half of the lorth Imericaa raage, although aoae of the 
luropeaa specimeas are eoapletely glabrous. Gytologieal studies have 
showa the decaploid to be preseat ia taglaad (fiusklns, 1931), fhe rol@ 
of this decaploid ia the fotmatioa of the allopolyploid S, towasendii 
is discussed more fully in connectioa with that species. 
The raage of the species also iacludes South Anarica aad the West 
ladies. The specimeas from collectioa statioas ia South America do aot 
exhibit characters by which they may b© distiaguished from lorth Ajaericaa 
material. They exhibit about th© same raage of variability with respect 
to the iiabrication value (Figures 6 aad 9B). Th© pubesceace oa tha lOTma 
keel seeas to be abssat except for a few soft trichomes aear the tip. 
This is a fairly coastaat feature of the South laericaa material. A 
siagl© character which May iset apart maay (but aot all) of the South 
* iiaericaa specimeas is the peduaculate spike. However, th® preseace of 
peduacles is aot coasisteat; It is also occasioaal ia Worth Aaerican ma­
teriel, 
Soaeaclatur©. Spartiaa alterniflora ssesis to be properly typified. 
Although the type specimea was aot seea, study of th© descriptioa verifies 
the accuracy of applicatioa of the aame. 
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Numerous infraspeclfic taxa bare been proposed but little credence 
can be given to th® argunents supporting tii«. fli© bases of aost of the 
naiaes apr-lied to these taaca are presented in the list of synonyms and 
discussed in Appendix A. fernald (1916, 19S0) sems to hare resolved a 
good share of th® noaenclatorial problems. His treatments correct many 
of the earlier names erroneously applied to the subdivisions of the spe­
cies in eastern Morth Merica. According to Fernald, three "pronounced 
varieties" are to be found (Feraaldi 1950), £. alternlflora Lois* "fjrpi-
cal,** S, alterniflora var. glabra iMuhl.) Fern, and £. alterniflora var. 
pilosa (Merr.) Fern. The "typical" is supposedly distin^iished from, the 
two named varieties on the basis of the Imbricstion of the spikeleta 
which are said to be subrsaote, bar®ly overlapping. It is thou^t to 
be distinct from var. glabra, in that Imm&s are minutely pilose, and that 
th© raehis of the spike is prolonged beyond the terminal spikelets. The 
"typical* i® supposedly separable from var. pilosa solely on the besis 
of spikelet imbrication, figure 5, A, B and 0 show that there is no 
sharp line of daaarcation separating two groups of the population upon 
this basis. Further, glabrous lemaas were observed is a ntamber of the 
specimens with more rmotely disposed spikelets. Exsertion of the rachis 
of a spike beyond the teminal spikelet is found q^iiite consistently among 
speciittsns froa all parts of the range of distribution, fhe fact that the 
rachis does not exceed the terminal spikelet in some apecimens does not 
appear to be correlated with other morphological differences. No other 
criteria were found which would aid is the satisfactory delimitation of 
these taxa. In view of these obstacles to accurate identification, it 
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seems adTiseble to regard, ttose Infraspecific sames as syaoaj^ms of 
£• alternlflora in aceordance with Hitchcock (1935), Swallen (1959) and 
Chase U950). 
I» the receat jaonograpMc study of the genus by Saint-Yves {193S), 
§.' altemiflora is considered as S» aaritiaa subsp. glabra St.Y. Under 
th© subspecies, three Tarieties, four subTarieties aad oa© forma ar® 
recognized. Variety brasllienais is considered discrete fro» the re­
mainder on the basis of its peduneulate spikes and distribution in South 
America. As noted above, this feature is somewhat Inconsistent in Ssuth 
Aaeriean material and does not appear to be a satisfactory means of sepa­
ration. Two subvarietiee are pro.posed for var. brasiliensis. based upon 
the variable number of spikes. Three to eight spiJces characteriz® subv. 
fallax and fifteen to twenty are typical of subv. raddii. Ixmination-of 
a amber of South AMerican specimens shows variation ia gpik® nmber froa 
two to eighteen without distribution into two distinct groups. 
¥arl6ty alterniflora of Saint-Yves, distributed in Horth America and 
Eurfspe, is supposedly separable from var. glabra {also distributed in 
Korth itaerica and lurope) on the basis of spikalet length, said to be 
12—14 mm. in var. alt ©mi flora and 9—11 am. in var. glabra. A second 
criterion Is the relative lengths of the gl,us.es. First gltmes are sup­
posedly shorter than or equal to one-half the length of th© second ia 
glabra and longer than one-half the length of th© second in var. 
alterniflora. Lengths of th® spikelets and glumes have been found to b® 
quite variable throughout the speci6s» but th®y do not show the correlation 
.Implied by the criteria of Saint-Yves. 
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Saint-Yves proposed two subvarieties for Tar. glabra. SubTariety 
typlca is said to be separable from subv. pllosa by Tirtu© of the glabrous 
spikelets and six to ten spikes. Pilose spikelsts and three to five spikes 
are aaid to charaeteriz© var. piloga. Study of tlae specimens fro® lurop© 
and Kortli Merica shows that spike amber is not correlated with, the vari­
able pubescence of the spikelets. A forma gracilis is proposed for var. 
alterniflora. It is described as. aerely a slender fom of tbe typical 
alternlflora. Saint-Yves states that apeciaens of Tar. slterniflora grade 
imperceptibly between the slender fom and the typieal. 
Results of a critical analysis of the taxa proposed by Saint-YT®s 
ahows that the criteria for separating tbm are inconsistent; it therefore 
seems advisable to regard these names as synonyms of S. alternlflora Lois. 
A hybrid, X §.* ffierrillii, between altemiflora and S. cynosuroides 
was suggested by Chevalier (193S). fh@ ©videnee for hybrid affinities ex­
hibited by th© "hybrid" is a greater number of spikes" than ordinarily en­
countered in S. alteralflora. However, the type specimen (Bicknell 11300, 
Ixjng Island, i. Y., fiY) possesses two panicles, . one with twenty-on© 
Spikes, the other with seven spikes. Duplicates cited by Chevalier were 
also examined. (Kearney, Long Island, H. Y., US, F; MaeKenzie 7339, 
Leonardo N. J., 7501, Ocean City, 1, J., lY; Ferguson 784, 7£5, 786, 759, 
Long Island, H. Y., SY). So far as can b© d®t©mined, none of the speci­
mens reveal aay marked morphological dissimilarltieg between them and the 
reiaainder of the highly variabl® population. Spike number varies from 
three to twenty-five throughout the species. It appears that the "hy­
brids'* may be nothing more than speoimens with a greater number of spikes. 
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Dlstribtttioa. As noted in the preoediag diseussioaa, the distribution 
of this species ranges over th® east coast of North and South America, 
Btiglanfl and Franee. It has also been introduced, through oyster culture, 
into Bbrthwestern United States. Maps showing the distribution of the 
species are shown in Figures 6, ? and 84. It is kaowQ by a singl© speci­
men frxa Quadleloupe, West Indies (Perottet, Antilles, Guadeloupe, 1848P; 
fraaaent in TTS). 
The plant is normally one of the intertidal zone, inhabiting the mud­
dy banks of lagoons which are subject to tidal activity. It is usually 
found in salt water habitats and often occurs in large, dense,pure stands 
that range troa middy permanent shore lines wall out onto the strand. 
How®T®r, Fernald (1941) found the plant in fresh to brackish water sites 
along th« James River, Virginia. In pure stands which were observed to 
stretch for over on© hundred meters or mor®, soa® variation was observed 
in the height of the plant and in the vi,gor of the panicle. In some cases, 
very slender plants were found intermingled with the larger ones, but 
visual Inspection showed that a continuous range of variation was present. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of this species is its ability to 
bind soil along the coast. Hhiaoaes are thick, fleshy and are mbedded 
(juite deeply in-the silt, fhe large air spaces in the rhizomes 'and the 
highly inflated scales doubtless aid this species in persisting in areas 
where little atmospheric oxygen is likely to be found in the soil, To 
th® unhappy plant collector, th® moet striking thing about the plant in 
its native habitat is the strong, unpleasant odor that accompanies the 
Figure 6. Distribution of Spartiaa. alterni flora in North iwaerica. 
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Figure 7. Distributioa of Spartlna alteraiflora in South Aiaerica. 
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figure 8. 
A. Dlat-ributiosj of Spartiaa alterniflora In Europe 
B. Distribution of Spartlna follosa 
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dislodged culas. This aoxiotis, salpterous odop has persisted is some of 
the author's collections for nearly a year. 
Flowering dates seem to be quite variable for this species. In Horth 
Merica, it flowers from June to October; in South Aaerica from December 
to Jua®; and in Europe from July to Moveabor. Flowering aeeas to be some­
what erratic, for among Florida specimens examined in the field in early 
August, some iaflorescsaees had «erg@d 80»e tine before and had been 
completely eaten away by insects, while others were still well-enclosed 
within the leaf sheaths. Most lew England plants examined in late August 
were at or beyond the peak of anthesis* 
S. Spartlna foliosa 
Spartina foliosa Trin. M®i. Acad. St, Petrebg. Sci, Hat, ¥1, 
6J114. (1840) (fype in LI from California) 
Spartlna leiantha Benth. Bot. Toy. SuXph. 56. (1844) (Type in K 
from Baja California) 
Spartina densiflora Bron«. Tar. typlea St.Y. subv. brongaiartii St.Y. 
foma acuta St.Y. Gand, 5j76. (1951) (Based on a specimen from 
Humboldt County, California deposited in th® Deleasert Herbarim, G) 
Description. (Plate II, g—h). Culms to 1.5 meters tall, ©r@ct, 
terete, fleshy, glab.rous, comonly with adventitious roots produced frcm 
the lower nodes, usually solitary or in mall cluiBps, froa widely spread­
ing more or less slender, flaccid whitish rhizomes, the- scales not closely 
imbricate; sheaths smooth, the lower soaewhat wriulcled, margin of the 
orific® pilose; ligul© a ring of hairs 1—2 *. long; blades flat to 
loosely iairolute, glabrous on both surfaces, margins glabrous to y@ry 
sparingly scabrous, tip acuminat©; panicle IS—85 cm-, long, usually 
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cyliadrlcal, often partially enclosed witMn the uppeiaost sheath; pan­
icle axis 3—4-angled, flattened, twisted, glabrous; spikss 3-~SS, S—8 cm. 
long, tbe lower usually the longer, alteimately to irregularly arranged, 
subremot© below, becmiag eirowdet toward tlie apex of tbe paaiele, sessile, 
usually tightly appressed and oftea twisted, giying the panicle a cylindri­
cal contour; rachis of the spikes .glabrous, rarely prolonged beyond th® 
terminal spikelet; spikelets 8—30, 8—S5 am. long, alternate, appressed 
or occasionally spreading, soderately imbrieat©, often subreaote on the 
lower spikes, not readily disarticulating; first glime linear, 6—18. asm, 
long, often curved, usually laore than on®-half as long as the second, gla­
brous to spa.rinsly pilose, keel glabrous to sparingly pilose above, gla­
brous to loag-pilose at the"base, tip acuminate to obtuse or roiaaded; 
second glime 8—2S mm. long, often curved, glabrous to sparingly pilos©, 
keel glabrous to sparingly pilose, glabrous to long-pilos® at the base, 
siargins glab.rous to sparingly pilose, tip acu»lnate to blunt or rounded; 
l«ffiaa glabrous to sparingly pilos®, keel glabrous,, oargins glabrous to 
sparingly pilose, tip obtuse, rounded or lobed; palea thin and papery, 
glabrous, tip acuainate, rarely rounded, slightly exceeding the lemia; 
anthers 5—6 inia, long; somatic chromosoa© number 56. 
Observatloas. Spartina foliosa is a rather uaifoim species. The 
vegetative features do not exhibit any peculiarities of taxonoaic useful­
ness. Plants of this species'seeaa to agre® very closely in vegetative 
parts with other mwibars of the sase 0<mplex. fhe panicle, on the other 
hand, is strikingly different in several aspects. The spifc®s on a single 
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panicle show a definite variability in length. Basal spikes are "usually 
much longer than the median. In addition, the lower spikes are much less 
closely imbricated along the panicle axis than are the upper ones. Numer-
otiB, tightly appressed spikes give the. panicle a cylindrical contour. In 
this respact the species approaches a. characteristic of Complex 1. Th@ 
species does exhibit some variability in panicle length, spike number and 
Irngth, spikelet length and pubescence on the spikeleta. However, non® 
of th@ variations encountered could be correlated with geographic distri­
bution or other moi^hological features la any way that would suggest popu­
lation differences or differing levels of polyploidy. The octoplold 
chromosom© ntaaber (En s S6) has been reported for the species (Church, 
1940). 
Bomeaclature. A fra0s,ent of the type specimen deposited in the V. S. 
Hational Herbarium was available for examination. There Is no doubt of 
the accuracy of the typiflcatioa. 
The specimen upon which the name S. densiflora . . . forma acuta 
St.If. was based was not available for examination. Saint-Yves {193E) 
notes that Hitchcock had identified the specimen as S. foliosa with which 
it agreed in all particular® save spikelet length. This specimen possessed 
spikelets 7—8 sm. long while the spikelet lengths in _S. follosa were, 
according to Saint-Yves, IS—16 «m. Spikelet lengths found during the 
present investigation range from '8—25 mb. The fact that the forma of 
Saint-Yves is based upon a single character which exhibits so much varia­
bility seeas reason enough to reject the nam© and treat it as a synonyo 
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§.• folios^* Waile habitat hss not been shQ-m to influence directly 
the size of spilcelets, it may be that it does. In this case, it may be 
significant to note that the label of the specimeE in cpestion bears the 
infomation that it was collected in the drier part of the salt marsh 
at lureka, California. 
Distribution. Spartiaa foliosa appears to be limited to the Pacific 
coast of Sorth jtoerica (Figure 8B).' It occurs ia the intertidal zone 
along the edges of the strand, in the salt aarshes and in tidal la®3ons. 
The plant flowers frcm July to KoTeaber. The species does not sem to 
produce fiable seed regularly. Labels accompanying collections from 
California indicate that er@3tia&tion of the o¥ary is of eowaon occurrence, 
6. Spartiaa loagispica 
Spartina longigpica Haum. & Par. ex St.Y. CaM, 5:92. (1932) 
(pro hybr.) '(Type 'in G from Pipinas, Argentina) 
Bescrlption* (Plate III, a—b). Culms to 2 meters tall, erect, 
terete, often fleshy, glabrous, usually solitary from short, tough or 
elon^te, flaccid rhizoaies, the scales moderately imbricate; sheaths 
sttooth to soaewhat striate, the lower often wrinkled, glabrous, margin 
of the orifice glabi'ous, rarely pilose; ligule a ring of hairs 1—-E am, 
loi^; blades flattened below, becoming isTolute toward the apex, glabrous 
to scabrous on the adaxial surface, glabrous on the abaxial, margins gla~ 
brous to scabrous, tip acuminate; panicle 14—45 cm. long, often partially 
Plate III. a—b. Spartlna longispica. a, spikelet 5X, 
b. second glume tip® 51: 
c—d. Spaptiaa magitlma. c. second gliime 
tips lOX, <a. spikelet 5X. 
® S p a r t i o a  n e y r a u t l l . e. spikelet 5X, 
f. second gluae tips lOX. 
8—Spartlna townsendil. g. second glume 
tips 5K, h,. spikelet 5X. 
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enclosed wltliia the uppersaost sheath; panicle axis 3-angl®d, glabrous to 
sparingly hispidulous on the edges; spikes 4—16, 4—18 csa. long, 2—5 ram. 
wide, alternate, loosely to closely apprsssed, usually peduBCulate; rachis 
of the spiMes glabrous to scabrous, rarely prolonged beyoad the terminal 
spikelet; spifcelets 10—3S, IS—S4 mm., long, 1.5—2.5 hss. wide^ alternate, 
often tightly appr©ssed, occastonally spreading, moderately imbricate, 
often pedicellate, th® pedicel pilose; first gluae linear, 6—12 sia. long, 
about one-half the length of the second, glabrous to sparingly pilose, 
keel pilose to hispid, margins glabrous or rerj sparingly hispidulous, 
tip acuminate to obtuse; second gluae IE—24 am. long, glabrous to 
sparingly pilose, keel pilose to hispid, margins glabrous or sparingly 
hispidulous, tip acuBiinate to obtuse; iMsaa glabrous to sparingly pilose, 
keel glabrous below, sparingly hispid or pilose above, tip acuminBte, 
rounded or obtuse; palea thin and papery, glabrous, tip obtuse to acuminate; 
anthers 3—? lam. long. 
ObserTatioas. Spartina longispica was described by Saint-Yves (193S). 
H® considered it a hybrid between the intertidal S. brasiliensis and the 
dry-land S. montevideasis. Ividenc© with which Saint-Yves purported to 
show hybrid affinities was found in the nature of th« rhizomes, the leaf 
blades end the inflorescenc®. fhe rhizomes of brasiliensis are long 
and flaccid. Rhizoaes in S. montevidensi® are wanting or very short, fhe 
intermediate condition, supposedly reflected by the hybrid is suggested by 
short, stolon-like rhizomes. Ixamlnation of the cross-section of leaf 
blades of the species concerned showed Important evidence of hybridization. 
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Differences were foiiad Ib the amount ant position of chlor©ncli3®a withia 
the leaf blades. Inasmuch as living material was not available, this por­
tion of .Saint-Yves* work was not verified .during th® present investigation. 
Through a study of the infloreseeacee of the putative parents and the hy­
brid, ,Saint-Yves claimed to have fotad differeno©s- which further suggested 
hybrid affinities. In S, brasilleasis, spikes were long and loosely ap-
pressed against the Mo,dth panicle axis. Spikes of S. Bontevidensla 
were shorter and more or less tightly appressed against the axis which 
was saooth below and acabroxis above. 
Parodi (1937) maintained that the three species are found quit© .close 
together. Ha stated that S, braslli«n8l!si OGcupies the intertidal zone, 
§.• a^ohtevideaais the dry beaoh and S. longispioa th© intermediate habitat. 
fflontevideasis is thought to be separable frcw the other two on the 
basis of its «uch shorter spikelets (said to b© 8—12 ®a. long), its ses­
sile spikes and its lack of extensive rhizomes. S. bresiliensis is sup­
posedly separable from S. longlspica on the basis of its longer spikelets. 
Spikelet lengths of 15—18 wa. are given for S. braslliensis while lengths 
of 12—14 m. are given for S. longispiea. The rhizomes of the latter two 
are also shown to differ in accordance with Saint-Yves* distinctions given 
above. 
fh® names S. braslliensis and S. montevidensis by which Saint-Yves 
and Parodi have referred to the two putative parents have been shown in 
this paper to be synonyms of S. alte.mlflora and £. densiflora respective­
ly. Hereinafter, the two parent gpecles will be referred to by the latter 
binomials. 
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At first glance the hypothesis presented by Saint-Tves and Paroii 
s0«s quite plausible, but there are some rather apparent inconsistencies. 
Maay specimens preyiously identified as either S. alternlflora (S. 
braeillensis) or S. loagispiea do not answer to their criteria. The 
pubescance causing scabridity on the panicle axis is quite variable and 
does not seem to be correlated with appressioa of the spikes. Spikelet 
lengths frca the same plants aay show a variation from 15—16 m. in 
length. In addition,, certain specimens identical with regard to spifcelet 
length differ in th® type of rhizomes. In eoae they are hard, short and 
knotty, and In others long and somewhat flaccid, more or less typical of 
§.• alternlflora. In short, identification of plants at hand is fraught 
with exceeding difficulty. 
A possible explanation for the nuserous plants which fail to answer 
the criteria proposed is that they are fg*® that, because mtiltiple factors 
are inTOlved, segre^te out along more or less of a gradient tomrd either 
parent, or t.hat they are simply baekcrosses to either parent ®nd, ea a 
result, stand soaewlmt intermediate between the putative hybrid and 
the original, parent. It is readily seen that a combination of the tiro 
preceding alternatives might also be involved. If these conditions wer© 
true one ai#it expect a rather continuous range of variation from one 
parent to the other. Such, however, ie not the case, for _S, densiflora 
is discretely separable from the others on several counts, while the aore 
puzzling specimens seaa to b© variously disposed between th© putative hy­
brid and th® Intertidal S. elterniflora. Therefore some other explanation 
must be sought. 
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It beesm© apparent to this investigator after considerable study of 
th.fl problem that some plants preTiously identified as £. alterniflora 
i§.' brasiliensis) were not actually S. alterniflora at all, but were »gia-
bars of anotber population altogether. This population is similar to • 
£• ^iterniflora in »any respects, but the panicle is obriously much more 
robust. In connection with geographic distribution, a curious fact was 
brought to light. This group of sore robust specimens, which included 
those previously identified as hybrids, were localized at or near the 
mouth of the Rivar Plate, while yirtually all of the less robust true 
£• alterniflora were distributed farther northw®rd along the coast. 
The plants of the River Plate population are not easily separated 
from 3. alterniflora by means of any single key character but, ag will 
be shown in connection with the study of the hybrid origin of the popu­
lation, certain quantitative Indices may be successfully employed. Ac­
cordingly, this discrete population is named S. longispica. 
The hypothesis of the hybrid origin of S. longispica advanced by 
Saint-Yves (1932) and corroborated by Parodi (1937 and in personal com­
munication) is not without merit. However, it aesas evident that what 
they were attsrapting to define as hybrids are perhaps ecological variants 
of what may be a larger hybrid population. The fact that plants with 
short, hard rhizomes are found in the intermediate habitat may b© en in­
dication that environmental conditions influence the ultimate size and 
confomation of rhlzomas. 
In"an effort to explore more fully the conclusions drawn by Saint-
Yves (193£) regarding the hybrid origin of S_. longispica, a hybrid index 
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was constracted according to metJaods described by Anderson (1936, 1949) 
aad Larisey (1940). A amber of eiiaracters were selected by wMeh the 
putative parent populations may be distingaished. Several of these char­
acters serve to separate the pareats discretely but the remainder reflect 
only the general trends of the pooulations, the extremes overlapping some­
what. An index value of 0 was given to a particular chareoter if it was 
typical of S_. alteraiflora, while a value of S was assigned if it more 
closely represented S_. deaslflora. In several of the features used to 
separate the parent populations, an inteimediate condition was found. 
This intenaediat® was given a value of 1. A total of 14 characters were 
selected, the values of which, for any single specimen, when added to­
gether provided a miniam total value of 0 for alterniflora and a 
maxlmtm total value of 28 for £. densiflora. 
This index was constructed solely from features discernible in her­
barium specimens; living material ims not available. Thus, certain char­
acters which Bay actually offer a meaas of separation of the putative 
parents were not used because they were not alweys present on the her­
barium sheets. This was particularly true of the basal portion of the 
culms and the rhizomes. 
The 14 characters used in the construction of the hybrid index fol­
lows 
1. The leaf blades of stlternlflora ar® normally flat, becoming 
somewhat involute near the apex. This latter feature is no doubt ac­
centuated by drying. On the other hand, leaves of S. densiflora are de­
cidedly involute throu^out the length of the blade. An intermediate 
coMitioa is suggested in several of the putative hybrids by a flattened 
base becoming markedly iavolut© a short distance above the base. Since 
field observetioas were not made on these specimeas it is entirely pos-
sibl® that this suggested iatermadiate condition is purely an artifact. 
2. A great aajority of the specimens from South Merica referable 
to £. alterniflora have rather long-peduncled spifces. Some specimens may 
have lower spike peduncles as long as § c®. In the case of S. deasiflora 
the spikes are sessile. The intermediate condition laay be present in the 
puta.tive hybrids in which the peduncles of some of the lower spikes vary 
from 0.5—1.5 aa. ia length. 
3. Spikes of S. alterniflora are more or less the same length from 
bas® to apex of an individual panicle. In contrast, the panicles of 
§.' densiflora usually have rather elongate baeal spikes with a perceptible 
diminution in spike length toward the apex. 
4. During the dissection of spikes and spikelets, it was observed 
that spikelets of S. densiflora disarticulate rather readily froa the 
rachis, while those of S. altemiflora are somewhat persistent, fh® con­
dition does not appear to be universally true aaaong specimens of 
S. alterniflora. but reflects only the general trend of the population. 
Spikelets of all the speciaens referred to the putative hybrid disarticu­
lated readily. 
5. In South Ataerican specimens of S_. alterniflora. th© spikelets are 
noticgably less crowded along the axis of the spike. A nmerical evalua­
tion of this imbrication of spikelets is presented in Figure 9i\. k simi­
lar evaluation of the more densely imbricate densiflora is presented 
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in Figur® 9G. The values are obtained by calculating a ratio of the 
spike length to the ainaber of spilcelets on the median spike. Coaparison 
of the two histograms shows that there is some overlap making the feature 
an unsatisfactory key character, but it also shows that general trends in 
the population differ to a considerable extent. The values for most of 
the putative hybrids fall near the center of the range of overlap (Fig­
ure 9B). Accordingly, any specimen which showed a value between 3.5 and 
4.S was scored as an intermediate, 
6. Spikelets »ay b© slightly pedicellat© in S. altemlflora while 
they are sessile in S. deasiflora. Again, this character does not appear 
to be constant throughout but is a more or less general trend in the 
specimens examined. Because the lengths of pedicels in,£. alt©rniflora 
varied throughout a i«age of onl.y 0—S laia., no attmpt was made to define 
an intsmediate. 
7. Somewhat spreading spikelets are typical of S. alterniflora while 
complete appression of spikelets characterizes S. deasiflora. Most of the 
putative hybrids have spikelets rather tightly appressed to the rachis. 
8. The relative length of first and second glumes may be used to 
separate the parent populations, although individual variation within 
both species precludes its use as a key character. S. densiflora conmonly 
possesses first .glmes that are shorter than oa©-half the length of the 
second, while S. alterniflora first glumes are usually longer than one-
half the length of the second. No attempt was mad© to define an inter­
mediate, although in several specimens first glumes exactly half as long 
as the second were observed. 
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9. T!ie pubescence oa both glumes has been found to be a useful 
taxonomic character separating the putatiT© parents. That of alterni-
flora consists of trichoiaes that are rather soft and soaewbat flexlbl® 
and of Tsrjrlng lengths and distribution (Plate II, a—f). frichontes of 
§.• densiflora, on the other hand, are unifomly short and rigid (Plate I?, 
i—k). The triehomes of several putatlTe hybrids s®«sed to b© somewhat 
more rigid than those of S. alternlflore and slightly longer than ttos® 
of S. densiflora, fhese were scored with a value of on®. 
10. The tip of the first glume in S. densiflora is rather obtuse 
while that of 8, alteraiflora is acuminftte (Plates II, a—f; i—k). 
Th® greater majority of the specimens examined show this condition to hold 
tuite generally. The putative hybrids, for the most part, answered to the 
S. altemiflora type. 
11. The same feature was observed at the tip of the second glume al­
though the conditions were reversed. "Rie second glume tip of S. densiflora 
Is acminate but not awned. That of £. alterniflora is obtuse, rounded 
or somewhat toothed with the mid-nerve projecting slightly b^ond the 
toothed margin. Plates II, &•—f and IT, i—k show the ccwon type of 
second glme tips encountered. The putative hybrids exhibited about as 
much variability as S. alterniflora. 
12. In most of the South Jaierican specimens of S. alterniflora, the 
lemmas vrere observed to be more or less glabrous on the keel. Occasionally 
a few triehomes are present near the tip. The keel of the leama in 
S.* densiflora is hispidulous on the upper two-thirds. Most of the putative 
hybrids are pubescent on th© upper two-thirds of Isma keel, although the 
ligur© 9. Distribution of Spikelet Imbrtcation Values. 
A. Spartina alteriiiflora 
B. Spartiaa longisplea 
C. Spartina densiflora 
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tricliomes are, in general, soae^that longer thaa those enoouatered in 
^Qgsiflora. Th® distinetioa between ptitative parents was based solely 
oa the distribution of the trichOBies, 
13. The texture of the glumes appears to be a feature in which the 
putative parents differ somewhat. §. altemiflora second glu»®s are 
somewhat thin and papery and tend to be rather pliable. Those of 
fleasifloi'a are slightly thicker and somewhat indurated. The putatire 
hybrids agreed for the most part with S. deasiflora in this respect. 
14. The tip of the palea in S. dengjflora is acwinate, occasionally 
possessing trichoaes along the two rather closely set nerree which coa-
Terge near the tip. On the other hand, the tip of the palea in 
§.' ^literalflora is obtuse to rounded &nd lacks pubescence. Attempts 
to define an intermediate failed here, although considerable raggedness 
was obserred in some of the palea tips of the putati'?© hybrids. They 
were scored, however, as typical of £. altemiflora. 
A total of 171 specimens were scored according to the features 
abov®. Results of the scoring are presented in figure 10. All the speci­
mens within the inteimediate cluster (ll-l?) were collected fro» the 
mouth of the Birer Plat© or near it. It should be noted that among 
plants within the intemediate cluster are specimens which had been 
identified by Parodi as £. brasiliensls (£, altemiflora) as well as 
ssTeral identified by him as S. longieplca. 
The specimens coaprising this intermediate cluster are referable 
to S. longispica. from the evidence presented, they appear to be sep­
arable from both parents. Additional evidence showing that the 
Figure 10. Distribution of Hybrid Index Total Scores. 

TO-
£• 3-O.ngigplea is discrete from S. altemiflora will be presented in this 
paper in the section dealing with distinctions between South ianerican 
species of Spartina. 
£• lopgisgica. as defined in this paperi does have some character­
istics which appear to relate it to S. denaiflora. Th© ability to 
tolerate a dry land habitat is not known for any se^ent of S. alterai-> 
flora; yet it is shown by soae specimens of S. loneispica. 
Two other features suggesting hybridization which do not lend them-
selTes to treatment within the froaieworlc of th® hybrid index are panicle 
and leaf length. Differences in these cherscters exhibited by S. lon^lsplca 
and S. alterniflora may be evidence of hybrid vigor. Measurements made on 
lengths of panicle and the second leaf from the miHait ar@ presented in 
fable 5. Panicle width measurements were found to b® of little value, 
since pressing for herbarim storage often flattens and widens an other­
wise narrow panicle. 
Table 5. Lengths of Panicle and Blade in 
S. alterniflora and S. lonRispica 
alterniflora longispica 
Leaf Panicle Leaf Panicle 
Kumber of specimens £3 B7 17 B2 
Minimtas length 9.0 em 8.0 cm 17,0 cm 14.0 cm 
Average length 17.6 15.6 B9.5 28.0 
laxiaum length 35.0 30.0 44.0 44.0 
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• Ihile tlie obTious overlap precludes use of the panicle and leaf 
length as key characters, there appears to be a significant difference in 
the average values for the two populations. 
• It is entireljr possible that what is discussed her© as a putative 
hybrid may not be a hybrid at all. There can be little doubt that th# 
specimeEs from the area of the- River Plate represent a population some­
what discrete from S. alt era.! flora. Further, it would appear from the 
evidence presented that some characteristics resembling S. densiflora 
actually appear in S. longisplca. This iamsdiately suggests hybrid af­
finities or at least gen© flow froa S, densiflora to the extrmely 
localized population. 
It seems highly improbable, in view of the limited distribution, 
that hybridization is of coaaon occurrence. Certainly conccmitant dis­
tribution of the putative parents over extensive areas of the Brazilian 
coast offers ample opoortunity for th® frequent occurrence of hybridi­
zation. Yet, the putative hybrid population is extremely limited in 
its distribution. A more likely explanation is that the entire popula­
tion, including both intertidal and intermediate zone plants, are the 
results of a sisgl# hybridization and that the resultant hybrid has proved 
fertile, or that the plant reproduces vegstatively so vigorously that it 
has invaded the territory that once may have been occupied by S. felterni-
flora and has more or less obliterated it fro® the region. The case re­
calls that of the highly vigorous S. toimsendii reviewed in another part 
of this paper. 
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Ko speciraens of altemlflora from the region occupied by the 
putatiTe hybrid are deposited in any of the herbaria consulted during the 
course of this In-vestigation. All specimens from that area that had been 
previously identified as brasillensis or S. alterniflora were distinctly 
referable to S. longisplca. 
The index described above, while useful for separating the three spe­
cies involved, may not actually represent an accurate analysis of the sup­
posed hybridization. If, as has been suggested, the hybridization occurred 
only once, then the index may be quite out of line in its utilization of 
trends in a v^irlable population as bases for coaparisons. Obviously, out 
of the two variable putative parent pooulations the individual plants 
which went into the forraulation of the putative hybrid cannot be known. 
JSomenclature. The population as delimited by Saint-Yves (1932) was 
thought to be of hybrid origin. It was designated X Spertina longisplca. 
Parodi (1937) elected to regard it as a discrete species and dropped the 
hybrid symbol. However, he did retain the original author citation, viz. 
longis-pica ilaum. and Par. apud Saint-Yves, but neglected to indicate 
that the rank of the taxon was altered fro® hybrid to species. Under 
articles 59 and 60 of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature, 
¥,'hleh i«>uld see^ to apply in this case, the name is correctly cited Spar-
tlna longisplca (Ham. and Par. ex Saint-Yves) Par. (pro hybrid). 
Distribution. As noted in the preceding observations, S^. lonsispica 
has a rather liialted distribution. Figure 11 shows the collection sites 
of all the specimens examined. 
Figure 11. Distributioa of Spartiaa, longispica. 
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•Tit® habitat of S. longiepica Ms been suggested la the preceding ob-
serratioES, While the intertidal zoae appears to be the ?3rtoary habitat, 
it nonetheless has been shown to invade the'drier portions of the beach 
zoae. Collecting dates indicate that the plants flower from January to 
May. 
7. S'partiaa maritlaa. 
Spartlna maritime (Curt.) Fern. Rhod, 18:180. (1916) 
Spartm essexianua, SDlca ^ gaina clausa PetiTer, Gram. Concordia, 
l! f l7is5 .(^pe uakiS^ 
Baetylls eynosuroidee Loefl. Iter Hisp. 115. (1758) rion DactylIs 
cyBosuroldes L. il755|t (fype frcm Lusitaaia) 
Dactylis maritima Curt. Bnu®. Br. Gr. 4. (1787) noa Bactylis 
maritima Walt, fl^^) (Based on Spartua essexianua., spiea g«im 
clausa Petiwr) 
Daetylls gtricta Alt. Hort. Kew. Isl04. (1789) (Type from England) 
Spartiaa strlota (Ait.) Hoth, Heme Beitr. 101. (1802) 
gasp&luin cynoBuroldes (Loefl.) Brot. Fl. Lusit. 83. (1804) (Based 
£,• cyaosurolde's Lo ef 1. )• 
Trachyfaotla etrlGta (Ait.) DC. Fl. I'r. S:74. (180S) 
Littsetls pungeng Rich, er Pers, Syn. PI. 1;7S.. (l®7)' (Based on 
D. Bti'lcta Mt.T 
Spartina ovLn(i'ms (Rich.) Beauv. Bout. Agrost. 25. (181E) 
Spartlna capensis M#es, Fl. Afr. Austr. (1841) (Type frcm 
South Africa] 
Spartina marltiaa (Curt.) Fern, subsp. striata (Alt.) St.Y. . Cand. 
g('Bas©d on D. Mritiaa. Curt.) 
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Description* {Plate III, e-d). Cti'ims to 0.8 meter tall, erect, 
terete, glabrous, solitary or ia sBall clmps from widely spreading, slen­
der rixizoaes, scales not closely imbricate; aheatlxe smooth to striate, the 
lower very often wrinkled, glabrous, margin of the orific© glabrous to very 
sparingly pilose; ligule a ring of hairs about 0.5 um. long; blades short, 
not exeeeiing 12 cm. in length, more or less loosely involute, readily 
disarticulating from the sheath, glabrous to very sparingly scabrous on 
the adaxial surface, glabrous on the abaxiali margins glabrous, tip 
acuminate; panicle 4—14 cm. long; panicle axia flattened, rounded or 
obscurely 3-angl®d| glabrous; spikes l-'^?, eoMionly 2, 2—-11 cm. long, 
alternate, loosely appressed, laoierately imbricate, sessile; rachis of 
the spikes glabrous, oftan Drolonged beyond the terainal spikelet; 
spikelets §-*-30, 10—15 En. long, alternate, loosely eppressed to spread­
ing, not closely imbricate; first gluae narrow, 7—10 wa, long, usually 
longer than one-half the second, densely pilose, keel pilose, aargins 
glabrous, tip acuminate to obtuse or rounded; second glume 10—15 ma., 
long, densely pilose, keel pilose, margins glabrous, tip acuminate, rarely 
obtuse; lenma densely pilose, keel cdlos© above, glabrous below, margins 
glabrous, tip obscurely lobed; palea thin and papery, glabrous, tip 
acuminate; anthers 4—6 inia. long; chroaosome mmber 56. 
Observations. This species, li»it©d to the Old ?forld, has been found 
to b© a rather uniform population. While it has attained a wide distri­
bution ranging froa the British Isles to South Africa, it is still re-
aarkably unifom both vegetatively and in th« inflorescence. Perhaps 
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tixe greatest Tariation occurs in the number of spikes where as many as 
se-veK may be found. The predominant number is two,— hence one of its 
coiBxaoa names, Two-spiked Cocksfoot Grass. 
The octoploid chromosoae nmber of 56 in plants from the British 
Isles haa been reported by Httskins (1931). Specimens fro® the Mediterra­
nean and South African se^ents of the range have not be®n cytologically 
analyzed. 
Moaenclatttre. Curtis (1787) published the name Dactylis laaritiaa 
and this epithet becoaes the basis for th© present combination of Fernald. 
Fernald (1916) clearly states the case for the ascription of the name. 
Although the publication of Curtis was in the brisfeet possible form, and 
did not Itself contain a description of the species, it gave a clear 
reference to Hay (1724) ss the source for the description. Ray's descrip­
tion is based on Sparttm essexlaaua. spiea. gmina clausa of Petiver (1716), 
Alton (1789) described a specimen from England as Dactylis stricta. 
loth (las) recognised its affinities with the genus Spartina and accord­
ingly published the combination Spartina striata, fhis combination was 
in constant use for over a century. Only the most recent European works, 
viz. Claphsm, futin and Warburg (1952), have recognized the proper recom­
bination of names as given by i'ernald (1916). 
Distribution. Spartins maritiiaa is distributed exclusively in the 
Old World from th© Netherlands and England south to the Cape of Good Hope 
along the Atlantic seaboard. It has apparently become adventive at the 
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head of the Mriatic Sea. Little Is known of its distributioB in Africa. 
Figure IS stows tlie distribution of the speeiaeas eiaained. 
fhe species appears to be limited to salt water habitats, on the 
strand or in tidal bays amd lagooas. It does aot see® able to withstand 
aggression by the more vi^rous S. townsendii (Arber, 1934i Oliver, 19E5), 
aad in regions aromd Poole Harbor, lagland, it is being obliterated by 
§.• townsendii. Collecting dates indicate that the species flowers from 
Juae to Novsmber in lurop© aad in February in South Afriea. 
8. Spartina neyrautll 
Spartina neyrautii Fouc* Aim. Soc. Sei. Mat. Rochelle. 8. (1894) 
(Type from Basse-Pyrenees) 
Description. (Plate III, e—f), Culas to 1 meter tall, erect, 
terete, glabrous, nsually solitary or in small clmaps, from widely spread­
ing, more or less slender rhizoiaes, scales not closely iabricate; sheaths 
striate, glabrous, margin of the orifice glabrous to short-pilose; ligule 
a ring of hairs 0.5—1 ma., long; blades elongate, flattened, beeoaing 
involute toward the apex, glabrous on both surfaces, margins glabrous, tip 
acuminat®} panicle 15—20 cm. long, less than § m. t^ide; panicle axis 
3-angled, glabrous,; spikes 4—S, 8—Ig. cm. long, alternate, tightly ap-
pressed, moderately imbricate, pedunculate, peduncles about 1 cia. long; 
rachis of the spikes ^abroue, not often prolonged beyond the teminal 
spikelet; spikelets 10—25, 14--16 am. long, alternate, tightly appressed, 
not closely iBbricate, often pedicellate; first gluae linear, 8—12 aa. 
long, usually longer than on©-half th© second, pilose, keel sparingly 
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pilose, marglHs glabrous, tip acumiuate to obtuse, second glw© 14—16 am. 
long, pilose, keel pilose, margins glabrous, tip usmlly bilobefi; leauaa 
glabrous to sparingly pilose aboire, keel pilose abo?©, glabrous beloar, 
margins glabrous, tip acute, obtuse, rounded or obscurely lobed; palea 
th,in and papery, sli^tly exceeding tlie l«aa, tip acuminate to rounded; 
anthers 3—6 inm. long. 
ObservatioBS. Spartina aeyrautillike S. toimgendii, has been ad­
judged a hybrid between the endemic luropean £. marttima and the introduced 
and Tariable £. alterniflora. Arber (1934) suggested that the two hybrids 
may have arisen in like manner, and that one may siisply be the reciprocal 
of th® other. Although the two populations have been considered identical 
by Saint-Yves (1932) and Chevalier (19S3), lovet (1941) has pointed to 
differences in th@ ligule and second glume tip by which the two say be 
effectively distinguished. Additional evidence in support of Jovet*s 
eontention is presented in a succeeding section of this paper dealing with 
m®aas for separating and identifying species. 
To date, cytological evidence supporting th© hypothesis of the Hy­
brid origin of S. aeyrautii has not been published. In the absence of 
cytological findings, it is difficult to assess the origin of the species. 
That it coBibines characters of both S. maritima and £, alterniflora is 
evident. Pilosity of the gliaies relates it to S. maritiata while lack of 
early blad© abcission laay show it to be' allied to 8. alterniflora. Fur­
ther evidence in support of hybrid origin for th© species is found in its 
highly restricted distribution within a aaell se^ent of a lerger area 
occupied by both putative parents. 
Figure 12. Distribution of Spartiaa maritlaa. 
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Of particular importaace to the resoltitloa of the S. Beyrautti prob­
lem Is th© nature of alterniflore distributed within the area now oc­
cupied by the hybrid. As shotra in connectioB with observations on that 
species, all the specimens from southwestera France tend to b© considerably 
less robust than those typical of the region around Southampton, England. 
That introduction of a different cytologieal se@aent of S. altemiflora 
occurred suggests itself imediately. The less robust plants from southern 
France are not unlike those fros America -which hare been shown by Church 
(1940) to have a s«atic chromosome number of 56. It is therefor© tenta­
tively suggested that B, neyrautii. when cytologically examined, may b® 
found to hav® a chromosome ntmber quite different from that now knowi for 
S. townsendii. fh© fact that S, nsyrautii is distinctly more slender, 
has generally more narrow spikes and shorter spikelets points to an ob­
vious difference between th© two species, somewhat more complex than 
that suggested to be due to reciprocal crosses, 
Mofltenclature. The description of Spartlna neyrautii by Focaud (1894) 
was written after study of specimens collected by 1. I. Heyraut frcm 
Henday®, franc® in 189S. Mo mention is made of a type speciaen, and its 
whereabouts at the present time is unknown. However, duplicates of the 
Heyraut collection (E. J. Meyraut 3598, flendaye. Franc©, .(H, US and 1) 
were examined. 
Diatributioa. Speeiaeas ©xaaiaed during the course of this study are 
shown by open circles in Figure 13. The species is known only from a 
single station (Hendaye) in southwestern Irance. S. neyrautii occurs in 
Figure 13. Distribution of Spartina neyrautii and 
Spaptlna townsepdii. 
0» £• neyrautli 
S. townsenaii 
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salt' mrsheB. IMle little is known of its eeolo^, it does not appear 
to be aearly so vigorous and aggressiTe as tiie closely related S. town-
sendit. The species lias been obserTed to flower ia August. 
9* Sparfctna towasendli 
Spartiaa towaaeadil H. k I. Groves. Bot, Ixch. Club. Rep. 37. 
"fliii")"" "('"lype frott Southamptoa, lug; isotyp© in K) 
Description. {Plate h). Culms to 1.5 meters tall, erect, 
terete, glabrous, solitary or in clu*ps froa widely spreading tMokish 
rMaomes, scales not closely i»brioate; shmthe saooth to striate, the 
lower often wrinJcled, glabmis, margin of the orifice pilose; ligule a 
ring of Isaiirs l.S—3 am. long; blades elongate, flat, becoaiag involute 
toward the apex, glabrous on both surfaces, margins glabrous, tip acwai-
nate; panicle 15—30 cm. long, more, than 8 laa.. wide, shorter and narrower 
la dwarf forms; panicle axis 3-angled, glabrous; spikes 3—10, 10—SO m. 
long, rarely longer, shorter in'dwarf fonas, alternate, loosely appressed, 
Boderately imbricate, usually pedunculate, peduncle about 1 cm. long; 
rachis of the spikes glabrous, proloagsd beyond the terminal spik®l®t; 
spikelets 10—SO, 16—&2 mm. long, alternate, not tightly appressed nor 
closely labricat©; first glum© linear, 8—14 am. long, usually aore than 
one-half as long, as the second, pilose, keel pilose, margin® glabrous to 
very sparingly hispidulous, tip acuminate; second glvuae 16—jbkl. long, 
piloise, keel pilose, laargins glabrous to sparingly hlspldulous, tip acuai-
nate to obtus®; lema pilose, Iceel pilose above, glabrous below, margins 
glabrous, tip obtuse, rounded or obscurely lobed; palea thin end papery. 
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glabrous, often exeeeding the Isima by as mich as 2 mm.,' tip acuainate; 
aathers 7—9 loa, long; somatic cteoaosceae number 126. 
Observations. There now s&ms to be general agreOTfejat among luro-
peaa botaniste that,£. toireaendii is a distiuet species. The aost recent 
treatment, that of Clapliw, Tutin and Warburg (19§£), recogHizes it as 
discrete frcai other species of the genus occurring in England. 
The origin of towns^ndii has received considerable attention in 
recent years as a striking example of a new species having arisen within 
the period of man's oivilisiation. One recogaizea iasaediatsly its useful­
ness for argwents in sup:pQrt of th© evolutionary processes. The actual 
aechanics of the origin of this species were worked out by EusJcins {1931).. 
The story is essentially complete except for certain facets which may 
never be kaowB. Bob^hansky {1937) and Arber {1934) present excellent de­
tailed reviews of th® process. 
Issentially, £. townsendii is rs^rded as a hybrid between the endmic 
European S. aaritlma and the introduced and variable Meriean S, alterni-
flora, "he haploid chromosoa© number of S. maritim is 28, while that of 
S. altemiflora is 35, yertllization aay have resulted in the forsation 
of a sygot© with 63 chrffiBosomes,. wMch then doubled i*iedietely to produce 
a plant with a soaatic nwber of 126 ehroaosomes. Huskins (1931) has 
shown that the soaatic chroEiosfiiae axaiber for townsendli is 126, Of 
the'many possible alternatives explaining the meehftaim of origin of 
polyploidy in this cas®, the one presented above sems the most likely, 
fhe rather unifoim,nature of 6. tomisendii leads, to the conclusion that 
hybridization has probably taken place but once. Further light is shed 
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by the fact that S. townseiadll has been shown, accordlag to Oliver (1985} 
and Arber•(1954), to be vigorously aggressive both by meaas of fertile 
seed productioa aad vegetative reproduction. 
As noteci abov® in the discussion of S, alterniflora, two levels of 
polyploidy exist within that species; the foim isith fifty-six chroaosomes 
may be soaewhat less vigorous thaa that with seventy. ?.rom observatloms 
on the variability of specimens of alterniflora from England, it would 
appear that plants of both polyploid levels may b© present there. Hus-
kins (1931) has shown that th® for® with seventy chromosomes is present , 
in England. This fo.rm seems to have been the one involved in the hybrid 
origin of S. townsendii. 
The apparently stable polyploid is roaarlcably unifom in virtually 
all morphological features. Several of these show great usefulness as 
taxoKoaic key characters, laong these are ligules over 1.5 «m., spike-
lets over 15 s®., palea. exceeding th© lesaia by 2 ma. or more, and ®edian 
spikes usually exceeding 10 aa. Other features which have been found use­
ful but somewhat variable are th© length of that part of th© median spike 
rachis prolonged beyond the apex of the teminal spikelet, and length and 
vfldth of the panicle. These features will be discussed in greater detail 
in the section of this paper dealing with the distinctions between species. 
It shotild be noted that certain anosialous plants have been found with­
in this otherwise stable population. Chater and Jones (1951) describe two 
such anomalies. One is a dwarf form with much reduced spike end panicle 
length, fewer spike!etg and broisn color, fh© other i« somewhat of a dwarf, 
differing from the nomal in that th© mid-portions of leaves contain a 
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toaad of yellow tissue along the length of the blade. Chater end Jones 
do not proTite aomenclatorial status for these anomalies. They suggest 
that the anoaalieg may represent •Sisintegratioif of the stable polyploid. 
Moaienclatur©. The whereabouts of the holotype of Spartlna townsendli 
is uaknowft. An isotype In the Kew Herbarixj® was not available for study. 
BoweTer, the description {H. and J. Groves, 1881) verifies the aeetiracy 
of typificatioa. 
Distribtttioa. Figure 13 shows th® distribution of specimens examined. 
That the species is spreading rapidly by natural means is born© out by 
Arber (1934), B. townsendii is perhaps the most economically valuable 
member of the genus as attested by its introduction into many parts of 
the world for use in tideland reclaaatioa. 
Considerable literature dealing with, the ecological relationships 
of S. tomsendii has been published. Among the papers are those, of Oli­
ver {1925), Arber (1934) and Stapf (1908), The plo'^t Is largely one of 
th® intertidal zone ?»lth a six-hour tolerance of suteergence under salt 
water. It flowers from July to Moveaber and in Movaaber may often be 
found, according to Arber (1934), with sproutisg seeds still clinging 
to the spikes. Of particular interest is its very aggressive nature by 
meeois of which it has invaded th© territory once occupied by S. maritim 
and S. alterniflora and has obliterated thaa from the immediat® area. 
10, Spartina bakeri 
Spartiaa bakerl Merr. Bull. U. S. Dept. Agr. PI. Ind, 9:14. (1902) 
(Typ® in US from Lak® Ola, Tangerine, Florida) 
m 
Spartina Juncea lilld. rar. bakerl (Merr.) St.Y. Cand. 5:91. 
(1938)'' (Based on S. bakeri MerrTT" 
Description# (Plate 17, a—b). Culms to 2 meters tall, erect, 
terete, indurate, glabrous, la large, dense clumps fro* liard, knotty bases, 
rMzoaes wanting; culms often, with shoots from the lower nodes; sheaths 
OT.ooth to striate, glabrous, the mrgia of the orifice glabrous; ligule 
a ring of hairs 0.5—2 ma. loag; blades elongate, usually inrolute, 
rarely flat, scabrous on the adaxial surface, glabrous on the abaxial, 
aargin® scabrous, tip acuminate; panicle S—25 sa. long; panicle axis 
3—4-asgl8d, flat, scabrous on the angles; spikes 3—16, 2—6 cm. long, 
alternate, appressed, rarely spreading, moderately imbricate, sessile, 
the lower often short pedunculate; rachis of the spikes glabrous to 
sparingly scabrous on the angles; spikelets 10—30, 6—9 sa. long, alter­
nate, tightly appressed, closely iabricate;^ first glume linear, 3—6 nsa. 
long, shorter than one-half the second, keel hispid, margins speringly 
hispidulous, tip acwinate; second glume 6—9 mm. long, hispidulous, 
iceel hispid, margins hispidulous, E-3 lateral nerTeg, prominent, on one 
side of the second gluae, tip acuaiaate; Iffiima ^abrous, keel hispid, 
margins glabrous to Tery sparingly hispidulous, tip acute to obtuse or 
obscurely lobed; palea thin and papery, glabrous, tip acute to ro.unded, 
slightly ©xcesding the lemta; anthers 8.5—5 mm. long; somatic chromosome 
number 4B. 
ObserYationg. from the standpoint of morphology of tha Inflorescenc©, 
Spartina bakeri is hardly separable from S. patens. However, because of 
its. unique vegetatiir© habit and tolerance of fresh water it is quite 
Plate I?, a—b. Spartina bakerl. a. apikelet showing 
lateral flerTss lOX, b. same spikelet, 
opposite view lOX. 
° S p a r t i n a  1 caespitosa. c. spikelet 
sliowlag two lateral nerves, d. spike­
let showing one lateral nerve. 
®—Spartina cynosuroides. e. leraaa tips, 
keel view 5X, f, second gliime, keel 
view 5X. 
i—k. Spartlna denslflora. i. first glum© 
tips 10X» J—k. spikelets 5X. 
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distinet. RMzomes are not, Brodueeci as they are in S. patens, Tbe culms 
grow in dens© tufts up to seversl feet across, a feature which serves to 
set this species apart from its closely related congeners. While the in­
florescence exhibits some variability in its parts, it is oTerlapped in 
every respect by £. patens. Consequently, herbaritas specimens are ex-
tresiely difficult of identification unless the collector has noted the 
peculiar'habit on th® label. 
A characteristic feature of the inflorescence is the rather tight 
appression of the spikes. This feature was observed on all the specimens 
ejcamined and is doubtless typical of th© species. Its use as a good-
taxonomic key character is precluded by the presence of the same degree 
of appression by spikes of iimaature specimens of S. patens. 
The only chromosome count reported for the species is that of Church 
{1940) wherein he gives 42 as the diploid number. 
Komenclature. Merrill (1902) recognized Spartina bakerl as separable 
from other species of the genus on the basis of the unique vegetative 
habit. Unfortunately, the type specimen is without the basal portion of 
the culm and underground parts. Bowever, Merrill's description, evidently 
based upon additional plants and field observations by the collector 
(Baker), leaves no doubt as to the accuracy of the typification. 
Saint-Yves (1952) treated the species as a variety of S^, Juncea. 
Doubtless, S. bakeri is closely related to S. patens (S. juncea) and were 
it not for the ccaaplete absence of rhizomes and the ability of the plant 
to tolerate and invade fresh water sites, there would be little argwent 
for its retention as a separate species. 
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Dlstribtttlon. Figure 14 shows the distribution of the specimens 
examined, fhe species has apparently becoiae quite auoeessful in fresh wa­
ter habitats. It is fouad along' th©; sandy beaohes and shores of many of 
Florida*s inland' lakes. Distributional data also show that it grows equal­
ly as well in salt water^sitas. Collecting dates point to' a'rather er­
ratic flowering by this species. Unlike other Korth American Spartinas, 
this species flowers for the most part from Deceaber to May, hut is oc­
casionally found in flower during the sifflBier. 
• Spartlaa 1 caesgito.sa 
Spartina X caeeoitosa (A. A. laton) Fern. Gray*s Ian. Bot. ed. 8. 
im, ll9m) (Baaed on 'S^. caespitosai A. A. Eaton) 
Spartina caespitosa A. A. laton. Bull. Torrey Club. 25:338. 
(1898) (Type in Gfl from Seabrook, M. M.) 
Spartina patens var. eaespitosa (A. A. latoa) Hitchc. Rhod. 8:210. 
(1906) (Based on S. ca.espitosa A. A. Saton) 
Trachyaotia oaespitosa Ait, in St.Y. Gand. 5:9£. (Error for 
c&®8.Pi'feQs& A. A. laton) 
DeBcripttoa. (Plate I?, c—d). Culas to 1.2 meters tall, slender, 
erect, terete, glabrous, in dense caespitose olmps without rhizoaes or 
with short rhizones and with short, extra-Taginal shoots froa the base, 
or solitary from widely spreading, thick rhizomes, scales closely imbri­
cate; sheaths saooth to striate, glabrous, margin of the orifice' glabrous 
to sh-nrt-pilose; ligule a ring of hairs 0.5—1.0 aa. long, rarely longer; 
blades elongate, isTolute or flat, narrow, glabrous or scabrous on the 
adaxial surface, • glabrous on th© abaxial, margins glabrous or scabroup, 
Figure 14. Distribution of Spartlna bakeri. 
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tip acxminate; panicle 9—20 cm. long; panicle axis S-angled, scabrous on 
the angles; spik®s 3—9, 3—9 cm. long, alternate, appressed or spreading^ 
usually pedunculate; raclxis of th© spikes scabrous on tte angles; spike-
lets 20—50, 10—17 am. long, alteraat®, tightly appreased, closely im­
bricate; first glua© linear 4—^9 m. long, glabrous to sparingly hlspidu-
lous, keel Mspid, tip acuminate or awaed; second gluae 10—17 i«, long, 
glab.rou8 to sparingly Mspidulous, keel hispid to pectinate, lateral 
nerTes prominent, one on either side of the keel, or 2—3 on one side 
of the second gluse, tip acuminate or awned; Iswia glabrous to sparingly 
hispidulous, keel glabrous or hispid only at the tip or hispid to pectinate 
on the upper three-fourths, margins usually hispidulous, tip obtus®, 
rounded, obscurely lobed, or apiculate; palea thin end papery, glabrous, 
bilobed and obtuse or rounded at the tip, slightly exceeding the l^aa; 
anthers 3—6 J»a. long; chromostme number 42, 
Obse3ryatton@« The taxonomic position of S. caespitosa has been the 
subject of some controversy since it was first described by laton 8^98), 
Hitchcock (1906) reduced it to Tarietal rank under S. patens. Swallea 
(1939) retained it as a valid species as did Chase (1950). F©mald (1950) 
relegated the plant to a hybrid category, suggesting that it showed a 
coabinatioa of character® from both S. pectinata and S^. patens. 
Church (1940) had earlier hypothesized a hybrid origin based upon 
eytological analysis and apparent morphological similarities to both 
M' P^ctinata and S. patens, fhe eytological data presented by Church 
show identical' chroaosoa© nmbers for the species involTed. S. pectinate 
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from New England was shown to have a somatic n\mber of 48, identical to 
tMt foimd for tk© putatiTe hybrid, Froa these data he concl-uded that 
crossing must hare occurred between S. peetiaata aad the hexaploid seg­
ment of the S_. patens population. While this hexaploid segpient has beeti 
considered taxonomicelly separable from th® tetraploid, evidence presented 
below in connection with Sj. patens shows that the two are not at all dis-
cret®, but that they grade iap®reeptibly into on© another so as to defy 
separation. Similarly., within S. pectin&ta, the existence of a series 
of polyploids, not aorphologically separable from one another, is r©--
ported. 
In an effort to test the ralidity of Church*s hybrid hypothesis a 
hybrid Index was constructed according to methods described by Anderson 
(1956, 1949) and Larisey (1940). Twenty characters were aelected in 
which the putatiye parent populations semed to differ. In 10 of th© 
characters, an intermediate condition may be delineated. A value of 0 
was assigaed to those characters typical of £. peetinata while a value 
of g wag assigned to those characters typical of S. patena. In cases 
where an intermediate condition was discerned, a value of 1 was assi^aed. 
there no intemediate condition is defined, the specimen was scored as 
either 0 or 8 depending upon which parent it resembled. Ixceptions to 
this pit)cedure are noted in the discussion of the character. 
Because the polyploids within each parent species are not mor­
phologically separable fro® one another, all available speciaens of both 
parents were used to ascertain ranges of variability in the characters 
utilized. The discussions of those characters possessing measurable 
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yariability are accompanied by tables showing the range of variability 
\ 
iirithin both the pmrmt species, fhe total number of specimens of each 
soecies introducM into the tablef-;) will be seen to yary from table to 
table. This Tariation occurs because eertain stniCtures were missing 
on some of the speclmeas. Many aore specimens were used in assessing 
yariability than were eventually scored by means of the hybrid index 
because some specimens, otherwise perfectly identifiable, did not possess 
all the morphological parts necessary for coaiplete scoring. 
The hybrid appears to have only a sporadic distribution along the 
east coast of the United States froia New Hampshire to Maryland. Ac­
cordingly, only specimens from this particular region were used to de­
termine ranges of rariability within the parent populations. The twenty 
characters used in constructing the hybrid index ar® presented below: 
1. The rhizomes in S. tsectlnata are thick and hard, possessing 
closely iiflbricate scales. Those of S_. patens are thin and wiry with 
scales scarcely imbricate. An intemediate condition was not found. The 
hybrids either do not possess rhizoaes or have rhizomes res@tabling those 
of S. pectinata. In cases where rhizomes are wanting, the intermediate 
index value of 1 is assigned. 
2. The rhizomes of pectinata are distinctly brownish-purple in 
color while those of S, patens ere whitish. Again, as in the preceding 
feature, the rhizomes of the hybrids when present are like those of 
£• pectinata. In instances where rhizomes are wanting, an index value of 
1 is assigned. 
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3. Table 6 shows the distribution, of flowering culm heights for 
speeimeas eraffiined. Preliainaiy inTestigatioas in the hybrid swam 
showed that heists of culms a-veraged. about 1 meter. Accordingly, all 
speeimeas which were found la the range of overlap (81—1£0 cm.) between 
the parents were assigned the index Tslus of 1. 
Table 6, Distribution of Culm Heights by Classes 
Distribution classes S_. pectinata patens X caespitosa 
0—10 em. 0 0 0 
11—20 0 g 0 
SI—30 0 18 0 
31—40 0 40 0 
41—50 0 29 0 
51—60 0 28 0 
61—70 0 SO 2 
71—03 0 17 6 
81—90 0 12 5 
91—100 s 3 6 
101—110 2 1 6 
111—120 9 6 5 
la—ISO 3 0 4 
131—140 11 0 0 
141—150 5 0 0 
151—160 6 0 0 
161—1 TO 1 0 0 
171—IK) 0 0 0 
181—190 2 0 0 
191—200 0 0 0 
201—210 0 0 0 
211—ggO 0 0 0 
221—230 1 0 0 
231—240 0 0 0 
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4. Tlie leaf blades of S. pectlnata are usually flat, becoming in-
Toliite toward the apex. Those of S. patens are conaaoaly imrolute through­
out. An inteimediate conciitioH was not discernible. 
5. Leaf widths in the putatiTe parents show consiaerable Tariation. 
Table 7 shows the distribution of leaf widths in the specimens examined. 
All specimeas In the range 4—6 ma., were scored with the intermediate 
value of 1. Measurements were made on the second leaf from the sumait. 
Table 7. Distribution of Second Blade Widths by Classes 
Distribution classes S. pectinata S. -patens £• caespitosa. 
0—0.9 mm. 0 65 0 
1—1.9 0 67 0 
8—g.9 0 27 7 
3—3.9 0 6 11 
4—4.9 0 5 13 
5—5,9 g 0 1 
6—6.9 8 2 2 
7—7.9 25 0 0 
8—8.9 10 0 0 
9—9.9 11 0 0 
10—10.9 8 0 0 
11—11.9 1 0 0 
IS—IS. 9 S 0 0 
13—13.9 1 0 0 
6. Length of the blades does not separate the parents discretely. 
However, Table 8 shows that considerable difference exists between the spe­
cies with respect to blade length. All speclift,ens in the range 24—39.9 cm. 
were assigned the intermediate ralu© of 1. Measuraaents were made on the 
second leaf from the sumit. 
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Table 8. Distribution of Second Blade Lengths by Classes 
Bistributioa classes _S. peetlaata S. patens S. X caespitosa 
0—3.9 m. 0 0- 0 
4—7.9 0 sa 0 
8—11.9 0 49 1 
12—15.9 0 3g 1 
16—19,9 0 14 g 
20—23.9 0 18 7 
24—27.9 0 8 5 
28—31.9 0 3 7 
3E—35.9 1 3 ' 4 
36—39.9 4 1 g 
40—43.9 3 0 S 
44—47.9 1 0 0 
48—51.9 7 0 1 
52—55.9 7 0 s 
56—59.9 5 0 0 
60— 63.9 5 0 0 
64——67.9 8 0 0 
68—71.9 3 0 0 
7g—75.9 2 0 0 
76—79.9 0 0 0 
80—83.9 0 0 0 
84—87.9 2 0 0 
a—31.9 1 0 0 
92—95.9 1 0 0 
?. Length of the ligule serves to separate the parent species dis­
cretely. Ligules in S. pectiBata Tai^ from 1—^3 sm. S_. patens has ligules 
which, rarely exceed 0,5 m. Those speeimeas with ligules exceeding 0.5 «. 
but less than 1 im. were assigned the intermediate Talu© of 1. 
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8. Considerable difference is panicle leagtlx is eTident between tb,® 
parent species. Panicles ia peetinata vary from 16—44 cm. in lengtb, 
while those of S. patens range from g—gg cm. in length. Table 9 shows 
tlie distribution of panicle lengths in both species. Specimens with 
panicle lengths within the range of 16—82 cm. were assigned a value of 1. 
Table 9. Distribution of Panicle Lengths by Classes 
Distribution classes £. pectinate S»•patens S. X caespitosa 
0—1.9 ©a. 0 0 0 
E—3.9 0 4 0 
4—5.9 0 ss 0 
6—7.9 0 47 0 
8—9.9 0 S9 s 
10—11.9 0 19 4 
1£—13.9 0 21 3 
14—111,9 0 80 7 
16—17.9 1 3 8 
18—19.9 g 5 5 
20—21.9 6 5 5 
22—"•S3.9 8 0 1 
24—S§.9 11 0 0 
B6—27.9 11 0 0 
28—S9.9 10 0 0 
30—31.9 15 0 0 
32—33.9 7 0 0 
34—35.9 11 0 0 
36-—37.9 4 0 0 
38—39.9 g 0 0 
40—41.9 0 0 0 
42—43.9 1 0 0 
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9. Table 10 shows the distribution of spike numbers in both parent 
species. In cases where splk© number was 7—9, tbese specimens were as­
signed a valu® of 1. 
Table 10. Distribution of Spik© Ntmbers by Classes 
Distribution classes B. peetinata ' patens £, X ,caespitosa 
1 0 1 , 0 
2 0 76 0 
3 0 52 , 4 
4 0 84 .11 
5 0 19 8 
6 0 6 2 
7 3 3 5 
8 5 0 , 2 
9 6 1 2 
10 5 1 0 
11 9 0 0 
12 7 0 0 
13 9 0 0 
14 8 0 0 
15 7 0 0 
16 5 0 0 
17 4 0 0 
18 4 0 0 
19 4 0 0 
20 3 0 0 
21 ' 1 0 0 
22 3 0 0 
23 3 0 0 
24 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
27 3 0 0 
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10, Mean spike lengths of the two parent species differ somewhat al­
though the Tariability withia the specimeas ©xsaaiiied shows some overlap. 
Consequently, delimitation of an intermediate does aot seem advisable here. 
Table 11 shows the distribution of spike lengths for eech pareat species. 
Table 11. Distribution of Spik© Lengths by Classes 
Distribution classes £. peetiaata S. patens S_. X oaQspltosa 
0—5 ffim. 0 0 0 
6—10 0 0 0 
11—15 0 1 0 
16—20 0 4 0 
21—25 0 If 0 
£6—30 0 28 0 
31—35 0 32 1 
36—40 0 19 6 
{b
 
1 1 g 20 6 
46—50 2 21 4 
51—55 5 10 4 
56—60 5 9 5 
61—6S 8 g 4 
66—70 10 3 2 
71—75 10 1 E 
76—80 10 1 0 
81—85 14 0 0 
86—90 8 0 0 
91—95 7 0 0 
96—100 2 0 0 
101—105 2 0 0 
106—110 0 0 0 
111—115 1 0 0 
116—120 2 0 0 
121—1S5 2 0 0 
186—130 0 0 0 
131—135 0 0 0 
136—140 1 0 0 
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A Talu® of 55 msL. was selected as an arbitrary division point. Accord-
ingly, specimens with spike lengtiis of 55 m. or less f typical of S. patens) 
were assigned the index value of S, wMle those exceeding 55 ma. Ctypical 
£• Pectinata) were given a value of 0. 
11. Peduncle lengths appear to differ significantly between th® two 
parent species. Lengths of the peduncles of median spilc®s in patens 
were not found in excess of 5 ma. while the values in S. pectinata cowion-
ly exceed 5 wi. lo intenaediate was defined here. The hybrids exhibited 
considerable variability in this respect. 
IS. Longer spikelets with a range of 11—El m, appear to be aore 
typical of pectinata while shorter spikelets with a range of 6—14.9 Baa. 
characterize S. patens. Data presented in Table 12 show an overlap be­
tween 11 and 14.9 mi. Consequently, any spikelet having a length rithin 
that intemediate rang® was assigned a value of 1. 
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Table 12. Distribution of Splkelet Lengths by Glaes®s 
Distribution classes S. pectinata S. patens S. X caespitosa 
6—6.9 ami. 0 3 0 
7—7.9 0 EC 0 
8—8.9 0 m 0 
9—9.9 0 50 0 
10—10.9 0 28 4 
11—11.9 2 17 7 
IE—12.9 s 7 9 
13—13.9 7 3 4 
14—14.9 9 2 6 
15—15,9 12 0 3 
16—16.9 go 0 0 
17—17.9 13 0 1 
18—18.9 11 0 0 
19—19.9 8 0 0 
80—80.9 2 0 0 
SI—SI. 9 1 0 0 
gg—28.9 0 0 0 
83—SS.9 0 0 0 
E4—24.9 • 0 0 0 
25—B5.9 0 0 0 
86—E6.9 1 0 0 
13. The first glme of S. patens is eomonly shorter than one-half 
the length of the second gltme. In contrast, first glimes of S. •pectinata 
are almost always longer than one-half the length of the second. Only in 
cases where the length of the first gluae was found to be exactly one-half 
that of the second was the intermediate yalue of 1 assigned. 
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14, Consideamble differeac® in lejagtlx of first glmes was fouad be-
tweea the pareats. fable 13 shows variation fro® 2—5 *. for S. yatens. 
and from 5—^18 ma. for S. •pectiaata. ¥alues from S—5.9 m. are asslgaed 
the intermediate value of 1, 
Table 13. Distrlbutioa of First Gltme Lengths by Classes 
Dlstributioa classes S. oectinata S. pateas £. X caespitosa 
2—8.9 am. 0 5 0 
3—3.9 0 36 1 
9 0 19 6 
5—5.9 8 1 IS 
6—6.9 10 0 8 
7—7.9 13 0 4 
8—8.9 17 0 0 
9—9.9 14 0 0 
10—10.9 7 . 0 0 
11—11.9 g 0 0 
IS—12.9 2 0 0 
15. The tip of the first glume in S. pectinata is typically awned, 
while that of S. pateas is merely acumiaate. Because of the difficulty 
itt detenaiaiag how much of the tip is actually awa, ao iatermediate was 
defia®d here. 
16. As with the preceding, the same differences are noted between 
the parents with respect to the tip of the secoad glme, 
17. The second glume of £. pectinata is typically l--3-aerTed. When 
three nerves are evident, the two lateral nerves are disposed, one on 
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eltlaer side of the prominent mid-nerTe (keel). patens seeond glmes 
are 3-tterred aad the two lateral nerves are both disposed on onlj one 
side of the prominently pttbesceat aid-aerve fkeel). 
18. Pubescence on the keel of the second glume in £. pectlnata is 
Tery strongly pectinate while that of S. patens is hispid. 
19. As with th® preceding, the same differences are noted between 
the parents with respect to pubescence on the keel of the l€®aa. 
SO. The tip of th© leiffltta in S. peotinata is bilobed and each lobe 
is distinctly acuainate, while in S, patens the tip is obtue®, rounded or 
obscurely bilobed (Plate T, J—m.). 
Results of the scoring of 128 specimens are shown in Figure 15. The 
putative hybrids are represented by the intermediate cluster, values 15 
to 20. It appears froai the data presented that the hypothesis of hybrid 
origin of S. eaespitosa is further substantiated. 
It should be noted that for items 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, IS and 14 tables 
are presented which show the variability within the putative parent popu­
lations. After the scoring of parents end hybrids was completed, measure­
ment data from plants of the hybrid swam were tabulated. These data are 
shown in th© fourth column of each of the aforementioned tables. 
While the intermediate specimens appear to be m«bers of a population 
which is discrete from either putative parent, there exists within this 
intemediate cluster considerable variability especially with regard to 
rhizomes. Held observations show that the plants without extensive rhi­
zomes grow in large, dense, oaespitose clumps often as much as 50 cm. 
acrH3ss. From observations on herbarium specimens which fall within the 
Figure 15. Distribution of Hybrid Index Total Scores. 
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intemediate cluster on Figure 15 but possess extensive rhizomes, it ap­
pears that the plants do aot have a true eaespitose habit. Quite to the 
contrary, they appear to arise as solitaiy upright culms, much as ia 
§.• PQCi-jPata. Certain plants of caespitose habit were observed to possess 
occasional short rhisomes in addition to th® numerous, short, extra-
vaginal shoots. 
AM Blomquist (1948) has suggested, perhaps the caespitose habit amy 
be merely an ecological foim. However, field observations do not bear 
this conclusion out. A visit to the type locality, an abandoned seaside 
pasture one mile east of the town of Seabrook, Mew Hafapehire, proved 
quite rewarding. At that station, S, caespitosa of th© true caespitose 
habit was found abundantly. O-rowing very near it on the same disturbed 
soil were large mapbers of rhizoae-produclng specimens of S. pectlnata 
and S. patsns. Were the production of rhiaomes a mere response to environ­
mental conditions, one would certainly have expected to find rhizoaatous 
oasspitosa at that station. That only the caespitose fom occurs there 
was borne out by extensive observations that required the uprooting of 
virtually every clump of _S. caespitosa in the iiaaediat® vicinity. 
A more likely explanation for the variability of underground struc­
tures is that hybridization between S. pectinata and S. patens aay occur 
repeatedly and that th© capacity for rhizome production aay be controlled 
by hereditary mechanisms. Certainly, conditions favoring hybridization 
are presented throughout the kmvm range of S. eaespltosa. Th® flowering 
periods of the putative parents are coincident. They grow in the saae 
habitat, often together, and they both vary with regard to polyploidy. 
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TJiese factors, coupled with the results of scoring by aesuas of tiie hybrid 
index and the sporadic distributioi, lead considerabl© support to tlie hy­
pothesis tbat the iatemediate [jlaats are actually masbers of a, polyphy-
letic hybrid sw&tm standiag intemediate between S. patens and £, pectinata. 
That crossing of the putatiT® parents does produce viable seeds has been 
demonstrated exper.iiaentally by Church (1940). i-iowever, ,hls seeds failed 
to develop beyond the seedling stage. 
Thus it may be seen that if such crosses be of frequent natural oc­
currence, opportunity might b© offered for a rather ^ iside variety of char­
acter segregation. The genetic mechanisms which may control the production 
of rhizomes are not known, but it is entirely possible that such mechanisms 
may account for the variability evident in regard to the rhizomes. 
It appears 'that the true caespitose forms may themselves be polyphy-
lettc., The fact that sorae caespitose clumps seea to produce rhizomes 
mi#it indicate that a separate cross was involved In their fomation. 
Among the clumps examined at the type locality, a distinct difference 
was noted,in one. It \ms unlike aay of the others in that its leaves were 
completely involute, quite as leaves of S. patens, while the others pos­
sessed flat leaves sore typical of £. pectinata. fhe presence of this 
unique clone may further indicate that hybridisation Is of frequent oc­
currence. These epeciiaens ^Mobberley S49, ISC) ar© very siailar to the 
type specimen of Eaton. 
Further evidence supporting the polyphyletic origin theory may b® 
found in the differences manifested by the hybrid speeiaiens in regard to 
certain features typical of the putative parents. For estample, the 
lOf 
character in item 17 of the hybrid index above is perfectly stable for 
each pareat, but the hybrids Tary considerably, SOB© rese»bling patens, 
others S, pectinata. While there is no sTidence supporting a Tiew that 
the lybrid population is capable of saiatainisg itself by breeding time, 
field obsenrations indicate that the eaespitose for® without rhizomes is 
capable of extensiTe yegetatiT© reproductioai Several clumps distributed 
across a saall abandoned dump at the type locality are virtually identical. 
Considerable vegetative reproduction is evident in the eaespitose clumps 
themselves where new culas are seen to arise from the many short, extra-
vaginal shoots. 
While the hybrid swam doubtless has some difficulty increasing its 
distribution in competition with its more aggressive congeners, there ap­
pears to b© little doubt that it is persistent. 
Momanolatur©^ The species was first described by Eaton (18981 froia 
a speciaen collected in a seaside pasture near Ssabrook, Hew Hampshire, 
fhe type speciaen is of the eaespitose form and shows no evidence of rhi­
zomes, 
Hitchcock (1906) reduced the species to patens var. caespltosa 
on the grounds that it was identical with S. patena except for the 
caespitos© habit. However, as shown in the hybrid index above, S. patens 
and S. caespitosa ara separable on more counts than simply habit. Eaton*s 
tjm, upon which Hitchcock*s veiriety was based, was scored according to 
the hybrid index and was found to have a total score of 21, 
Fernald (1950), having seen morphological features which obviously 
related S. caespitosa to both patens and 8. pectinata, reduced the 
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species to a hybrid category. iTldeace presented above would appear to 
support the hybrid hypothesis, but it is apparent that the members of the 
hybrid g-wmrrn are not all of the same aaeestry. In accordance with Article 
H.l of the lateraatioaal Code of Botanical Itomenclature (1952), the hybrid 
swarm is designated Spartlna X eaeapitosa until more information is avail­
able. It may b© possible to show that indlTidual se^ents of th© hybrid 
swam are capable of maintaining th©iaselT©s m discrete taxonomic entities 
and mi^t therefore be regarded as distinct species. Speciaens of th® 
hybrid swaim are at present being maintained in the greenhouse of th© 
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at the Iowa State College. 
Distribution. Figure 16 shows the distribution of specimens examined. 
Specimens referable to the hybrid swam by means of the hybrid index seem 
to occur only where the ranges of £. pectinata and patens are coincident. 
It is significant that 'Spartina X caespitosa grows in the same habitat 
as its putative parents. The habitats are mostly the drier portions of 
salt and brackish .aarshes, in areas some distance above the intertidal 
zone. At the type locality, cliaups of the hybrid were found within 50 
feet of the water's edge at hi^ tide. Perhaps the,most significant fea­
ture concerning this hybrid is that it was not found on any but disturbed 
soil. At th® type locality, the part of the seaside pasture in which 
these plants were found had obviously been used as a dump, for the author 
encountered all sorts of household refuse during the collection of under-
gromd portions of the caespitos® eluaps. None of the hybrids were found 
on ground that had not been disturbed, although the parents seemed to 
Figure 16. Distribution of Spartjpa X eaespltosa. 
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flourish oa tMs dmp as well as on the uMisturbed ground aearby. An 
illuminating note is appended to the label on a hybrid specimen (lames 
¥)71, Bridgeport, Conn, Qfi) to the effect that the spscimen was collected 
from ground" at the edge of a salt marsh. The prevalence of a nuB-
ber of intemediate specimens in and near Kew York City, where little if 
any ground has likely rCTiained undisturbed, might be considered further 
eyidenee supporting the hybrid hypothesis. As Anderson (1949) has pointed 
out, the success of naturally occurring hybrids sems to be enhanced when 
the environment particular to the parent species is in some way disturbed, 
12, Spartina cyaosuroides 
Spartina cynosuroides (L.) Roth. Gat. Bot, 3:10. (1806) 
Dactylis cynosuroidss L. Sp. PI. ©d. 1. 71. (1753) (Type in M 
from ?irginia)" ' ' ' 
Trachynotia polystachya Michx. Fl. Bor. Aiaer. 1:64. (1S33) (^pe 
in P from South Carolina) 
Llmaetis polystachia Rich, in Pers. Syn. PI. 1:72. (1807) 
Spartina cynosuroides (L.) iilld. Inua. PI. 81. (1K)9) pro parte. 
Spartina polystachya (Hiehx.) B®auv. Houv. Agrost. 25. (1812) 
Cynodon cyaosuroides (L.) Hasp. iuan. Sci. Mat, Paris. I. 5:503. 
(1825) 
Spartina oynosuroides Willd. var. polystachya (Willd.) Scribn. 
Bull. Torr©y Club. 10:86. (1883) 
Spartina cynosuroides (L.) Roth var. polystachya (Michx.) Beal ex 
Pern. Rhod. 49:113. (1947) 
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^ Bescriptioa. {Plate I?, e—h). Culms to 3.5 meters tall, erect, 
stout, terete, glabrous, solitary, from stout, widely spreading rhizomes, 
scales closely imbricate; shmths siaootli to striate, the lovver oftea 
wrinkled, glabrous, th® margin of the orifice often densely pilose; ligule 
a ring of hairs 1—3 naa. long; blades elongate, flattened, glabrbue on 
both surfaces, margins scabrous, tip acoalnate; panicle 15—40 cm. long; 
panicle axis 3—4-angled, prominently contorted on the-aore robust speci­
mens, glabrous to scabrous on the angles; spikes 5—67, 6—15 cm. long, 
alternately to irregularly arranged, spreading, occasionally appr©ssed, 
imbricate, sessile or pedunculate, the peduncles as much as 4.5 cm. long; 
rachis of the spikes glabrous to scabrous on the angles; epikelets 10—70, 
9—14 m. long, alternate, tightly appressed, closely imbricate; first 
glume linear, 3—7 ram. long, usually less than one-half the length of th© 
second, glabrous, keel strongly hispid, aiargins hispidulous, tip acute; 
second glutae 9—14 mtt. long, glabrous to hispidulous, keel hispid, 
lateral nervss pr<min©nt, one on either side of th© keel, nerTes hispid, 
margins of the gluiae hispidulous, tip acuainate; l®B3Ba glabrous to sparing­
ly hispidulous, often only on the upper half, k©®l hispid, tip obtuse or 
romd©d; palea thin and papery, often hispidulous near the stiMait of the 
keel, tip acuainate, exceeding the lema; anthers 4—6 am. long; somatic 
chromosome numbers £8, 42. 
Observations, gpartina cynoBuroides is a rather uniforffl sDeciee, 
although less robust plants may resemble, superficially at least, vigorous 
specimens of S. patena. The plant is essentially a coarse halophyte which 
was observed to reeoh a height of 3.5 meters In one locality {Pungo, ?a. 
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Mobb©rley 209, ISC). The vegetatiTe parts of the plant, in geaeral, ex­
hibit mxQh more vigor than similar parts in the other species within this 
coaplex. Considerable •rariatiou was found in measured values for ,certain 
vegetative parts ccamoaly used as ]£©y characters. Ligule length was found 
to b® quite variable, not differing significant!j is, this respect from, most 
other species of Spartina. 
The characteristics appearing to be th& more iiaportant from the 
standpoint of plant identification ar® .spike auittber, spike length, 
peduncle length, epikelet length, relative glme, lengths, and tips of 
glumes and leosaas. 
Reports concerning spike number in.this speciea are somewhat at 
variance. , Fernald (1947, 1950) states that in the aaritiaie variety, up 
to 100 spikes may occur^on a single panicle. , However, during the examina­
tion of over three hundred panicles from across the range of distribution, 
the greatest nmber of spikes ©acouatered on any one panicle was sixty-
seven. On the other hand, aaall (1933) reported, the maximum number of 
spikes to be about fifty. This value is shown to be slightly less than 
th© number encountered in specimens collected by the author from south­
eastern United States. 
A character of this species which appears to be of soae taxonomic 
significance is the position of the nerves on the second glum©. Two 
lateral nerves ar© usually prominent, one on either side of the keel. 
Very often the lateral nerves are hispid. This character is illustrated 
la Plate IV, f. 
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Two 8p«clmeas (Cbapaan, Florida, MO) geographically identified only 
as "Florida" are almost ocsapletely glabrous along nerTes and keels of 
all parte of th© spikelet (Plate I?, h.), However, it would not appear 
that this feature is sharply delimited for a au5ab®r of specimens, par­
ticularly those froa the Sulf Coast area, show a tendency to be less 
copiously hispid thsn others from more northerly stations. 
One chromosoae count has been previously reported. Church (1940) 
found this species to hafe the hexaploid number of 4B from a station In 
last Dennis, Massachusetts. During the present investigation, chromo­
some numbers of both S8 and 48 were found. These findings are presented 
in fable 14. 
Table 14. Chromosoiae Smbers in S. cynosuroides 
*IM*> I w ijUmiMiwuiuiiinii iwm— 
Mobberley 55 Cyprmort Point, Louisiana 2n - 42 
Mobberley 158 St. Mary*a, Georgia Bn s S8 
Plants found to have the tetraploid number of chromosomes were criti­
cally compared with the hexaploids. Mo morphological differences wer® 
found that would enable one to effe?ct a satisfactory taxonomic separation 
of the two. Differences laay exist in certain aaatoaical features such as 
guard cell size, epideraal cells, and -the like. However, these were not 
studied during the present investigation. Not nearly enoui^ specimens 
with chromosoE© numbers known are available to make a aore satisfactory 
disijosition of the apparent differing levels of polyploidy. 
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Momenclattire. Tliis species, named by Linnaeus (1753) as Dactyl is 
cynosiiroldes, was based uoon a plant collected in Virginia by Clayton. 
Til© original description was that of Gronovius (1745). Linnaeus gare 
this plant th® specific epithet cynosuroides and appended a varietyyS 
which is clearly identified as S_. alternlflora. Subsequently, a number 
of European authors, among thm Loefling (1758} and Michauz (1S)3), 
took up the specific epithet and applied it mistakenly to other species 
within the genus. Loefling Biisapplied the epithet to the European 
§.' aaritiaa and Miehaux to the ikaericttn S. pectinata. Michaux then set­
tled on the epithet polystachya for the present species. 
Richard (1807), apparently without the knowledge of Schreber*s 
earlier description of Spartiaa, transferred Michaux*s Trachynotia and 
the spartinoid sepient of Linnaeus* Bactylis to the genus Limnetls. 
Lianetia polystaehia was obviously an orthographic variant of L. poly­
stachya. Hitchcock (1935) gives Limnetls cynosuroides in synonomy for 
§.• cynosuroides, but it appears that L. cynosuroides of Richard is 
actually Michaux*s T. cynosuroides. now shown to be a synonym of 
S. pectinata. 
Roth (1806) correctly identified the true cynosuroides of Linnaeus 
with the genus Spartina. His combination seems to merit recognition as 
the valid one. Hoth does not eits polystachya at all and thus it remained 
for Beauvois (1812) to effect the transfer of T. polystachya to Spartina. 
It stands now as a synonym of £. cynosuroides. 
Scribner (1883) concluded upon exataination of several anomalous 
spikelets that the present species was merely a variety of the mor© 
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widely distributed transcontinental £. cynosuroiaes Wllld. The erroneous 
usage of the epithet cynosuroid.es for S.^ pectinata is rsTiewecl in con-
neotion witii the syaoaomy of that species., Scribaer held that because 
some spikeleta of the aore southern coarse Imlophyte were found with 
atypically long first glxaes, th® entire species should b© regarded as 
a variety. 
Beal (1896) favored Seribaer*s varietal rank for tii® present spe­
cies. However, Fernald (1947) used Sparttaa oyaosuroides (I.) Roth var. 
polystaohya (Michx.) Beal to nam© what he regarded as a distinct variety 
of th® Bouthern halophyte. Fernald sought to distinguish var. polystachya 
from the typical variety on the basis of its exclusively• maritime habit, 
and 30—100 short-pedunculate to subsessile spikes. The typical variety 
is supposed to have 6—50 spikes, longer ueduneles (no values are given) 
and a fresh to brackish water habitat. 
femald*s observations were aad® principally in Princess Anne County, 
Tirgiuia, where he found the two varieties supposedly quite selective of 
habitat,• fie also quotes Bayard Long to the effect that the two varieties 
are similarly disposed in lew Jersey, Delaware and ©astern Pennsylvania. 
It is sigJifioant to note that Pohl (1947) in the most recent treatment' 
of Pennsylvania grasses does not cite the present species as occurring 
anywhere in Pennsylvania. Chase (1950) states that habitat is not satis­
factorily correlated with aorphological distinctions.' 
In an effort to determine whether the variety is actually distinct 
from the typical fom, extensive collections from both brackish water 
and aaritime habitats were a^de by th® authorj particularly in Princess 
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Anne County, ?irginia. The collections were studied from the standpoint 
of spike niuaber and peduncle lengths. Peduncle aeesureiaents w©re made 
on a aedian spike. Results of the investigation are presented in Figure 
17 where spike number is plotted against peduncle length. Two diagrams 
were constructed, on© for fresh to brackish water plants and the other 
for strictly aiaritiae plants. 
It should be noted from the scatter diagram that scarcely one-third 
of the maritime specimens exaxained answered to fernald*s spike number 
criterion. Many specimens with fewer than 30 spikes were found in aari-
tim© habitats. The diagram also shows that a considerable number of 
plants of brackish to fresh water habitet possess peduncles much shorter 
than those found on many of the strictly maritiae specimens, fhe failure 
of dots, each representing a.single specimen, to become segregated into 
two discrete clusters would seeai to cast doubt upon the presence of two 
distinguishable populations. In view of the foregoing evidence, it ap­
pears desirable to regard the varietal naae as a synonym of S. cynosuroides. 
Distribution. Distribution of Spartina cynosuroides is shown in 
Fi@ire 18. While the plant has been observed in strictly maritime habi­
tats bordering the strand and intertidal zones, the primary habitats seem 
to be the edges of brackish water estuaries snd borders of tidal lagoons 
and bays. A particularly favored site for the species is the margin of 
the intercoastal waterwy^t Collection dates indicate that the plant 
flowers from June to October. Quite in contrast to the BOre succulent 
S. alterniflora, the inflorescence of this species is remarkably free 
Figure 17, Comparison of Specimens of Spartina cynostiroides 
from Marltiiae and Bracfelsh Water Habitats by 
Spike Kuiaber and Peduncle Length. 
A. Maritime Habitat 
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Figure 18. Distribution of Spartiaa cynosuroides. 
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froBi insect predetioa, doubtless because of th© iiarsli, indurate textur© 
of the spikelets. 
13. Spartina, densiflora 
gpartina densiflora Broag. Du Perr. Bot. 7oj. Goq,. 14. (1829) 
(fype in P from Concepcion, Chile) 
Ghauvicia cMlensis Steud. Syn, PI. Glmt* 362. (l®5} (Typ© in 
P from Cottcepcion, Chile) 
Spartiaa montevldensis Arech. ilnal. Mus. Nac. MontaTideo. 4:378. 
fl896) {type from Rio de La Plata store in Uru^iay) 
Spartina patagonica Speg. Re?. Agron. La Plata. 679. (1897) 
from Saata Crm^, Argentina) 
Spartina densiflora Broag. -rar. typica St.Y. Gand, 5i74. (1932) 
Spartina densiflora BroKK' var. typica St.Y. eubv. brongniartii 
St.Y. Caad, 5S74. (193S) (Based, oa S. densiflora Brottg. and 
Cha-uvinla ohilensis Steud.) 
gpartina densiflora Brong. far. typioa St.Y. subv. pauper St.Y. 
Gaad. Bt'W. ("1911) (Based on S. patagonica Speg.) 
Spartina Janeea Willd. Tar. montevidensis (Arech.) St.Y. Cand. 5!89. 
(1932) (Based on S. moatevidensis'Arecb.') 
gpartina Janeea Wllld. Tar. laxiflora St.Y. Cand. 5:88. (1932) 
(iype in & from Jacarehy, Braail) ' . 
Spartina. platensis Mez. ex St.Y. Cand. 5:86, (1932) nomen, in obs. 
Description. (Plat® I¥, l~-k). Culias to 1.5 meters tall, erect, 
terete, indurate, glabrous, caespitose from hard knotty bases, rarely with 
short rhizoiaes, conmonly with short extra-vaginal shoots appressed to the 
culia; sheaths mooth to soaewhat atriate, glabrous, the lower indurate and 
shining, the upper dull and somewhat striate, asargin of th© orifice gla­
brous to moderately pilose; li^le a ring of hairs 1—E mm. long; blades 
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elongate, 3-—8 mm. wide, iHTolute when fresli, coamonly scabrous on the 
adaxxal surface, glabroxxs on th© abaxial, aargias scabrous, tip acuminate; 
panicle 10—30 c®. long, 4—6 ami, wide; panicle axis 3-angl0d, scabrous 
on the angles, often twisted; splices 8—15, 1—11 cm. long, 2—5 am., wide, 
the longer narrow, the shorter broad and often flattened dorsiventrally, 
alternate, tightly appreseed, moderately imbricate, sessile; racMs of 
the spikes glabrous to scabrous on the angles, not prolonged beyond the 
terminal spikelet; spikelets 10—30, 8—14 BEE. long, 1—2 am. wide, th© 
lower usually the longer, alternate, tightly appressad, moderately to 
closely iiftbricate; first glum,© linear, 4—7 m. long, glabrous to 
sparingly hispidulous, keel hispidulous, margins glabrous to sparingly 
hispidulous, tip usually obtuse; second glme 8—14 nm. long, sparingly 
hispidulous, keel hispidulous, margins sparingly hispidulous, tip usually 
acuminate; lema minutely hispidulous, keel glabrous below, hispidulous 
above, tip acuminate to obtuse, palea thin and papery, keel glabrous be­
low, hispidulouB aboTe, tip acuminate, exceeding the leama; anthers 3—5 
aaa. long. 
Observations, fhe above description is based upon herbariu® speci­
mens from Chile and Argentina which had previously been referred to 
denslflora and upon specimens froa Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina which 
had been referred to £. laontevidensis. 
The vegetative parts of the plant are rather uniform throughout th© 
population. The plants were not found to exceed 150 om. in height on 
any of the sheets. The only vegetative characters of taxonoaic significance 
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are the short, slender, upturned shoots arising from th® harfl, knotty 
culm bases. The ligule of this species does not differ sl^iificantly 
from that present in most of its congeners. 
The iittfxjrtaat characters of the inflorescence are lengths -of th® 
panicles, spikes and spikelets as well as the Dumber of spikes and. spiice~ 
lets. It was observed that Chilean • specisiens coMionly referred to 
deasiflora are distributed across th© range of variation in all fea--
tures except spike length and spile© nimber. • These two features will b® 
discussed in connection with geographic distribution. 
Several other features were observed to be somewhat characteristic 
for the population but these are of doubtful taxonomic significance. 
They have, however, been found, useful in connection with studies on th© 
putative hybrid origin of Spartina longisDica, Jiaiong these features are 
the relative lengths of the two gluaes, the first, in general, being 
shorter than one-half the length of the second. As will be pointed out 
below, in th© discussion of synonoay, this feature was not found to be 
consistent, but represents only a general trend in the population. The 
saae thing may be said for the nature of the tip of the two gluiaes. 
Plate I?, i—k, illustrates th© more coimtion condition found within the 
specimens examined. The acuminate tip of the palea offers a distinctive 
feature, although again this does not appear to be entirely consistent 
among the specimens examined. It was noted that epikelets are always 
readily disarticulated fro® the rachis. Perhaps not too much regard should 
be paid to this as a feature of taionoaic significance, since the condition 
may depend upon maturity and diying. 
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Momen-olature. The type siseciiaen upon which, the aaae S. deaslflora 
is 'based was collected by Du Perrj from, the Ylclnity of Concepcion, Chile. 
A fragment, deposited in the XJ. S. National Herbarium, was examined. Al­
though the type specimen has no basal parts according to Hitchcock's 
note on the herbarium sheet, spikelet laorpholo^ clearly relates the 
type and the fragaent to the original description by Broagniart (18S9). 
ChauYinla chllensis, described by Steudel (1855) is also based upon 
a plant collected from the vicinity of Concepcion. It is difficult to 
see why Steudel chose to erect the genus ChauTinia when the type speci­
men of S. densiflora was accessible to hia. From his published descrip­
tions of both nomenclatural elements, the only apparent difference is the 
size of the plants, Chauvinla being slightly the smaller. Comparison of 
fragaents of the £. chilensie type specimen with those of S. densiflora 
shows that the two undoubtedly belong to the 8«m® taxon. 
Descriptions of the type specimen of S. aontevidensis by Arechvaleta 
(1896) show it to be unquestionably S. densiflora. In addition to the 
written description, there is presented a full-page, carefully executed 
drawing showing that the plant is strikingly siailar to £. densiflora. 
Examination of a nuaber of specimens referred to S,. monteYidensis shows 
that there is no clear-cut morphological criterion by which a separation 
of S. laonteyidensis from S_. densiflora may be effected. Parodi (1919) 
suggested that S. aonte-ridensis might possibly be nothing but a variety 
of Brongniart's S. densiflora. Critical study of these specimens reveals 
nothing that would enable one to separate these plants in such a way that 
even varietal•rank would b© justified. 
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Spegazzini (1897) described a plant from the Argentine territory of 
Saata Cruz, giving it the name _S. patagoalca. The description of the 
plant clearly identifies it as S, deasiflora although Parodi (1919) in 
his treataent of the Chlorideae of ikrgentina recognizes it as discrete 
from Its several congeners occurring in Argentina. 
Parodies criteria for separating the three species which have, in 
this paper, been reduced to S. deasiflorB Brong. are presented in tabular 
fora {Table 15). They are based solely oa features of the inflorescence. 
Table 15.• Criteria for Speciation in Certain .Spartinas in 
Argentina {Parodi, 1919) 
Character S. deneiflora S. patagoaica S. aontevidensis 
Panicle length 15—20 cm. 6—15 ca. 15—40 m. 
Spike length _ 5—4 cm. B—4 cm. 3—8 ca. 
Spike number S—6 6—14 
Spikelet length 12—15 am. 10—IE am. lo.-ie sm. 
Relative lengths 
of gluaes 
1st longer than 
one-half the Snd 
1st shorter than 
one-half th© End 
1st shorter than 
one-tolf th© 2nd 
It ig apparent that S. denalflora should be separable from the other 
two species on the basis of spikelet length aad the ratio of glume lengths. 
AccordinglyI a scatter diagraia (Figure 19) was constructed to learn whether 
these differences were actually valid and useful. By plotting the mmeri-
cal value of the ratio of first gltme to second glume against the length 
of the spikelet, it should b© possible to show that all the plants examined 
Figure 19. Comparison of Specimens of Spartiae denslflora 
by Ratio of Secoad to First Gluae and Spikelet 
Length, ("si" represeats a spikelet from the 
type specimen of Chauvlnla chilensis.) 
Figure SO. Comparison of Specimens of Spartina dens1flora 
by Panicle Length and Spike Number. 
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fall into the first and third quadraats of the diagram, were the criteria 
valid. However, q,uit@ a different picture results. Hot only is ther® a 
failure of the values to fall into place, but also, in certain situations 
ifhere more than one spikelet per plant was measured, the score© for two 
spik@l©ts from the sam« plant fell into different quadrants, These 
spikelets are connected by lines on the diagram. In general, an average 
spikelet was considered to be one from near the middle of a n6aj--a®dlan 
spike. It should also be noted that a number of spikelets from the type 
speciaen were introduced into the diagram. These are marked by an X in 
the open circles, which show the Chilean specimens. The black dots rep­
resent plants referred to S. gontevidenais. from the evidence presented, 
it would appear that the "species" are not separable from each other on 
the bases suggested,. .I^irther evidence supporting the view that these 
three "species" are not distinct is presented in Fi@ir© 80, a scatter 
diagram based upon features which Parodi used to separate S_. aontevidensis 
from S. pataaonica. By plotting the number of spikes per panicle against 
the length of the panicle, four quadrants ar® erected which should have 
specimens falling into only the first and third, were the criteria valid, 
Chilean specisiens were excluded from this diagram; only specljaens pre­
viously referred to S. aontevidensis were used, lo specimens were avail­
able which had been referred by others to S. patagonica. The scattering 
of dots representing specimens throughout all the <iu&drants but one, and 
the overlap which appears to exist, suggests that there is little basis 
for regarding S, patagonica and S. aontevidensiis ss anything but synonyms 
of S, densiflora. 
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SaiBt-Y'ree (1932) described two eubvarietiss of S. densiflora var. 
typica* His variety typica is syaoaomous with S. denslflora, and, as 
.noted in the discussion of synonoay of S. spartlnae. is held by hia to 
be discrete from his Tariety junoifomis which is syDonoaous with 
§.» gp^gtiaae. The two subvarieties of denslflora var. typica are 
separable, according to Saint-Yves, oa the basis of the amber of spikes 
and the leagth of the paaiole. His criteria for separating the two taxa 
are preseated ia fable 16. 
Table 16. Subvarietal Criteria fithia S. denslflora 
var. typica. Saint-Yveii, f 19SS) 
Panicle length Spike ntiaber 
deasiflora var. typica 
"" subT. Brongaiartii 12—15 ca. 12—15 
£• densiflora var. typica 
*" subT. i>a.ttper 10 cm. 4—8 
Ixaaiiaetiott of twelve spec.intea8 previously ideatified as S. deasi-
flora shows that oaly four answer the criteria proposed by Saiat-Yves 
(1932). Th® remaiader have panicles ia excess of 10 cm. ia leagth aad 
fewer than twelve spikes. It is at once apparent that these subvarietal 
taxa are ill-deflaed and should accordingly be treated as syaoayas of 
S. d©asiflora. 
Spartiaa laoatevidensisi showa ia this paper to be a syaoaya of 
£• deasiflora, has been considered by Saiat-Yves (1932) as S. Juacea var. 
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laoBteTld&Gsls and wp, laxlflora. His reasons for iaelusion of these 
South iiaerican taxa within £. pateaa fS. jupcea) are aot fet all cl®ar. 
fh© Tegetatire appearance of S. aoatevidea.sis Is altogether different 
thaa that of S. patens in that extensive rhizo»es, characteristic of 
S, patens. are aerer founfl in S. densiflora. In addition, spikelets are 
usually one-nenred in S. densiflora and three-nerved in S. patens* 
fhe varieties laxlflora and aontevldensia can hardly be considered 
discrete taxa* S.' Jtmeea var. laxiflora is based upon a specimen col­
lected ana identified by P. Dasen as Spertlna alterniflora Lois. A speci­
men from the same collection (P.'Dusen 14S64, MO) was examined. Criteria 
set up by Saint-Yves for the separation of the two varieties were the lax 
or gracil© appearance of the spikes and the degree of raaoteness of the 
spikelets frcaa on© another. Visual inspection of-all the plants-referred 
to S. denaiflora by tMs author revealed that the lax attitude of the 
spikes waa an extremely variable characteristic occurring occasionally 
among the speeiaens examined, IxMination of Figure 9C, page 69, will 
show that the degree of reisoteness of the spikelets when reduced to a 
numerical basie {ratio of spike length.to spike number) is disposed as a 
unimodal feature across the range of the population sample. The specimen 
referred to S. densiflora var. laxiflora occurs near th® upper end of the 
population saaple. 
Spartina June©a var. aontevideasis is clearly synonomous with 
£, densiflora for the reasons discussed in connection with the transfer 
of S. aontevidensia to 8. densiflora. This variety is held to be distinct 
from var. laxiflora because of the closely imbricate spikelets and the 
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appressed spikes. As pointed out abOTs, the occasional occurrence of a 
rather loosely appressed spike is rather sporadic throughout the popula­
tion sfflEpled, aad does not appear to b@ correlated with other features 
such as th® degree of rataoteness of the splkelets. It would thus appear 
.that attempts to delimit the varieties laxiflora and montevidensis hy 
Saint-Yves are not warranted. All such specimens examined during the 
course of this study are distinctly referable to S. densiflora. 
Distribution. Spartina densiflora is distributed across a consider­
able area of southera. South America. Collection stations are plotted in 
figure 81. A pictorial diagram Is attached to each station dot by means 
of a broken line. Th« pictorial diagrams show the relative aedian spike 
length and spike auaber of the specimens. 
It will be noted froa the description of the species that consider­
able variation occurs in the number as well as the length of the spikes, 
flewed geographically, a curious fact becomes apparent. Plants with 
fewer and longer spikes are aor® or less characteristic of the northern 
portion of the east coast range. Diminution in spike length and Increas© 
in nmber are evident as one proceeds southward and across to the coastal 
areas of Chile, ?ery often diminution in spike length is accompanied by 
a perceptible Increase in width. It should be noted that these features 
are not at all consistent but represent only the general trends within 
the population. In all other characters, no such distribution phenomena 
sere observed. The primary habitat of the species seems to be the drier 
parts of the coastal marshes. However, several collections have been made 
Figure 81* Distribution of Spartiaa densiflora. (For 
discussion of pictorial diagrams, see text.) 
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at inland stations. Collection records show that the plant flowers from 
December to laj, 
14. S|>artiDa gracilis 
Spartina gracilis frixi. lea. ikcad. St. Petrsbg. Sci. Hat. IV. 
6:110, (18^) •' {Type in LI fro® Korth ilaerlca) 
Deseripttoa. (Pl.ate a—c). Culms to 1 aet#r tall, erect» terete, 
indurate,, glabrous, solitary, fr« widely spreading rMzoaes, scales 
closely imbricate; sheaths aootli to striate, glabrous, the margin of the 
orifice usually glabrous, rarely short pilose; ligule a riag of heirs 
0.5—1 am. long; blades elocgate, flat, bacoiaiiig Involute, scabrous on 
the adaxial surface, glabrous on the abaxial, margins scabrous, tip 
aeminate; panicle 8--85 cm. long; panicle axis 3—4-angl0d, flattened, 
scabrous on the angles; spikes 4—12, l.§—8 ca. long, £—6 mu. wide, 
alternate, usually appresaed, not closely iabrlcate, sessile; rachis of 
the spikes scabrous on the angles; spikelete 10—30, 6—11 mi. long, 
alternate, appressed, rarely spreading, moderately imbricate; first glum® 
narrow^ 3—7 lam. Idng, glabrous to sparingly pilose, keel glabrous to 
pilose, margins sparingly hispidulous, tip acute or often aucronate; 
second gluae 6—10 am. long, glabrous to sparin^y pilose, keel pilose, 
aargins glabrous to sparingly htspidulous, tip awaless, acute or oft®a 
•ffiucronate; lesima glabrous to sparingly pilose, keel pilose at least on the 
upper one-half, margins sparingly hispidulous, tip obtus®, rounded or ob­
scurely lobed; palea thin and papery, glabrous, sparingly hispid above, 
tip obtuse to slightly rounded; anthers 2.5—5 long; somatic chromo-
soffle number 4S. 
Plate ¥. a—c. Spartina gracilis, a. spikelet showing lateral 
Q©rYes 5X. b. sstfae spikelot, 0pj50site view 5X, 
e. spikelet 5X. 
ii--k. Spartina. patens, d—i. variation in second glume 
tips lOX, J. spllcelet showing lateral nerves 5X, 
k, same spikelet, opposite view 5X. 
^ S p a r t i n a  p e e t i n a t a . 1. spikelet 5X, m. variation 
in lema tips lOX. 
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QbserTations. Tills species appears to be one of tiie more uniform 
oass within tlie geatis despite the fact that it is distributed from south.-
central Mexico to the iicKomgis Territory in Caaada aad occurs at altitudes 
from about sea level in tii© Great Basin to ?E00 feet. Coapsrison of speci­
mens from widely separatsd geograpMc localities shows little variability 
other than ia spike number and cula lieight. Hone of the variations could 
) 
be correlated with geographic distribution. Similarly, coBiparison of 
specimens collected at varying altitudes revealed no marked differences. 
Some variability exists in spikelet shape, grading from ovate to 
lanceolate (Plate ¥, a—c), but spikelet shape could not be correlated 
with other morphological features or geographical or ecological distri­
bution. The ovate spikelets are shorter, in general, than are the lanceo­
late. The second glumes of the more ovate spikelets m&y be acute to ob­
tuse at the tip while the more laneeolet© are usually acuminate. 
Of particular importance taxonomically is the presence of two {rarely 
one) prominent lateral nerves on the second glume. Both are disposed on 
on® side of the densely pilose keel. 
A single chromosome count has been reported. Church {1940) found 
the species to have the hexaploid number of 42. 
Someaclature. A photograph of the type specimen clearly establishes 
that Spartiaa'• gracilis is properly typified. The photograph, received 
from the Komarov Botanical Institute of Leningrad, is deposited in th® 
herbariim of th© Iowa State College, 
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PistpibtttlOB-. Distribution of this species is shown in Figure 22. 
Two speciiaeB.s collect©^ from the McKeazie Territory north of Saakatchewan 
hafe been omitted from the map. These two speciaeas ansi the oae from 
Mexico are similar in every respect to the majority tram the central por­
tion of the range. 
The plants grow in a soaewhat specialized habitat, usually at the 
aargins of alkali lakes aad eloiag stream margins and river bottoms. The 
plaats flower from June to October. 
IS. Spartlns pateas 
Spartlaa pateas (Ait.) Muhl. D®scr. Grvm.. 55. (1817) 
Dactyl is. patene Mt. Hort. Kew. 1:104. (17@9) CType growa ia 
England froai eeed from M©w York; isotype ia E) 
Trachyaotis Juncea Michx. 11. Bor. Imer. 1:64. (1S33) (fjrP® in 
P from Carollaa) 
Liametis .juacea (Mlchx.) Rich, in Fers. Syn. PI. 1:72. (1807) 
Spartiaa puaila Roth, Cat. Bot. 3:10. (1K6) (IVpe froa Hew York) 
g-partlna Juacea (lliehx.) filld. Enum. 81. (1809) 
Liametls Juaoea (liehx.) Sich. rar. aonogyaa M. A. Curtis, Bost. 
jour ."'Bat. fiist. 1:136. (1835) (Type from Cape Fear, North Caro-
liaa; isotypa in GH) 
Spartina aaericana Both ia Tria. loa. Acad. St. Petrsbg. Sci. Hat. 
71. BtloW. (1840) pro syn. 
Spartiaa duriaei Pari. 11. Ital. 1:230. (1848) 
Spartlaa versjeolor Fabre, Ana. Sci. Nat. Paris III. 13:123, 
'tieis)' "(Type froa southern France) 
Spartina patens (Ait.) Muhl. var. junoea (Mlchx.) Hitehc. Ihod. 
8:210. (1906)(Baaed on Trachyaotia juncea Michx.) 
Figure 22. Distribution of Spartiaa g;racllis. 
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Spartlna juacea (Mlchx.) Willd. var. jmoea St.Y. Cand. 5:82. 
(1938) 
Spartiaa Jmcea (Micta.) Willi, mr, Janeea tMicbx.) St.Y. subv. 
europaea St.Y. Cand. StSE. (193S) fBasel on. S. diirlaei Pagl.) 
Spartiaa Jixacea (Mlchx.) Willd. yar. jungea (Mlelix.) St.Y. subv. 
amerloana St.Y. CaBd, 5J84. (1932) (Based on S. .faneea Wllld.) 
Spartlna Juacea Wllld. Tar. patens (Ait.) St.Y. Cand. 5:86. 
"(1932)" '(Baeed on Daetylis patens Alt») 
Spartiaa patens (Ait.) Muhl. -rar. mooogyna (M. A. Curtis) F©rn. 
Riiod. 49j114, (194?) (Based on Llmn.etl.s juncea var.. monogyns 
M. A, Curtis) 
PescFiption. (Plate ?, d—^k). Culms to 1,5 meters tall, slender, 
erect, terete, glabrous, usually solitary or in ®iall cluaps from widely 
spreading, slender, wiry rhizomes, scales not closely iabricate; sheaths 
smooth to striate, glabrous, margin of the orifiee glabrous, rarely short 
pilose; ligul® a ring of hairs 0.5 am.» rarely to 1 aa« long; blad.es 
short, inTOlute, rarely flat, narrow, scabrous on the adaxial surface, 
glabrous on the abaxial, margins scabrous, tip .acuminate; panicle 3—15 
as. long; panicle axis 3—4-angled, scebrous on the angles; spikes 2—IS, 
1—7 cm. long, alternate, appressed or spreading, often distant, eoiwaonly 
sessile, occasionally pedunculate; rachis of the splk®s scabrous on the 
angles; spikelets 10—30, 7—12 ffi®. long, alternate, tightly appressed, 
closely imbricate; first glu»@ linear, 3—® iw. long, glabrous to sparing­
ly hispidulous, keel hispid, margins sparingly hispidulous, tip acuminate; 
second glume 7—1£ laa. long, glabrous to sparingly hispidulous, fceel his­
pid, lateral nerves comaonly hispid, dis'posed on one side of th© keel, 
margins glabrous to hispidulous, tip acuminate; lewsa glabrous.to 
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sparingly hispidulous, keel Mspid at tlie tip, margins glabrous to v©iy 
spariagly Mspidulous, tip obtuse, rouaded or often obscurely lobed; 
oalea tliia and papery, glabrous, tip obtus© or rounded,, exceediag the 
laaraa; aathers 3—5 am. long; ohroaosoii© mmbers 28, 35, 42, 56, 
ObserTationa. Spartiaa pateaa. a higMly Tariable speci©^ has been 
found to possess several levels of polyploidy (CMrcli, 1940). Speeimens 
from Massachusetts, Tirgiaia and Florida were shown to possess the tetra-
ploid, hexaploid and octoploid nuaber of chromosomes respectively. Ac­
cording to Church, comparison of laorphological differences among the 
specimens showed that that from Florida was considerably more robust than 
the others, and that th%t from Massachusetts had spikelets much less 
closely iabricat© on the spik©, fhe Massachusetts spaeimen corresponded 
to S. patens while the ?irginia and Florida speeiaens answered to the 
description of S. patens var. .juacea. 
The several specimens whose chromosome numbers were deteminsd as a 
part of the present investigation do not answer satisfactorily to the de­
scriptions of the two taxa nor do they agree with the geographic distri­
bution of polyploid levels suggested by Church. 
Table 1?. Ohroaosome Kuabers in S. patens 
Collection Location Chromosoae number 
Mobberley 115 . Fort Waltoni, Florida Sa r 35 
Mobberley ISI Deetin, Florida £n s 48 
Mobberley 193 Cape Hatteras, North Carolina 8n » 88 
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Th® psataploid does BOt seem to Tse morpliologically differeat from 
either of the others. It ie presumed that it origiiiatsd fro® a cross in­
volving tetraplold and hexaplold pareats. 
Several authors (Fernald 194?, 1950; Hitchcock 1906, 1935; and 
Merrill 190£) haf® helti the riew that this species is distinctly separable 
into two well-defiaed taxa. Chase (19K)} recognized the two taxa but 
stated that intermediate gpecimens occurred frequently, Ferhald (1947)» 
having rectified the earlier aoaenclatorial errors, rscogaized £. patens 
pgiteps yar. monogynia. The two are euoposedly distinguished by a 
number of morphological criteria, geographic distribution which overlaps 
somewhat and differing ecological preferences. That occurrene© in two 
differing habitats is not correlated with morphological differences will 
be shown in the section of this paper dealinis with distribution. 
The several aorphologlcal characters by which th© two taxa are sup­
posedly separated are tabulated below; 
Table 18. Criteria of Merrill (1902) and Fernald |1950) 
for Separating patens froa var. monogyna 
Character S. patens S. patens var, monoisyna 
Rhizom®, diameter 1—3 Mtt, S—6 Ka» 
Culm ^ diameter 1—g.5 mm. 1—6 mi. 
Culffi height 1.5—8 da. 2—15 da. 
Leaf number 2—5 5—9 
Blade length 0,5--S &E. 1—5 d* . 
Blade angle spreading «ppress«d 
Spike number 1—4 £—9 
Spikelet length 9—IS ana. 7—10 ma. 
Spike!et imbrication loosa tight 
Second glxme tip acuminate acut® to blunt 
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In some eases, specimens could be assigned to oae of the two taxa 
on t'be basis of the criteria provided. However, th© degree of overlap 
io most of tlie criteria precluded the accurate ideatificatlon of maay. 
I b  an effort to leam whether th© pomilation ms aetually divisible 
into the two taxa suggested, a method of auaerical emlysis was invoked. 
The raage of variability was determined for each of th© above criteria 
amenable to nmerieal analysis. These data were aecuaulated fro® th® 
examination of 855 specimens. Biffiple measuring or eountiag was sufficient 
for jaost of the criteria. Blade angls was measured with a protractor in 
degrees from the longitudinal axis of the culm. Spikelet imbrication was 
reduced to numerical terms siaply by dividing spikslet nwber into spike 
length. The second glume tip was found to vary considerably, grading 
from acuminate {nearly aristate) to blunt. Its range of variability was 
arbitrarily broken up into six specific types which served as models by 
which the tips could b©. ntmerically ecorad (Plate f, d—i). Once de-
temined, the range of variability of each charactar was divided into 
six claeses as shown in Table 19. 
Table 19. Class Values for Mor*pliological Criteria of S_. pateas 
Criteria 0 I E 3 4 5 
Ihizome diaaeter 0~1 m. 1.1—E mn. S.l—S wa. 3.1—4 ma. 4.1—5 asa. 5.1—6 m. 
Culm diameter 0—1 ma, 1.1—Em. 2.1^—3 saa. 3.1—4 laa. 4,1—5 sia. 5.1—6 m h . 
Culm heiglit 14—36 cm. 37—59 m.. 60—82 cs, 83—105 cm, 106—1S6 cs. 129—150 ca. 
Leaf raamber 3—4 5 6 7 8. 9—IS 
Blade length 3—8 cm. 9—14 <m. 15—20 ca. 21—26 em. 87—^52 ea.. 33—41 cm. 
Leaf blade angle 77—65° 64—5£° 51—39° 38—26® SS—13° 12—0° 
Spike nwber 1—2 3 4 5—6 7—9 10—13 
Spikelet leagtb 11—14 ma. 10—10.9 m. 9—9.9 jsa. 8^—8.9 sa. 7—7.9 sim. 5—6.9 XM. 
Spikelst imbri-
e&tion value 2.7—3.4 2.3—2.6 1.9—8.g 1.5—1.8 1.1—1.4 0.7—1.0 
S&coad gluae tip PI. T, a PI. V, e PI. 7, f PI, g PI. ¥, h PI, Y, i 
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Th@ values are arrEHged so that classes zero and five characterize 
typical S. pateas and var. aoaogyna respectively. DistriMtioa by classes 
for eacli of tiie ten characters is shown la Figures E3 ancL 24. It is 
readily seen tliat in all the characters the distribution is uaimodal. 
Sach of the speciasns tfas scored accordijjg to the values shown in 
the above table. Tlie scores for all characters of a single specimen were 
sifflmed and the total introduced into a histogram {figure 25). It is ap­
parent that specimens scored on these bases do not fall into two separable-
groups. 
It had been suggested by Feniald (1947) that plants from the region 
north of New Hampshire were the typical S. patens and that plants south 
of Virginia were variety aonogyna. The distribution of the two taxa was 
thou^t to be coincident from Hew Hampshire to firginia. Mone of the 
criteria utilized in the present study exhibited variability that could 
be correlated with geographic distribution b^ond the fact that smaller 
plants appear to be more typical of the northern part of the range. How­
ever, when the total scores for the specimens were introduced into histo­
grams in which the three geographic sections of the range were treated 
independently, some differences in the population became evident. Fig­
ure 26, A, B and C show that higher total scores were found among speci­
mens from Texas to Sorth Carolina while the lower total scoree were found 
among speciaens from Maine northward. However, the large degree of overlap 
provided by total scores of specimens from the intermediate region and the 
slight overlap between the southern and northern extremes seem to preclude 
taxonoBiic separation. 
Figure 23. Distribution by Classes (0—5) for Morphological 
Features of Spartiaa pateas. 
Rhizome Culffi Width Culm Heigjit .Leaf N'oaber Blade Length 
Figure £4. Distribution by Classes (0—5) for Morphological 
Features of Soartine petena. 
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Figure 25. DistributioD. of ladex Total Scores. 
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Figure 26. Distribution of Index Total Scores for Specimens 
of Differing Geographlo Localities. 
A. Maiae to the Maritime ProTinces of Canada. 
B. ¥irginia to Sew Hampsliire. 
C. fexae to North Carolina. 
Number of Specimens 
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SsTea European specimeas were scored accordiag to tlie metliofis de­
scribed above. The total scores for these speciaeas ranged from tmnnty-
6ight to thirty-three. These specinms are not separable from the North 
j^ericaH material oa the basis of th© above criteria. 
lomepclature. Spartiaa pateas was first described by Aitoa (1789) 
as.Dactylls patens. The type speciiaen was not seen, itowever, Aitoii*s 
detailed description seems to, offer ©vldeae© supporting the accuracy of 
typificatioa. Muhleaberg {1817) properly effected the transfer of this 
apeeies to Spertiaa. 
Curtis {1835) recognized two taxa withia th@ species. Llaaetis 
Juncea var. aonogyjaa was held to be distiact from L. jmacea which he 
evidently took to be a less robust fom. Hitchcock {1906) also recog­
nized two taxa and provided th© name S. gateaa ver. .tanoQa for the more 
robust form of the species. Reelizing that var. monogyaa should hav® re­
ceived priority, Feraald (1947) provided the cmbination patens var. 
manogyaa. In the light of, the evidence presented above, effective separa-
tioa of the t-ro taxa is not possible. It therefore seras desirable to 
regard the entire population es a siogle species that possesses several 
indistingaishable levels of polyploidy. 
Itt the recent moaographic treatment of the genus Spartina by Saint-
Ives (1932), tills species was subdivided into varietal and subvarletal 
.categories under the nsme Snartlo.a .Juacea. The se^ent of Saint-Yves* 
£^. iuncea recognized as S. patens in this paper was subdivided into var. 
patQas and var. Juncea.. The latter, la turn, was subdivided into subv. 
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aaericaaa and subv. europaaa. Yariety juacea was held to b© separable 
from Tsrlety patens by virtue of a differeace in spike number (three or 
more in Juncea, three or less in patens) and aspressed or spreading blades. 
The present inTestigation shows that many plants with less than three 
spikes have leaf blades tightly appressed to the culm. The subvarieties 
of var. Juneea were claimed by Saint-Yves to b® separable on the basis of 
spikelet length which was found to be 6 as. or less in var. euro.pa®a and 
7—9 am. in var. americana. The present study shows that spikelets of 
Ameriean material may be less than 6 ma. in length, five of the seven 
SEuropean specimens examined hav6 spikelets in excess of 6.5 Bia. In view 
of the obstacles to accurate identification of plants by «eans of the 
criteria provided by Saint-Yves, and in the light of the results of th« 
investigation presented in th@ preceding section, it has seemed desirable 
to regard these varieties and subvarietal aaaes as synonyms of patens. 
Distribution. Distribution of Spartina patens in Morth America is 
shown in Figure 27. The presence of this species in Europe is probably 
a result of Introduction of rhizcmes or seeds from Horth America by means 
of ship ballast. It is known from southern franc®, Corsica and Italy. 
A distribution map is not provided for the species in Europe because geo­
graphic data on all but one of th© sheets were too meager for accurate 
location of the sites. 
Whil© principally a denizen of the coastal salt and brackish water 
habitats in North Aiaeriea, the species has been found in inland regions 
in New York and Michigan. These plants from the inland stations are 
Figure 87. Distrlbiitioa of Spartina pateas. 
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doubtless relics of a marine flora which was once conaaon ia tlae region of 
the Great Lake®. 
fypieally, the species is one of the domiaaat coaponeats of the 
coastal salt marshes. It is frequently fo-uad in •UBbroken stands from 
the dry sandy beach abOTe the intertidal zone well up.into the drier 
portions of the marshes. No consistent visible differences could b© 
found in plants that had been collected from the beaches and those from 
the salt aarahes. Occasionally, plants from the beaeh zone were found 
to be soaewhat glaucous. Howeyer, the presence of the bloc® coxild not 
be correlated with other aorphological characters by which Fernald (1947) 
sought to set apart S, patens of the salt marshes from £. patens var. 
moaogyna of the strand. 
While the time of blooming is somewhat erratic, flowering usually 
occurs from June to September. 
16. Spartina pectinata 
Spartina pectinate Link. Jahrb. GewSchsk. I. 5:92. (18£0) 
(Type in B from North America) 
frachynotia cynosuroldes Michx. I'l. Bor, Amer. 1:64. (1805) (not 
£• gynosuroides of Linnaeus) (Type in P from Illinois) 
Limnetis cynosuroides Rich, in Pers. Syn. PI. 1:72. (1807) (Based 
oo T. cynosuroides Michx.) 
Spartina pectinata Bosc. Ind. Kew. 2:952. (1895) (nomen; error 
for pectinata Link) 
Spartina nichauxiana Hitchc. Contr. U. S. Mat. Herb. 1S:153. 
(1908) (Based on T. cynosuroides Michx.) 
Spartina mlchauxiana 7ar. suttlel Farw. Rep. Mich. Acad. 21:352. 
TmIoTTt^ P® in BLH from Orchard Lake, Michigan) 
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^artina miehauxiana var. teaulor Farw. Rep. Mich. Acad. 21:552. 
(1920) {Type in BLH from Riyer Rouge, Michigan) 
Spartina cynosurold.es Wllld, Tar. miefaauxlana St.Y. Cand, 5:58. 
(1932) '(Based on T. eynosuroides Michx.) " ' " 
Spartina cyposuroides iilld. var. alchauxlana f. major St.Y. Cand. 
sTfig. ri932) (Based'on S. peotlnata Link) 
Spartlna cyposuroides X gmcllis St.Y. Cand. 5:66. (1932) 
[^p0 not designated; based upon four specimens froa Cusick £21, 
Oregon, 1890, Ballard*s Landing, Saak© River (error for 22£1 in 
1899)] 
gpartina pectlnata Linfc var. suttlel (Farw.) Fern. Rhod. 35:260. 
(1933) (Based on S. michauxiana var. suttiel Fairw.) 
Description. (Plate ?, 1—la). Culms to E.5 meters tall, erect, 
terete, indurate, usually solitary from widely spreading, elongate, in­
durate, brownish rhizomes, scales closely imbricate; sheaths smooth to 
slightly striate, often keeled above, glabrous, margins glabrous to sca­
brous, margin of the orifice often pilose; ligule a ring of hairs 1—3 
nm. long; blades flat, becoming involute in drying, glabrous on both sur­
faces, margin scabrous, tip acuminate; panicle 10—50 cm. long; panicle 
axis 3-angl8d, glabrous to scabrous on the angles; spikes 5—§0, 1.5—15 
OT. long, the lower usually slightly th® longer, 2—15 am. \vide, appressed 
to somewhat spreading, mostly pedunculate, occasionally sessile, alter­
nately to irregularly arranged; rachis of the iSpikea glabrous to scabrous 
on tha angles, not prolonged beyond the teiminal spikelet; spikelets 
10—10—E5 BBtt. long, altemat©, appressed, closely imbricate, rarely 
subremote; first glume narrow, 5—10 jsn. long, glabrous to sparingly his-
pidulous, keel hispid, tip awaed; second glme 10—25 aa. long, including 
the awn, glabrous to sparingly hlspidulous, keel pectinate, tip produced 
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Into a scabrous awn up to 8 sm. in length; l®naa glabrous, keel glabrous 
below, pectinate above, margins hispidulous, tip apiculate, deeply bi-
lobed; palea thia and papery, bilobed aad rouaded at the tip, slightly 
exceeding tb© leaaa; anthers 4—6 Ban. long; somatic chroaosoae nimbers 
4S, 70, 84. ' ' 
Observations. Spartina pectinata is a variable species that has 
been sho-wn to possess at least three levels of polyploidy. Church (1940) 
reported a hexaploid froa Massachusetts and a dodecaplotd from Nebraska, 
In the present investigation, a hexaploid and ® decaploid were fouad from 
two stations in Iowa, 
fable 20. Somatic ChromosoBe Numbers for S. pectinata 
Collection Location Chroaosoiae number 
Mobberley 7 Boon© County, Iowa £n m 42 
Morrill, John B. Monona County, Iowa £n « 70 
A coaparisoB of the two speciitten.s shows very little morphological 
difference. In fact, .a eoaparisoB of over oae hundred epeclBsns from 
ac,ross the range of distribution of the species reveals nothing that 
would in any way suggest morphoiogicel differeaeefi that might be correlated 
with varying levels of polyploidy. A number of specimens were found that 
had spikelets less closely imbricat® along the apik© rachis. fhese speci­
mens seamed to be lauch more coaiaon in material fro» tha maritime provinces 
of Canada and Sew England. Th© imbrication values of a number of specimens 
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vfere plotted in the accompaaying histogram (Figure 28), The values for 
specimens from New ingland and eastern Canada show a much greater varia-
bility than do those of the remalaier of the range, but there is nothing 
in the data presented that would enable one to ©ffect a satisfactory 
taxonomic separation. 
The vegetative features of the species offer very little that is 
taxonomically useful. However, several ®:scellent characters ar® found in 
the inflorescenc©. The extremely long awn, the sharply toothed leiaaa and 
the nature of the pubeseenc© are all found useful for separating this spe­
cies from others of the genus. 
Two minor forms of £. pectinata have been described. Irving (1905) 
published a description for S. eynosuroides (Willd,) var. aureo-marginata. 
The plant agrees in all particulars with pectinata except that the mar-
gina of the leaves are strtp®d with a golden band running the length of 
the leaf. It appears that this unusual color form arose as a mutation 
from an otherwise typical clone. In keeping with the most recent inter­
pretations of taxonomic hierarchy, the variety thus described is reduced 
to a form and becomes Spartina pectinata Link foima aureo-mrginata (Irv.) 
comb. nov. 
A second such fom was described by Marie-Victorin (1944). It dif­
fers froB the preceding in that the leaves are marked with white elong the 
margins and the medias nerve. The type spectsaen is deposited in the her­
barium of Montreal University. Koaenclatorially, it is Spartina pectinata 
Link foima variegata M.-Vjct. 
Figure 28. Comparison of Specimens of gpartlna pectinata 
froa Eastern and Midwestern Morth iiiaerica by 
Spifcelet labpication falue. 
A. lasteptt Horth America 
B. Midwestera Horth America 
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Momenclatttre. The case for ascription of the name peetinata to 
tiis present taxon is carefully stated by Fernald (1933). The first de-
scriptioa is that of Liak (I8E0) from a plaat sent to hi» from North 
janerica by Bosc. In th© origiaal paper, Link cites "Mord-Aaerika" as 
the type locality. 
The authors of Index Eeweasis (Hooker and JacksoQ, 1895) hare er­
roneously ascribed the name S. pectinate to Bosc. Fernald (1933) showed 
that Link's us© of the word "voa" (S, pectinata, von Bosc.) was not a 
citation of a description by Bosc but was intended only to show that his 
(Link's) description was based upon a speciaen supplied by Bose, Fernald 
states that a fragment of the type in the Gray Herbarium, given to Asa 
Gray many years ago, agrees in all particulars with this present trans­
continental species. Thus, there can be little doubt of the validity of 
th© name and the correctness of the author citation. 
Considerable confusion has arisen concerning the name Spartina 
cynosuroides Willd. Correctly cited by Willdenow (1809) in synonomy of 
the true S. oynosuroides is Dactylis eynosuroides of Linnaeus. Incorrectly 
cited, however, is Trachynotia eynosuroides of Michaux which has been shown 
to be synonomous with S_. pectinata Link. Michaux (1®3) published a de­
scription of Trachynotia eynosuroides erTOneously basing the specific 
epithet upon D. eynosuroides of Linnaeus. The plant he described, however, 
was collected in Illinois and belongs to the inland species, in reality, 
the tru® S. pectinata. At the saae time, Michaux also described the coarse 
halophytic species, now known as S. oynosuroides (L.) Roth, as Trachynotia 
polystachya. 
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The citation of Mieliaux*s T. cyttosuroides by Willdeoow undoubtedly 
led later workers into erroneous usage of the combination S. cynosuroides 
filld. or S. cynosuroides fL.) lilld. for S. peotlnata. Among those pre­
sumably misled by Willdeliow and Michaux was Asa Gray (1846). The first 
edition of The Manual of Botany incorrectly referred th© transcontinental 
inland species to S. oynoeuroldes Willd. The proper combination was used 
in a succeeding edition for th® first time by Fernald (1950). 
Hitchcock (1908) rejected the name S. pectinata on the grounds that 
the type was collected "probably in South Carolina, where [i-^ does not 
grow." In its stead he proposed the nasie Spartina aichauxiana basing it 
upon Trachynotla cynosuroides of Michaux. There is no indication that 
Bosc's collecting expedition was liisited to South Carolina or that the 
type specimen was not obtained by Bose from some other Worth itaerican 
source. The flant is known from Virginia and North Carolina, although 
as Blomquist (1948) has shown, its incidence in lorth Carolina is re­
stricted to two mountainous localities in the extrasie western part of 
the state. 
Several puzzling varieties of S_. pectinata have been described. Two 
of these were .>ublished by Farwell (1920) as S. michauxiana var. auttiei 
and yar. tenuior. Holotynas of both of theses yarieties froa the her­
barium of the Cranbrook Institute of Science were examined. ITarietal 
rank was assigned the specimens by Farwell on the basis of panicle, spike 
and peduncle lengths. Var. suttiel was delimited by panicles l| feet 
long, spikes 5—7 inches long and peduncles 1#—2 inches long. Var. 
tenuior is delimited by peduncles three-eighths of an inch long or less. 
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I'arwell's variety suttiei does not appear to be separable on the 
bases offered. Transposed to metric values, tiie mlniaum limits for 
panicle and spike length are 45.7 cm. and 12,7 em. respectively. Of the 
several hundred panicles of S. pectinata examined during the course of 
this investigation, only thre© were found in excess of 45 cm. in length, 
and in each case the median spike length was found to be less than 10 ea. 
Several specimens were found in which the median splfe® leagth exceeded 
IS.7 cm., but in each case the panicle length did not exceed 43 em. It 
is perhaps worthy of note that the tyo® specimen has a aanicle 41 CJE. 
long with the median epike 14 ca. long. Peduncles in excess of 3.8 c®. 
are supposed to characteri-z© variety suttiel, bttt of all the s-pecimens 
examined, only one, a highly aberrant speciBien (Atton, G. B. 4795, Min­
neapolis, Minn, use), has a peduncle in excess of 3 cm. This specimen 
had only one elongate spike, the others having aborted. Further, in 
Farwell*s holotype peduncle lengths do not exceed 2.4 m., 
Siailarly, Farwell*g variety tennlor does not appear to be distinct. 
In all but one of the features by which Farwsll sought to distinguish 
the variety, it ie overlapped by the typical variety. He did, however, 
set apart variety tentiior on the basis of peduncles which were said not 
to exceed 0.9 cm. Spikes of the variety were not supposed to exceed 7.6 
ca. in length. Ixaaination of over one hundred specimens shows that 
many have-spikes in excess of 7,6 cm. and peduncles much less than 0.9 cm. 
Femald (1933) took up the variety suttlei and recombined it as 
£• pectinata Link var. suttlel but ignored Farwell*s var. tenuior# This 
variety is'supposedly separable from th© typical variety because of its 
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lOBg, narrow spikes. Ranges given for length and width of spikes are: 
"typical" -variety S—11 ca. long, 5—8 mra» wide including the salient 
awns, var. suttlel 7—15 em. long, 3—5 mm. wide. In the variety suttlei. 
the awns are supposed to be appressed and the spikes somewhat more 
peduncled. lo values for peduncle lengths are giTen. Hitchcock (1935), 
Swallen (1939) and Chase (1950) all cite this variety as a synonym but 
Stat© no reasons. Fassett (1951) states that among Wisconsin specimens 
the spikes vary from 3.5—13 cm. in length and fro® 2—10 mm. in width, 
but that the short spikes are often narrow and the long ones often broad. 
From this, he concludes that there can be no division of the species into 
discrete varieties. 
In an effort to clarify the picture within this species, spike 
length is plotted against spike width in a scatter diagram (figure 29). 
ler© variety suttiel distinct from the "typical" variety, speciiaens should 
fall discretely into the marked sections of the diagram. It appears that 
Instead of a clear-cut separation, dots are found scattered throui^out 
the diagram. From the foregoing evidence, it appesrs that both Farwell 
and Fsrnald were dealing with selected extremes of a somewhat variable 
population rather than with discrete infraspecific taxa, 
Saint-Yves (1952) described what he thought was an intermediate be­
tween S. cynosuroldes Willd., and £. gracilis Trln. A type specimfen was 
not designated from among the four speciiaens of the single Cusick col­
lection 2281 at hand. His description clearly indicates that a soiaewhat 
less robust form of S. pectinate is involved. Specimens from this saae 
collection (Cusick 2221, Ballard's Landing, Snake River, Oregon, 1899, 
Figure 39. Comparison of Speciaens of Spartina peetinata 
by Spike Length and Spike Width. 
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F and XJG) were examined. There is little doxjbt that the collection is 
pectinata for the specimeas agree in all particulars with that species. 
Spartina cyBosuroides wr. mlchauxlana f. major has been proposed 
by Saint-Yves (193S) as an iatemediate foim between his Tarieties 
michauxiana and polystaehya. As stated aboye in th© lists of synonyms, 
the Variety polystachya is eynonoaous with Spartina eynosuroides (L.) 
Roth, while laiehauxiana is synonoiaoue with S. pectiaata. Saint-YTes se®ns 
to haTe satisfactorily separated, his two Tarieties on the basis of their 
nearly coB,;lete geographic discontin-ulty. However, plants assigned by 
him to the interraediate fonae major are largely from the range of true 
S. pectinata and are doubtfully separated from it on the basis of a great­
er number of spikes. The rather unsatisfactory statement that the two 
Tarieties grade imperceptibly into one another through the intermediate 
form concludes his argument. The forma major is therefore referred to 
§.• as a syaonpi. That the two "trarietiea'' are discrete spe­
cies and rather easily separated will be shown in another section of this 
paper. 
Distribution. Distribution of the widely-ranging Spartina pectinata 
is shown in Figure 30. In addition to the stations shown on the map, th© 
species also occurs in a restricted locality at the head of the Adriatic 
Sea in northern Italy and Trieste. It has presumably been introduced from 
Borth America. 
The species, in eastern United States and Canada, is an inhabitant 
of marshes, sloughs and flood plains. It seems to thrive equally well in 
Figure 30. Distribution of Spartina •pectinata. 
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both salt anti fresh water habitats. Both S. pectiiaata and S. patens 
v/ere found in salt laarsh habitats in New England often growing intersningled 
with each other. 
In aidwestern United States, S. pectinata has been found in wet') 
swampy places, but, contrary to iftost of the statements concerning habitat 
in extant keys and manuals, the primary habitat seems to be open, dry 
prairie or high ground along railroad rights-of-way and roadsides. ?sr-
cels of nati"?e prairie in parts of Iowa evidence dense growths of this 
species, often in large, pure stands. That it flourishes on disturbed 
ground is evident from its abundance on railroad embanlosents and highway 
slopes in the Midwest. 
In lorth ikaerica, the species flowers from late June to September. 
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STNOPSIS OF THE SPECIES 
The sixteen species of the genus Spartina are treated belotf in 
synoptic foritt. In addition to this synopsis, keys to the species are 
proTrided in a succeeding section. 
1. Panicle spikelike, smoothly cylindric; spikes ntmerous, short, 
appressed, often twisted; culms slender, hard, not fleshy nor suc­
culent; rhizomes short or wanting; keels of the glomes hispid or 
villous 
1. Panicle not contaonly spikelike (except in S. foliosa); spikes 
appressed or spreading; culms thick, fleshy, succulent, having a 
disagreeably sulphurous odor when fresh; rhizomes usually flac­
cid, scales inflated; pubescence on the spikelets usually pilose; 
plants rarely streaked or tinged with purple (observed only in e 
single specimen of foliosa) ... 
1. Panicle not spikelike; spikes usually spreading; culms hard, not 
fleshy nor succulent; rhizomes when present firm, scales not 
inflated; pubescence on .the spikelets hispid to.pectinate; 
plants often streaked or tinged with purple . . 
2. Spikelets lanceolate, exceeding 8 imii. in length; plants of the 
islands of Tristan de Cxmha, Diego Alvarez and St. Paul and 
Ai-^sterdam 1. Spartina arundinacea 
g. Spikelets ovate, densely pilose, exceeding 8 Eua. in length; plants 
of the sandy beaches and dunes of southei^ Brazil, Uruguay and 
northern Argentina ... 2. Spartina ciliata 
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Spikelets lanceolate, not usually exceeding 8 sm, in length; 
plaats distributed from Florida to Costa Rica along tlie Gulf 
of Mexico and Caribbean Sea and in south-central Paraj-pay 
and northern Argentina 3. Spartina spartinae 
Spikes usually short, closely appressed, crowded near the apex 
of the panicle, often twisted; spikelets glabrous to pilose; 
glumes usually curved; plaats of California and Baja Cali­
fornia 5. Spartina foliosa 
Spikes elongate, not usually closely appressed, not notice­
ably crowded near the apex of the panicle, never twisted; 
spikelets glabrous to pilose; glumes not curTed; plants 
distributed elsewhere 4 
Spike rachis exceeding 1 am, in width; spikelets usually 
appressed, moderately imbricate, not copiously piloe©; plants 
of the River Plate region of Argentina and Uruguay .... 
6. Spartina longispica 
Spike rachis not usually exceeding 1 mia. in width; spikelets 
not usually appressed, remotely to closely imbrieate, not 
copiously pilose; plants of coastal marshes of Borth America, 
South itoerica and Europe 4. Spartina alterniflora 
Spiks rachis more or less than 1 Dm. in width; spikelets 
usually cooiously pilose, appressed or spreading, moderately 
imbricate; plants of Europe and Africa . 
Blades exceeding 17 am, in length, not readily disarticulating 
from the sheath; spike rachis exceeding 1 lUffi. in width; 
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spilcelets appressedj^ plants of southwestern France . , 
, 8. Spartina neyrautii 
Blades not exceeding 12 m. in length, readily disarticulating 
from the slieath; spike racMs act usually exceeding 1 sm. 
in width; spikelets appressed. or spreading, not exceeding 
15 am. in length; plants of the coastal' marshes of western 
Europe and iifrlca 7. Spartina maritlma 
Blades exceeding 12 ca. in length, not usually disarticulating 
from the sheath; spike rachis usually exceeding 1 sm. in 
width; spikelets usually spreading, exceeding 15 mm. in • 
length; plants of the coastal aarshes of western Europe . 
Spartina townsendii 
Rhizomes iranting or short and at once upturned; culms 
caespitose; extra-Taglnal shoots closely appressed to 
the culm; spikes usually fewer than 15 . 
Bhisomes present; culms usually solitary; spikes few to many . . 
Second glume 1-nerved, tip usually acute, culms not exceeding 
1.5 meters in height; plants of Brazil, Urugiiay, Argentina 
and Chile .......... 13. Spartina densiflora 
Second gluae 2—3-ner?ed, tip obtuse to acuminate, culms 
usually exceeding 1.5 meters in height; plants of salt or 
fresh water habitats in Florida and Georgia 
. . . .  1 4 .  Spartina bakeri 
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7. Second glume 3-nerved., tip acuminate to arlstate; culms 
not exceeding 1.3 meters in height; plants of disturbed 
ground in and around coastal marshes from Maine to Mary­
land 11. Spartina X caespitosa 
8. Rhizomes thick and hard, light brown to brownish-purple 
in color, scales closely iisfaricate; blades usually flat; 
spiices few to many . . 9 
8. Rhizomes thin and wiry, whitish, scales not closely imbri­
cate; blades usually involute; spikes fewer than 15 .10 
9. Second glume not awned; first glume usually shorter than one-
half the length of the second; lema not deeply bilobed at 
the tip, tip acute to obtuse; plants of the eastern sea­
board from Massachusetts to Ilorida and along the coast of 
the Gulf of Mexico from I'lorida to Texas . 
12. Spartina cynosuroldes 
9. Second glume arlstate to awned; first glume usually longer 
than one-half the length of the secon,d; lejsma deeply bi­
lobed, tip acuminate • 10 
10. Culms usually exceeding 1.2 meters in height; spikes coamonly 
more than 10; second glume usually long-awned; plants of Hova 
Scotia and New Brunswick west to Alberta, south to Virginia, 
Kentucky, Texas and Washington .... 16. Spartina pectinata 
10. CulBS not usually exceeding l.S meters in height; spikes fewer 
than 10; second glume acuminate to aristate; plants of disturbed 
ground in and aroimd coastal marshes from Maine to Maryland . . 
. 11. Spartina X caespitosa 
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11. Spikes slender, not usually closely appressed to the panicle, 
axis; pubescence on keels of gliimfjs and leiaiaas hispid; plants 
of eaatern North iiaerica along the Atlantic seaboard from 
Nots Scotia to Florida, inland in Michigan and New York,-
Gulf and Caribbean coasts from Florida to Honduras, through­
out the West Indies, and ia Europe in the western Mediter­
ranean ba,sin 15. Spartiaa patens 
11. Spikes short, broad, closely appressed to the culms; 
pubescence on keels of glumes and lenwias copiously long-
hispid; plants of plains and mountain regions of Horth 
Aiaerlca from Mexico to the Mackenzie Territory . . . 
14. Spartina gracilis 
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ANilLTTICiiL KEYS TO THE SPECIES 
Species Occurring ia Europe and Africa 
Spikes closely imbricate, several often overlapping; leaf 
blades over 5 h», wide at the base; spikelets exceeding 
10 ma. in length 
Spikes not closely imbricate, not overlapping or only the 
U'Dper part of one spike overlapoing the next above; leaf 
blades less- than 5 mm. wide at the base; apikelets not 
exceeding 9 im, in length; western Mediterranean region . 
15, Spertina patens 
Second glua© long-awned, strongly hispid on the keel; culms 
and rhizomes hard and firm. In texture; plants of Trieste and 
the airrounding region at the head of the Adriatic Sea . . 
16. Spartina pectinata 
Second gluae not awned, pilose on the keel; culms and 
rhizomes soft and succulent in texture .... 
Spikelets exceeding 15 mai. in length 
Spikelets not exceeding 15 Biia. in length . 
Panicles exceeding 7 sm. in width; ligule 1.5—3 siiB. 
long 9. Spartina. townsendii 
Panicles not exceeding 5 uttn,. in widthj., ligule about 1 lasi. 
long; plants of southwestern France . . 8. Spartina ngyx'sutil 
Leaf blades readily disartlcitl.ating, not exceeding IS cm. in 
length; spikelets densely pilose .... 7. Spartina maritima 
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5. Leaf blades not disarticulating, exceeding 17 cm. in 
length; spikelets not usually densely pilose ..... 6 
6. RaeJais of a median spike not less than 1 iiaa. in width; 
plants of southwestern France ..... 8. Spartina neyrautii 
6. Rachis of a median spike not more than 1 .mm. in width;' 
if exceeding 1 m&. then not plants of southwestern 
France 4. Spartina alterniflora 
Discussion 
The European species of Spartina are not too difficult of identi­
fication, The introduced S. patens is easily distinguished from the other 
lux'opean species on the basis of its short spikes and spikelets, densely 
imbricate spikelets and narrow leaves. £. pectinata, also introduced, 
jaay be distinguished from its. congeners on the basis of its strongly 
hispid second glume keel, long awn and restricted distribution at the 
head of the .Adriatic Sea. 
That th© introduced S^. alterniflora is discrete from the indigenous 
S. maritieaa was shown by Fernald (1916), although some earlier authors 
considered the two identical. Fernald cited the readily disarticulating 
leaf blades and the fact that the rachis is not prolonged beyond the 
terminal spikelets as features by which S, aaritiiaa differed from S. alter­
niflora. The disarticulating leaf blades of maritima appear to be a 
constant feature throughout the population, but, in about one-half of the 
eighty specimens of £. miaritiitta examined by this investigator, the rachis 
of the spikes was actually prolonged beyond the terminal spikelet, often 
by as lauch as 1 cm. 
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Jovet (1941) showed that S. alterniflora was distinct from S_. .meritima 
on the basis of ligule length. He gives values for ligule length as 0.5 
laia. and 1.0 am. for S. maritiiaa and S. alterni flora respectively. The 
present Investigation, revealed considerably more variation in ligule 
length than indicated by Jovet. Ligule lengths were not found to exceed 
1 lam. in £. maritima, while in the European S. alternlflora ligule lengths 
varied from 0.7—2 am. 
Length of leaf blade offers an unusually effective aeans of separation 
of the two species. Lengths of the blade of the second leaf from the sim-
mit in the European £. alterniflora 7/ere found to vary from 17 to 44 cm. 
Fretiuently^ the second leaf blade in maritima was missing. In this 
event, a blade lower down on the culm was measured. In no cass was the 
length of the blade found to exceed 12 m. 
The degree of pubescence on the glumes also aerves to separate the 
two species. The glumes of maritima. are densely ijubescent, while even 
in the most pilose specimens of S. alternlflora the amount of pubescence 
is Buch less than that encountered in laaritiiRa {Plates II, a—d and 
III, c—d). 
Pubescence on the keel of the lewaa seems to merit some attention. 
Ekiropean specimens of S. alterniflore were observed to have an essentially 
glabrous leama keel while that of S_. aaritima is pilose at least on the 
upper two-thirds. The leiaiBa keel of S_. alternlflora may possess a few 
soft trichomes near the tip. 
The nature of the second glume tip say also offer an effective 
taxonoffiic criterion. While quite variable in both species, there appears 
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to be a rather definite separation of midTein from the lamina of the gluae 
ffl-arltlma. Usually no such separation is present in S. alternlflora. 
Plates II, b, and III, c illustrate the variety of second glujae tips en-
countered in both species. 
S. altei-niflora has not always been considered discrete from toro-
sendii. Cheralier (1923) held S_. townsendii to be identical with _S. glabra 
Tar. pilQsa of Merrill. Saint-Yves (1932) recognised none of the features 
by which the two species laay be distinguished. Actual lengths of the leaf 
blades were not found to b® a useful key character, but the fact that the 
uppermost blade in S. townsendii only rarely exceeds the panicle may have 
some value. . In almost all the European specimens of alterniflora the 
uppeOTost leaf blade exceeds the panicle. 
lovet (1941) found that, ligule lengths of the two species were quite 
different. His findings showed s value of about 1.0 jam. for S. alterniflora 
and 2,5 am. for S, townsendii. fhe featui-e appears to vary somewhat more 
than Jovet has indicated. Ligule lengths for S. alterniflora were found 
to vary between 0.7—2 mm. while those of S. towasendii between 1.5—3 mm. 
Length of spikelets has been used successfully as a key character. 
Spikelets of the European S. alterniflora do not exceed 15 mm. in length 
while those of £. tomsepdii are always 16 nm.. or sore in. length. 
The degree of pubescence on the glumes also serves to separate 
,S. alterniflora frm townsendii. which resembles §_. maritiiaa in this 
regard. Similarly, coiapariison of the keel of the lesmas offers a fair 
degree of differentiation. I'he leaima keels of townsendii are char­
acteristically pilose at least on the upper two-thirds, while those of 
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alteriiiflora are essentially glabrous except for the few soft tricliomes 
near the tip. 
Comparison of anther lengths sho*is a discrete difference between the 
t'wo populations. Those of S, siterniflora are not found in excess of 6 ma. 
while those of S. towpsendii exceed 7 iiaa. 
Stapf (1908) used the naturfe of the second gl,uiae tip as a taxonoffiic 
key character. He states that the keel of the second g3,.-UEie is not pro­
longed beyond the glurae tip in S, townsendli while it is prolonged in 
§.• Hiayitiaa and S. alterniflora. Ixamination of a nimber of s;pik:elets of 
townsendii shows that this feature is not constant. Plate III, g—h 
show the Tariety of second gluae tips encountered. It is evident that 
these gluae tips ar©, In a large measure, similar to those of S. marltima 
by firtue of the distinct separation of keel and gluae proper. Hence, 
this feature may be used to separate _S. to-wnsendii from S_, alterni flora 
but not from £. maritiaia. 
Separation of S. townsendii from S. maritiaa is easily accomplished, 
however. Spikelets of S. aaritima do not exceed 15 m., anthers do not 
exceed 6 jfaa., and leaf blades do not exceed IB em. On the other hand, 
spikelets of S. townsendii vary from, 16—22 Hta., anthers are always in 
excess of 7 laa., and leaf blades exceed 12 cm. Median spikes of specimens 
of £. townsendii examined during the course of this investigation were 
fotmd to vary from 10—SO cia. in length; those of aaritima. with three 
or aore spikes psr panicle varied between S—10 cm. In several cases in­
volving the two-spiked _S. iBaritima, spike lengths up to 13 cm. vmre found. 
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Of some taxonomlc significance is the length by vs'Mch the nalea ex­
ceeds the lemma in S. townaeadil. This length varies in S. townsendii 
from 1.5—3 lam. and in all but two of the twenty-FITE specimens examined 
was two or more mm. Such lengths measured in the other European species 
only rarely exceeded 1 am. 
Perhaps the seat of gretitest difficulty within the European Spartinas 
is the separation of neyrautil from the other species. It has a num­
ber of characteristics typical of both alterniflora and S. maritima. 
That it is discrete from S. aarltima is eTideat from a comparison of the 
leases. The blade of the second leaf fro® the apex exceeds 18 cm. in 
length and is not caducous, quite in contrast to that of S^, maritliaa which 
does not exceed IS cm. and is readily disarticulated from the sheath. 
Comparison of S. neyrautii with £. alteraiflora shows that they are 
indeed similar. At first glance^it appears that _S, nayrautii is somewhat 
more robust but quantitati?© eTsluation of certain parts of the inflores­
cence failed to show any discrete differences. Spike and spikelet length 
are quite variable in both but are predominantly longer in S. neyrautii. 
Pubescence of the gluaes appears to be somewhat more dense in S. neyrautji 
but this is an extremely unsatisfactory key charecter. The only feature 
which was found useful in effecting a separation of these t?f0 related spe­
cies is the width of the rachis of a median spike. Measurements were made 
on the flattened adaxial surface of the triangular rachis of a median 
spik© at the approximate center of the spilce. Since neyrautii has such 
a restricted distribution, it was compared in this respect only with speci­
mens of S. alterniflora from southwestern France. Values of rachis widths 
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in alterniflora varied between 0.5—0.9 iBm. while those of S. neyrautii 
were all in excess of 1,3 nm, 
Jovet (1941) has shown that the seoond glume tins of Beyreutli and 
S. altera!flora differ soaewhat, those of S, neyrautii agreeing for the 
most part with S* maritima and S. townisendli. However, the variability 
eneoiantered in. the co\xrse of this investigation shows this feature to be 
a rather unsatisfactory key character. Second glume tips for neyrautii 
are shown in Plate III, e—f. The ligule of neyrautii is about 1 lam. 
in length aad does not differ significantly from that found in _S. alterni-
flora. 
With the exception of panicle vddth and ligule length, no other 
characters irere found thet ?/ould enable one to separate £. neyrautii from 
§,• townsendii. At best, panicle >?idth is a rather unsatisfactory cri­
terion since it depends to a large extent uoon the degree of appression 
of the spikelets. Spikelets of townsendii showed some variation in 
this respect. A numher of specimens with distinctly spreading spikelets 
were encountered as were some with spikelets rather tightly appressed. 
Spikelets of _S. ne?/rautil were found to be tightly appressed. fhe ligule 
length in S. neyrautii appears to be quite variable in that values from 
0.7—1.3 ram. were found. In contrast those of S. townsendii vary from 
1.5—3 am. in length. Since ligule length has been shown to vary con­
siderably throughout the genus, diagnosis on this feature alone does not 
seeia advisable. 
Perhaps geographic separation is the simplest way in which identifi­
cation may be made. The two species are not known to overlap as yet, 
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althougli S. townaendii has shown startling abilities in the mattei' of lai-
gration and subsequent establishment. 
Species Occurring in South America 
1. Spikes more than 15; panicle spikelike, cylindrical 2 
1. Spikes less than 15; panicle not spikelike, not usually 
cylindrical ....... 3 
8. Spikelets 8 m. or less in length, lanceolate; panicle narrow, 
not exceeding 1 cm. in diameter; pubescence on glumes and 
lemmas hispid . . 3. Spartina spartinae 
2. Spikelets 8 m. or raore in length, oTate; panicle thick, ex­
ceeding 1 cm. in diameter; pubescence on glumes and lOTnas 
long-uilose J8. Spartina cillata 
5. Plants lacking rhizomes; spikelets 8—12 mn. in length; 
pubescence on keels of glmses and latmias of short, rigid, 
Blender trichomes; spikes usually diminishing in length from 
base to apex of the panicle 13. Spartina densiflora 
3. Plants with rhizomes; spikelets usually exceeding 12 BWi. in 
length; pubescence on keels of glumes and lemma of long, soft 
trichomes, or rarely wanting; spikes usually subequal in 
length 4 
4. Median spike rachis exceeding 1 ma. in width; ratio of spike length 
to spikelet number usually 3.5—4.5 . . Spartina longlspica 
4. Median spike rachis seldom exceeding 1 aa. in width; ratio of 
spike length to spikelet nmber usually exceeding 4.5 . . 
4. Soartina alterolflora 
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Discussion 
Identification of South iaaerican laeBibers of the genus may be accom­
plished witli relative ease in most cases. Tlie more unifoim of the species 
found in South Afiserica are clliata and S. spartinae. They are easily 
distinguished from the other species oa the basis of mmerous short soikes, 
always in excess of 15 per panicle and not exceeding 8 cm. in length. The 
spikes are densely imbricate and usually t"wisted, giving the entire panicle 
a smooth, cylindrical contour. The two species are separable from each 
other on the basis of spikelet shape and pubescence. Spikfjlets in 
S.* are ovate and the keels of glumes and lejjHnas possess soft 
trichomes which may exceed 1.0 nim. in length. Splkelets of S. spartinae 
are lanceolate and hispid with rigid trichoiaes which do not exceed 0.5 iim. 
in length. 
S. ciliata appears to be rather closely related to £. arundlnacea 
which occurs on two widely separated island groups in the South Atlantic 
and Indian Oceans. Superficially, the two are somewhat alike but they 
are separable oa the basis of spikelet shape and pubescence. S. arundinaoea 
has lanceolate spikelets with hispid pubescence. 
spartinae in South America is rather eaeily separated from the 
other species by virtue of its geographic distribution. Limited to Para-
©lay and the inland regions of Argentina, its range of distribution is 
not coincident with that of the other species, ffhtle specimens of 
S. spartlnae frora South iaerica examined during the course of this study 
all possessed panicles with spikes in excess of 15, a niimber of North 
ikaerican specimens were found to have fewer than 15 spikes. It is entirely 
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possible that such depauperate speciiaens might be found in South America. 
If this be true, some confusion could result in attempting to distinguish 
between epartinae and S. denslflora. That some confusion did exist 
is evident froa the perfunctory treatment given the two species by Saint-
Yves (195E). He considered theaa only as varieties of a single species, 
§.• dQnsiflora. His separation of _3. denslflora varieties typica. and junci-
formis {our spartinae) was based upon the cylindrical appearance of 
S. spartinae and the length of the panicle and spikelet» The cylindrical 
aspect of the panicle is certainly distinctive for the more typical speci­
mens of £. spartinae, but it is less apparent in panicles with fewer than 
20 spikes.' S. denslflora, on the other hand, is not typically cylindrical 
except where a near maximuai number (15) of spikes occurs. Saint-Yves fur­
ther states that the panicle lengths do not exceed 15 csi. in S, denslflora 
and that the spikeletg are 10—11 ma. in length. On the other hand, in 
§.• spartinae. he sets 20—35 cm. as the limits for panicle length and 
6—7 liitfl. for splkelet length. Examination of over one hundred specimens 
shows that these criteria of Saint-Yves are not answered. A specimen of 
§.' spartinae (Rojas 2269, Lima Pora Chaco, Par. US) was observed to possess 
two panicles, one 14 cm. long, and th© other 39 cm. long. 
Spartina denslflora and spartinae, as defined in this paper, can 
b© shown to be separable. The spikelets of S. densiflora are in excess 
of 8 ram. in length, but in none of the South Imericiin specimens of 
_S. apartiaae were spikelets longer than 7 aaa. encountered. Further, the 
pubescence on the keels.of glmes and lemmas differs. In denslflora, 
the pubescence on the spikelets is made up of short, rigid, slender 
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trlchomes wMcli are about one-half as long as the thicker trichomes of 
S.- sparttnae. Most comaonly, in S^. flenslflora. the first glume is slender 
and about one-half as long as. the secosd. On the other hand, the first 
glume of spartinae is only rerely less than g nm. shorter than the 
first. 
Perhaps the source of greatest difficulty ifithin the South Merican 
species is the separation of £. longlspies froa S. alteralflora and 
§.• densiflora. That the latter two are discrete and easily identified 
has been shown in connection with the hybrid index evaluating the hybrid 
origin of S^. longispica. Hard culms, involute leaves, lack of rhizomes 
and shorter spikelets all serve to aid in distinguishing S. densiflora 
from the more suceulent-culmed, flat-leaved, rhizomatous S. alterniflora 
with its longer spikelets. On the saae bases, S. densiflora seems to be 
separable from longispica. 
However, S. longispiea is distinguished from £. alternlflora only 
with considerable difficulty. As noted in the discussion of the hybrid 
origin of £. longispica, it was observed to be considerably more robust 
than the related S. alteralflora. While mean values of panicle and leaf 
length appear to vary significantly {see fable 5), the overlap encountered 
i*enders these characters useless as key criteria. 
The only feature which seemingly sets S. alternlflora apart from 
lOD^lspica is the width of the rachis. This structural feature may 
be perfectly satisfactory, but it would seasa inadvisable to consider a 
specimen properly diagnosed on this basis alone. Perhaps evaluation by 
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means of the characters eatmerated in the hybrid index offers the most 
suitable means of identification. 
Species Occurring in North itoerica 
1. Culms soft and fleshy; rhizomes flaccisi, the scales closely 
iabricate and inflated; pubescence when present visually pilose; 
blades usually flat, glabrous., margins glabrous, occasionally 
scabrous S 
1. Culms indurate and firm; rhiEomes when present indurate and 
firm, the scales closely imbricate or remote; pubescence 
usually hispid (long-pilose in S, gracilis); blades flat or 
in Y o l u t e ,  g l a b r o u s  o r  s c a b r o u s ,  m a r g i n s  s c a b r o u s  . . . . . . . . .  3  
8. Median spikes usually less than 5.5 cm. in length; glumes 
coBHnonly curved; spikes tightly appressed and often twisted, 
usually aore crowded toward the apex of the panicle; Califor­
nia and Baja California ,5. Spartina foliosa 
2. Median spikes usually laore than 5.5 cm. in length; gluaes 
straight; spikes not tigiitly appressed nor twisted, not more 
crowded toivard the apex of the panicle; eastern Worth AiEerica, 
introduced in Oregon and Washington . . 4. Spartina alterniflora 
3. Rhizomes wanting; panicle spikelike; spikes co.maonly more 
than 15, densely imbricate, tightly appressed and twisted, 
gxTing the panicle a smooth cylindrical contour; spikelets 
not exceeding 10 ma. in length 3, Spartina spartinae 
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3. Rhisomes present or absent; panicle not spikelike nor smoothly 
cylindrical; spikes few to «any, remote or cloisely imbricate, 
appressed or spreading; spikelets 5—25 mm. in length 4 
4. Second gliiaie with proffiinent lateral nerves, the nerres all disposed 
on one side of the keel; spikes fewer than 15; rhizomes when 
present slender, whitish S 
4. Second glume with or without prominent lateral nerires, if 
prominent, the nerves disposed one on either side of the keel; 
spikes 5—70, rhizomes when present, thick and purplish-brown 
in color . . 8 
5. Rhizomes wanting; culms caespitose, in clwaps up to 1 meter 
across; culms and sterile shoots arising from hard, knotty 
bases ^ 6 
5. RhisiOffies present; culms usually solitary, occasionally in 
saall clumps of several culas; sterile shoots arising from 
the rhizomes 7 
6. Culms exceeding 1.3 meters in height; spikes appressed; Florid® 
an d  G e o r g i a ;  a n t h e s i s  u s u a l l y  D e c e m b e r  t o  M a y  . . . . . . .  
. 10. Spartina bakeri 
6. Culms less than 1.3 meters tall; spikes spreading; New England 
to Maryland; anthesis July to October . 11. Spartina X caespitosa 
V. Spikeletis ovate to lanceolate, conspicuously ciliate (pilose) 
on the keels; floret coimrionly equalling the second glume; 
spikes appressed; mountains and plains of western North 
43Bsrlca 14. Spartina gracilis 
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7. Spikelets linear to lanceolate, hispid on the keels; floret 
shorter tiian the second gliime; spikes spreading, rarely ap-
pressed; salt marshes of eastern Morth America 
15. SpartiPH patens 
8, Second blade froa thf; stsaiait usually involute, not exceeding 
7 mm. in width; spikes fewer than 10; rhizomes present or 
absent . 11. Spartina X eaespitosa 
8. Second blade from the suisrait flat, usually exceeding 7 im. 
in width; spikes mostly more than 10; rhizoiaes present .9 
9. Second glume long-awned, strongly pectinate on the keel, 
glabrous or rarely hispid on the lateral nerres; leMa tip 
acuminate, sharply bilobed 16. Spartina pectinate 
9. Second glume not awned, hispid on the keel and usually on 
the two lateral nerres; leKsna tip obtuse or rounded, not 
sharply bilobed or only shallowly lobed . IS. Spartina eynosuroides 
Elseussion 
The lorth Aaerican species of Spartina present, in some cases, soKie 
rather fonaidable obstacles to accurate identification. For some of the 
specimens at hand, the extant keys see® to serve quite well but very often 
specimens are found which do not /answer to key ci'iteria. 
Specimens of Spartina spartinae are rather readily distinguished 
from other species on the basis of the dense, cylindric inflorescence. 
However, in esses where th® spikes are few in number, this species ap­
proaches £. bakeri, £. gracilis and S. patens, at least superficially. 
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It is, however, inEriediately distinguished from all of these by, the absence 
of proaisent lateral nerves on the second gliime. If lateral nerves are 
at all evident, they are alw^js disposed on opposite sifles of the keel. 
The two or more lateral nerves on second glumes of S. faekerl, S. gracilis 
are found on one side of the keel. 
S. gracilis may be readily ssparated from the other North American 
species by virtue of the copious pubescence in the form of long pilose 
or villous trichomes. The range of distribution of gracilis is coin­
cident only with that of S. pectlnata from which it nay be distinguished 
not only by the pubescence but also by the disposition of lateral nerves 
on the second gl\Bfte. 
A close relationship bet'«een £. foliosa and £. alterniflora is sug­
gested by the difficulty encountered in separating them. Bo single char­
acter s0«is to b6 perfectly satisfactory. Length of the median spike ap­
pears to offer the best criterion, although a median spike length of less 
than 5.5 ca. is characteristic of depauperate specimens of alterniflora. 
Spike number is rarely less than six in foliosa. Two of the more than 
one hundred specimens examined had three elongate spikes. In S. altarni-
florSi spike number comaonly varies from three to fifteen. In foliosa, 
the spikes a,re noticeably more crowded toward the apex of the panicle; in 
general, the two lower spikes are someifhat remote. This arrangement of 
spikes is not particularly evident among specimens of alterniflora. 
The curving of the glumes, especially the first, is a general trend in 
most of the specimens of £. foliosa examined; this curving was not ob­
served eaaong specimens of S. alterniflora. 
l»a 
Spartlna baker! is completely separable from its congeners only upon 
the basis of its unique vegetativ© habit. Very often, information on lier-
bariuffi sheet labels is lacking concerning this particular feature and 
recourse must be made to other characters ivhich are taxonomically less 
certain. The only species with which S. bakeri is likely to be confused 
is the highly variable S, patens. Samples of both populations within the 
geographic range of S_. bakeri were studied. Panicle length-spike number 
ratios were plotted against the number of spikelets from a median spike 
in Figure 31. The specimens of S. patens used in the study were largely 
those of the author*s Florida, Georgia and South Carolina collections, 
while those of S_. bakeri were largely herbarium speclifiens from the Florida 
University Herbarim at Gainesville, Florida. Only those specimens of 
S. bakeri which were satisfactorily identified by means of vegetative 
habit, time of flowering and geographic location were used in this numeri­
cal analysis. 
It is evident from the scatter diagram that the two populations tend 
to differ regarding the characters mployed, although some overlap does 
occur. It should be noted, however, that these criteria hold only for 
S. patens fro® the southeastern United States for, as shown in connection 
with S. patens as a whole, a considerable number of specimens froia the 
more northerly segaent of the range possess many fewer than thirty spike­
lets per spike. 
Spartina pectinata is rather readily distinguished from other species 
of the genus except perhaps S. cynosuroides. These two are somewhat 
similar and are doubtless closely related, fheir range of distribution 
B'lgure 31. Comparison of SpeelmeM of Spartlna bakerl and 
Spartina patens by Ratio of Panicle Length to 
Spike SuBiber an<i Spikelet Number. 
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coincides along the eastern seaboard of North ilaerica from Massscliusetts 
south to Delaware. In this area» the two species are usually ecologically 
segregated, S,. cyaosuroideB inhabits th® tidal marshes and lagoons while 
PQcfcino-ta is ordinarily restricted to the drier parte of the salt 
marshes, well above the intertidal zone. 
Morphologically, the two are found to be separable on several counts. 
Perhaps the most prominent feature is the awned or aristate secoad glume 
of pectinata. That of £. cynosuroides is, by contrast, merely acuminate. 
While it is difficult to draw a fine line of distinction between aristate 
and acuaiaate, most speeiaens of £. pectinata possess enough of an awn 
to facilitate identification. In the more difficult cases, recourse isay 
be had to several other fairly distinctive character differences. The 
base of the raehis of the spikes in _S. cynosuroides is somewhat contorted 
and knotty, while that of spikes of S. pectinata is perfectly straight and 
smooth or scabrous. The lema ti]5 in _8. pectinata is acute, and distinct­
ly bilobed, while that in £, cynosuroides is obtuse or rounded and not 
markedly bilobed. A comparison of the pubescence on the keels and nerves 
of the second glumes usually shows a difference. The pubescence is 
strongly pectinate and usually limited to the keel in S. pectinata, but 
in 3. cynosuroides it is hispid, shorter in length and distributed along 
the lateral nerves as well as the-keel. 
Perhaps the seat of greatest taxonomic difficulty in the North Ameri­
can species concerns S. X eaespitoea. Because of its polyphyletic hybrid 
origin, it exhibits various coiiiblnations of characters of both £. patens 
and £. pectinata. The absence of rhizomes and the casspitose habit are 
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adequate criteria for distinguisliing some raeiiibers of the hybrid swarm. 
However, in dealing with those that possess rhizomes, no single character 
allows a satisfactory separation from the S. pectlnata -parent. These 
rhizomatous members of the hybrid swarm may best be identified by e?alua-
tion of the characters listed in the hybrid index constructed for 
S. X caesoitosa. 
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APPEIDIX 
Contained in ttiis appendix is a list of names of plants which are 
in some \mj concerned with the genus Soartina. B!xeluded are the names 
of the eighteen taxa recognized in this paper. Moet of the names found 
herein are synonyms. Following each name in the list is the name of the 
species to which it is referred. ETidence for treatment of the names as 
synonyms is given, either by a brief stateiaent or reference to a page in 
ths test of this paper on which that particvilar name is discussed. The 
statements vrhich follow the correct names are necessarily abbreviated. 
In general, if a description is used as evidence, the author is cited. 
If type specimens, fra^aents of types or photographs were exaained by 
this author, that evidence is also noted. 
Chauvinia chilensis Steud. - SPAR.TIM DEHSIFLORA. See text, page 124. 
Cynodon cynosuroides (L.) Rasp, s SPARTIM CYHOSUIDIBiS. Based upon 
Spartina cynosuroldes (L.) Roth. 
Dactyl is cynosuroides L. = SP^y-TriBA CyiOSDROIDES. See text, page 116. 
Dactyl is cynosuroides var. L. ^ SPARTISA iiLTBIRI^IFLORA. Examination 
of photograph "(in TJS) of type speclmea. 
Dactylis cynosuroides Loefl, = MAHITIMil. Name a later horaony®; 
see discussion by fernald (1916). 
Dactylis marltiaa Curt. = SPaRTIBA MaRITIMii. See text, page 78. 
I 
Dactylis maritima Walt. = SPARTIM M^TERlttlLORA, Htiae a later homonym. 
Dactylis patens idt. R SPARTINA PATEMS. See text, page 147, 
Dactylis strlcta Ait. = SPAi^TIM lARIflMii. Description, Aiton (1789). 
Limnetis cynosuroides (Michx.) Rich, in Pers. = SFARflNA PECTIMTA. Eased 
Trachynotia Gynosuroidea Michx., a later hoBionjra. 
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Llemetls glabra Matt, r SPARTIM iiLTSRKIIXOSA. Maine only, uresuaably 
based on Spartina glabra Muhl. 
Llmaetis Juacea (Michx.) Rich, in Pers. = S i^RTIHa PAfRlS. Based on 
Trachynotia Jimcea Michx., a sjnoxxjm., 
Llmnetis Juaeea (Miclix.) Rich, in Pers. var. ttonogyna M. A. Curtis r 
SPAETIiA PaTISS. See text, page 147. 
Liametis polystaehia (Micto.) Rieh. in Pers. = SPMiTIMA CB30SUR0IDBS. 
Based oa Trachynotia polystachya Michx., a synonym. 
Limnsti® puagens Rich, in Pars, = SPARTIKa MaRITIMA. Based on Dactylle 
strieta Ait., a synonym. 
Pasffaluin eyaosuroldes (Loefl.) Brot. = SPAfWIBji IM,RITIMA. Based on 
Dactylis cynosuroides Loefl. non L. 
Ponceletia arundlnacea Thouars r SPARTIBA, AROTDIKACEA. See text, page 23. 
SolenachnQ phalaroides Steud. = SPARTIKA CILIATA. Description, Steud©! 
(1855); exaaiaation of a fragment of the D*Urville collection (in US) 
froffi IsXe of St. Catherine, Brazil. This specimen t-jas cited by 
Steudel and it is presumed that it is the type. 
Sgartina alterniflora Lois, uer. glabra (Muhl.) Fern. = SPAJXPINA ALflRltt-
HOM. S'je text, page 49. 
Spartina alterniflora Loia. Tar. pilosa (Merr.) Fern. = SPAfiTINA iiL.TERNI-
FLORA. See text, page 49. 
Spsrtina feiserieana Both in Trin. r SPAfiTIKA PATEHS. Name cited in synonomy. 
Spartina argentinensls Par. = SPARTISA SPAi'?TIMAE. See text, page 35. 
Spartina'bahiensis Steud. = ? This name is given in synonoiay of Rott-
boellia paniculate by Steudel {1841). A fragpient of the type specimen 
(tjs) seeas to b© a part of a plant that might be Spartina alterni-
flora. 
Spartina brasiliensls Raddi = SPARTINA ALTSRfrlIfl..ORA. Description, Raddi 
(1823); examination of type fragment in TJS. 
Spartina caespltosa A. A. Eaton = SPAKPINA X CASSPIT0S4. See text, page 109. 
Spartina capensis Bees - SPARTISA MARITIMA. Description, Meee {1841). 
Spartina coarctata frin. • SPARTINA'CILlAfA. Description, Trinius (1840); 
examination of a tyi)e fragaent -itt' tTS. 
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Spartina cynosuroides flilld. = SPARTINA CYKOSUROIDES and SPARTINA PECflMTA. 
See text, page 155. 
Spartina cynosuroides lilld. var. laiciiauxlana (Hitche.) St.Y. » SPARTIEA. 
PECTIMTA. See text, page 160. 
Spartina cyaosuroides Willd. var. michauxlana (Hitchc.) St.Y. forma 
major St.Y. = SPilRTIM PECTIMATA, See text, page 160. 
Spartina eynosuroides Willd. var. polystachya (f/illd.) Scribn. s SPARTIM. 
CYSOSUROIDIS. See text, page 116. 
Spartina cyaosuroides (L.) Roth var. polystaohya fMiclix.) Seal ex Fern. 
= SPilRTIlA CYKOfJDROIDlS. See text, page 117. 
Spartina cynosuroides X gracilis St.Y. a SPARTINA .PECTIMTA. See text, 
page 158. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. var. junciforials (Ing. & Sray) St.Y. s 
SPAETINA SPARTINA!. See text, page 55. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. var, juncifortais (Ing. & Gray) St.Y. suby. 
argentinenslB (Par.) St.Y. = SPARTIlA SPARTIKAl. See text, page 35. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. var. juncifomls (Eng. & Gray) St.Y. subv. 
genuine St.Y. = SPARTIMA SPMTINAE. See text, page 55. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. yar. obtusa Hack. = SPiiRTIMA SPARTINAE. De­
scription, Hackel (1909); examination of type fra^ent in US. 
Spartina densiflora Brona. var. typiea St.Y. = SPARTIM DENSIFLORA. See 
text, page 128. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. var. typica St.Y. subT. brongniartii St.Y. 
• SPARTINA D®'SIfLORA Brong. See text, page 128. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. var. typica St.Y. subT. brongniartil St.Y> 
forma acuta St.Y. = SPAKPIMA lOLIOSA. See text, page 58. 
Spartina densiflora Brong. Tar. typica St.Y. subv. pauper St.Y. 
a SPARTIHA DSNSIPLORii Brong. See text, page 128. 
Spartina dissltiflora Steud. s SPARTINA ALTERNIiXOM. Desorlption, 
Steudel (1855). 
Spartina duriael pari. •« SPi'iRTINA PATINS. Description, Parlatore (1848). 
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SpartlBa faslculata (Laia.) Beauv. r ? Discussion bj Niles {1925). She 
states that the description suggests Spartina brasiliensis RaMi, 
which see, in this appendix. 
Spartina gsBiculata {Buna.) Beauv. s ? Discussion by Nilss (1925). She 
states that Buman's plate shows that the species is not a Spertina. 
Spartipa glabra Muhl. s SPARTINA ALTERKIfLOM. Description, Muhlenberg 
fiiiTn 
Spartina glabra Muhl. Tar. alteralflors (Lois.) Merr. x SPARTINA iiLTERNI~ 
FLOM. fernald (194'?) referred this name to the tyi^ical S. alterni-
flora. 
Spartlaa glabra Muhl. var. pilosa Merr. » SPARTIlA ALT1RKII1.0RA. Fernald 
(194?) referred this naiae to S_, alterniflore ?ar. pilosa which has 
since been shown to be a synonym of S. altera!flora. Type specimen 
in US was examined. 
Spartina glabriuscula Hassk. = ? Name only in Hssskarl (1844). 
Spartina gracilis Hook, ex Chap. = SPAffiPIlA SPARTIHAE. This combination 
appears in Chapiaan (1860). The name appears to be a later homon^. 
The description indicates that it is S^. epartlnae. Chapman*s 3d ed. 
(1897) flora of the Southern United States refers the plant to 
£• .lunciformis, a synonym. 
Spartina Rouini gourn. = SPARTIBii SPARTIME,. Description, Fournier (1886); 
exaiaination of type fragaent in US. 
Spartina htBailis Link. = BOOTSLOUA 0?ATA. Description, Link (1820) and 
in synonomy of Steudel (1841). 
Spartina intenaedia Boso ex St.Y. = SPiifiTIlA iiI.TERHIIl,ORA. Same only; in 
observations by Saint-Yves (193E). 
Spartina juncea (Michx.) Willd. a SPAOTINA PATEIS. Based on Trachynotia 
Juncee Michx., a synonym. 
Spartina juncea Willd. var. bafceri (Merr.) St.Y. = SPARTINA BAKKRI. See 
text, page 90. 
Spartina juncea Willd. rar. juncea (lilld.) St.Y. = SPARTINA PATENS. See 
text, page 147. 
Spartina juncea Willd. Yar, juncea (lilld.) St.Y. subv. aaericana St.Y. 
» SPARTIKA PAfmS. See text, page 148. 
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Spartina juncea Willd. r&r. juncea (Willd.) St.Y. subT. europaea St.Y. 
« patens. See text, page 148, 
Spartina juneea Willd. Tar. laxlflora St.Y. - SPAKTINA DENSIFLORA. See 
text, page 129. 
Spartina juncea lilld. var. aontefldensls (Arech.) St.Y. = SPARTINA 
DENSIIMRA. Sm text, page 129. 
Spartina juneea Willd. var. patens (Ait.) St.Y. r SPilRTIM PATENS. 
See text, page 147. 
Spartina .junclformis Eng. & Gray s SPARTINA SPARTIMI. Description, 
Englemann and Gray (1847); examination of photograph (in US) of 
type specimen. 
Spartina laeTlgata Link = SPARTIMA ALTIRKIFLOBA. Description, Link 
(18B0); exatftlnation of type fragment in US. 
Spartina leianths Benth. « SPARTINA I'OLIOSA. Description, Bentham 
(1844); examination of tyr)e fra^^ent in US. 
Spartina maritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Mu;hl.) St.Y. » SPARTIM 
AI-TERHinORA. See text, page 50. 
S'gartlna taaritima (Curt.) Fem. subsp. glabra (Suhl.) St.Y. var. alternl-
flora (Merr.) St,,Y. « SPiiRTIM ALTIRHIIXORA. See text, page 50. 
Spartina laaritina (Curt.) I'em. subsp. .^abra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. alterni-
flora" (Merr.) St.Y. forma f;racllis St.Y. « SPAHTIMA ikLTERKITiOM. 
See text, page 51. 
Spartina Baritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. brasili-* 
ensis (Raddi) St.Y. = SPARTINA iU:.TlRKII'IX)RA. See text, page 50. 
Spartina maritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. i^labra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. braslli-
easia (Raddi) St.Y. subv. fallax St.Y. = SPARTIM ALTlRNIILOeA. See 
text, page 50. 
Spartina maritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. brasili-
ensis' (Raddi) St.Y. subv. raddii St.Y. r SPARTIKA ALTERNII1..0RA. See 
text, psge 50. 
Soartina .maritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. glabra 
(Gray) St.Y. s SP/iRTIM ALTERNIIXORA. See text, page 50. 
Spartina maritima (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y. var. glabra 
(Gray)"'"st.Y. subv. pilosa (Merr.) St.Y. = SPAiSINA ALTERNIFLORft,. 
See text, page 51. 
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Spartina marltMa (Curt.) Fern, subsp. glabra (Muhl.) St.Y.' rar. glabra 
(Gray) St.Y. subv. typica St.Y. = SPARTIKA AI,TERNIFLORA. See text, 
page 51. 
Spartina aarltlma {Curt.) Fern, subsp. strlcta (Ait.) St.Y. r SPARTINA 
MjiRITIMA. Based on S. aarltima (Curt.) Fern. 
X Spartina flierrlllli Cher, r SPAOTIKA ALTERNIiXORA. See text, page 51. 
Spartina aiicliauxiaoa Hltetic. = SPARTIM PICTIMTA. See text, page 156. 
Spartina michauxiaBa filtchc. top. suttlel Farw. s SPARTIM PICTINATA. 
See text, page 156. 
Spartina michauxiaaa Hltchc. var. tenuior Farw. • SPARTINA PEGTIMTA. 
See text, page 156.' 
Spartina montevidensis Arech. = SPAIWIM DEMSIILORA. See text, page 1S4. 
Spartina multlflora Vasey ex Beal = SPARTIMA SPARflBAg. ' Published in 
synonoiay; type specimen ia US was exaajliaed. See discussion of 
Vasey (1891). 
Spartina patagonlca Speg. = SPAfiTIKA DEi-ISIFLORA. See text, page 125. 
Spartioa patens (Ait.) Muhl. var. caespitosa (A. A. Eaton) Hitehc. 
= SPikiaiM. X CAESPITOSA. See text, page 109. 
Spartina patens (Ait.) MuM. rar. juncea (Miehx.) fiitciic. a SPARTINA. 
PATiHS. See text, page 147. 
Spartina pateas (Ait.) .Muhl. var. mocogyna (M, A. Curtis) Fern, r SPARTIM 
PATEKS. See text, page 147. 
Spartina oectinata Bosc ex Link SPARTIKA PICTIBATA Link. See text, page 
155. 
Spartina pectinata Link var. suttlel (Farw.) Fem. = SPARTINA PECTIHATA. 
See text, page 157. 
Spartina phleoides Roth = 7 Description, Roth (1S}2) indicates that the 
species is probably not a Spartina. 
Spartina pittieri Hack, s SPARTINA SPARTINAI. Description, Hackel (1902); 
examination of type fragaent in US. 
Spartina plateosls Mez ex St.Y. = SPARTISLtv DENSIFLORA. Haj},© only in obser­
vation of St.Y. A Mez specimen in US of Spartina platensis was 
examined. 
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Spartina polystaehya (Miclix.) BeauT. = SPARTISA CYKOSITROIDKS. Based on 
Traclayaotis • pQlyst.achyft Micha:^. > a .synonya. 
Spartiaa pubera Hassk. = ? Sme only- in Hesskarl (184-4). 
Spartina piMlla Roth. -. SPaRTIWA PaTSIS, Description, Roth (1806). 
Spsrtlna pungens (Rich.) Beauv. z-SPAIS'IMA li/lRlTIlA. Based on LiHmetis 
puagens R.ic]3.. inPers., a synonjm. 
Spartina schreberl Gael. = t See text, page 18. 
Spartina strieta (Mt.). Roth r SPARTINA MARITIMA. Based on JDactylis 
strlete Ait., a synonyiB. 
Spartina stricba (Mt.) Roth var., alterniflora (Lois.) Gray r SPARTIM 
. AL1?ERNIJ1.0.RA. Fernald ' (1947) referred this name to the typical 
Spartinu alterniflora. 
— •ftwmiKi II aiiniiiiTwiii III, I.' HWI II ir.iiiiiMi •HI (I III« mil I II liimnnn^  
Spartina strlgta (Ait.) Roth Tar. glabra. (Muhl.) Gray = fSPARTINA ALTERNI­
FLORA. fernald (1947) referred this name to S. alterglflora var. 
glabra which has since been shown to be a synoajmi of S. alterniflora. 
See text, page 49. 
Spartina etrieta (Ait.) Roth var. meritlaa (Walt.) B.S.P. s SPARTINA 
ALTERSin^ORA. fhis name has been erroneously attributsd to Scribner 
by^authors. It is based -upon Daotylls aaritima Walt, which has been 
•shown to be a synonym of S_. alterniflora. ''Se® D. aaritima Walt, in 
this appendix. 
Spartina. vers!color Fabre = SPARTINA PATENS. Description and illustration 
by Fabre (1849). 
Traohynotia alteralflora (Lois.) DC. ^ SPARTIIA ALTIRKIFLOPA. Based on 
S. alterniflora.. 
Trachynotla alternlfolla Steud. = SB&RTIIM. iiLTERUIFLORA. Hsme only; ob-
Tlously an error for T. alterniflora (Lois.) DC. 
Trachynotia caegpltosa Ait. ex St.T. r SPARTIM X CASSPITOSA. . Name in 
obserTationa by Saint-Yves (1932); attributed to Hitchcock by Saint-
Yves. HitchcoclE did not mention the cofiibination. The reference to 
Alton is incorreGt; doubtless Saint-Yves meant A. A. Eaton. 
Trachynotia cynos.uroides Michx. ^ SPA-RTINA PECTIHATA. See text, page 155. 
Trachynotia jUBcea Michx. = 3PARTIKA PATINS. Description, Michaus (1803). 
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Trachynotla polystachya Michx. = SPiiRflMA CYIOSURDIDES. Description, 
lichaux (18D3); sxamiaation of type fragrient ia US. 
Traclxynotia striota (Alt.) DC. s SPARTIMA MRIflMA. Based on Dactylis 
strleta Alt., a synonym. 
Tristania arundinacea (Thouars) Poir. = SPAfiTIKA AEUNDIKACEA. Based on 
Ponceletia arundipacea Thouars, a synonya. 
¥ilfa spartipae Trin. = SPARTIM SPARTIHAE, See text, page 33. 
